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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, March 31, 1922.

Oil

Daily

URGE INTERFERENCE BY
Former Senator Central Figure
in Latest Divorce Controversy
PRESIDENT IN PROPOSED
STRIKE OF COAL MINERS
v
Vl.

WHY

v UNION

MAN-SAY-

til we have exhausted all our ef
forts to settle the trouble, if thc-Amerlcan people got all the coa
Uiev want In April they will bd
satisfied, and if the government es- timate of 6 5,000.000 tons of com
above ground is correct there will
be no suffering during
the next
month. But we prefer to work out
our own salvation.
"Knowing the operators as I do.
I have every reason to believe they
of
will yet signify an intention
meeting us."
Coal
Officers of the National
association were present but were
not asked as to how the suggestion
of going to the president appealed
to them. Thry offered no volun-
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the
miners' and operators' side. Mr.
Moore said that John I,. Lewis, the
union president, was too busy getting out strike orders to come here

gether
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Officer of United Mine
Workers Predicts Unor- aanized Labor Will Quit
If Unmolested.

"OPERATORS REPUDIATED1
WRITTEN

now.

i

OBLIGATIONS"!

Two Months' Supply of Coal
Will Be on Hand SaturCabinet
Morning,
day
Member States.

"But he will be here Monday if
he is not In Jail," he added.
Moore predicted that all nonunion miners, who produce 30 pet
cent of the coal output would quit
work with the union men, "if gunn
men are not used in the
non-unio-

(Hj Thj Aasoelited

'

Pre.)
SO.

field-.-

The
March
Washington.
wisdom of asking resident Hardof
ing to invite representatives
miners and operators to meet here
eftomorrow in an eleventh hour
fort to call off the conl strike la- s
considered today by the house
bor committee, but without action
being taken.
Believing there still was hope of
all
preventing the shut down inmidfields set for tomorrow at comnight, two members of the
mittee proposed that the president
he requested to take a hand, and
for a time it appeared as if a resolution looking to this end might
be adopted. Word had come from
the. senate, meanwhile, that Chairman. Borah of tho senate labor
committee went at once to suggest
Joint action.
Chairman Borah explained, however, that members of the committee had not been advised ns to such
a vote, and that he did not feel at
question
liberty to take up tho would
be
alone and it probably
over.
CO
hest to let the question
call
he
Intimated
that
Ho
might
his committee to consider it later.
Returning to its own meeting
displace, the houso committee
cussed resolutions
presented by
London, socialist,
siWfwntatlM
New York. 'and' tJ pshaw, democrat,
Both
similarly drawn,
Georgia.
were laid on the table.
The aid of the president in the
task of trying to bring the miners
and operators together was suggested after Dr. Worth M. Tippy
of New York, representing the federal council of Churches of
Christ in America, had urged some
effort by congress toward lasting
pence in t lie coal regions.
While John Moore, of Columbus
Ohio, legislative agent of the United Mine Workers of America wa
giving the union's sido of ihe trouble, Chairman Nolan asked If the
organization would object if the
president should step to the front
and invite tho warring factions

Bj The Associated Presn.)

"

Washington. March 30. Whilt
stating that a general strike in
unionized bituminous coal mines is
certain to begin Saturday, Secretary
of Labor Davis declared in a state
merit tonight lhat the "situation
leaves no excuse for advance in
coal prices," and no prospect of
coal shortage for tho public.
Reviewing the government s et
forts during the lust two monts to
achieve a settlement in advance. Mr
Davis expressed "keen disappoint
ment at the failure of certain operators to fulfill the terms of iheh
obligations" to confer with mineri
lor. the making of new wage agreements, which might have prevented
suspension of work.
"All the government's efforts ii
the proffer of mediation, conciliawild.
he
tion and compromise,"
tho count!
"hae failed to savestrike
test oi
from the national
economic strength between employer and employe in the coal in
' ' In this effort the
diisury.
president and myself have neithci
legal right nor .personal Oe.'ire to
dictate any prt grain. Our one desire has been to induce, by persuasion Und urgence, the operators
and miners to discharge the obligation they assumed themselves, to
confer again for the shaping of a

MAIN ISSUE IN
MINE TROUBLES
IS WAGE SCALE
(By The Atwoclulpri

Prefts.)

Indianapolis, Ind., March 30 (by
the Associated Press.) What are
the coal miners asking for In new
wage contracts with the operators?
Briefly, the anthracite miners
want increased wages, the bituminous miners want to retain present
basic scales, and tho operators in
both fields want wage proposals.
While both sides include various
other demands In their wage proposals, the main issue is wages. In
brief, the miners' demands are as
follows:
of
the
Bituminous Removal
differentials within and between
districts so as to result in increased
wages for some workers and reduction for none; establishment of
tho
week. Pay
day,
and
for overtime work,
and double pay for Sunday and
holiday work: weekly paydays: a
wage contract for two years, end...... ,
ing. March 31,, 182- 4- Cent
Anthracite
pet4'
Twenty
increase of wages for tonnage
a
and
$1
advance
for
workers,
day
day laborers; abolition of
individual
contracting through
agreements; establishment of the
"cheek-of- t
of
system
collecting
one-ha-

lf

uew.uKfeem.&nU".

The miners, the secretary said
had always been willing to cooler
through their union representatives but the operators, although for diflerent assigned reasons in seveia:
localities, nave "turned their backs
chance to lay bare, not only
"
tne ,m'ni;rs, hut to tho public, ai
loasl t!lelr
reason8 'or declining a
am eemeiu.
A conference, for the operators."
he added, "would have removed any
stigma of bad faith.
"There may be faults on both
"
" , "
"'"ViT;,,

sub-co-

uniomducs

by

operators

withhold- -

ing sums from miners' wages; uni- formitv nt
fnr almilnr nnen- nations; extension of the eight
hour day to Include, all workers;
a uniform
"cons'deration"
day
wage for miners whoso wage Is re- duccd by abnormal working condi- tions; increased pay for overtime ;,...,,, rp1,11(1,ntPB its
,,.,
work: contract for two years, end signed obligations has
it i
crippled
19LM.
ing March 31,
!case before the bar of public opin-

m

l"

--

,h'",

,ri,,

ion."
The agreement repudiated,
BEAUMONT, TEXAS.
here.
explained, was that con-- i
"If the president were to send a
TO OUST EMPLOYES
in the wage contract be- taincd
wire tonight asking the miners to
t
ween
and miners in the
IfllM iiV V V
AUn JUIIV
come here or go anywhere else and
VVnU
r. T. r. central operators
competitive field, including
meet the operators." Mr. Moore
lllinois, Indiana, Ohio, and western
said, "the first train would find
Beaumont, Texas. March 30.
Pennsylvania, which has constitut- We have always Clty Manager George Hoark.
fhein aboard.
ed the basic wage contract for al!
acting
been
anxious to meet them."
ur.der instructions from Mayor H. (Other coal fields in former years.
"
Asked as to the union's nttltud". A. stemnagen today started ouster TIie situation as to anthracite
toward a 30 day suspension of the
against city employes ing. It was added, "forms a nlens- strike order, Mr. Moore said:
who may h members of the ku jing contrast because operators and
- "I am not prepnred 1o answer mux klan. The mayor In a formal miners are meeting directly toneth- for President Lewis. As I see it, statement denounced the klan and ler."
there Is little likelihood of an In- declared it against the hest inter- Further complications in the coa
vitation going out. We do not ests of the city to have klansmen in Industry, Mr. Davis continued, wero
want government interference un its employ.
due to the existence of
s

amounting to "fully 30 per
cent over development in the biOne result of
tuminous fields"
this, it was pointed out, was to
leave available
in storage no
stocks of coal estimated
at ten
million tons of anth-acitand 65,- OOO.dOO
tons of bituminous.
"This means that railroads, public utilities, manufacturing Industries and retail dealers will have
on hand Saturday nearly
two
months' supply,"
he concluded.
"The operators state that production from non union mines wil,
meet at least fifty per cent of the
normal needs of the country.
MOSt aiETIlflCant
WeiffhtV
As the strike in the bituminous In- dustry is inevitable, the industry is
f
J
squarely on trial before the public.
At this stage it is simply an eco
nomic dispute in wnich the chief
sufferers will be the miners and
the operators themselves. The ad(BY THIS ASKOCIATKI)
PKHSS.)
will watch developLondon, March :i0 (by the Asso far transcends in importance thi ministration
Winston Spencer pact arrived at between Michael ments and be ready to safeguard
ciated Press.)
Churchill, the imperial secretary Collins, head of the provisional gov- tho public welfare whenever it 's
for the colonies, announced tonight ernment and Sir James Craig, the menaced."
Any rise In prices, he said, should
in the house of commons the terms Ulster premier, earlier in the ne"be reported to Washington at
of the most important agreement gotiations.
once for action by the attorney
It provided for the
yet reached between the representatives of the northern and southern
of the police in Ulster on a general."
in
Ireland
for
to
basis
the rebgiou'i
bringgovernments
satisfactory
ing about peace in tho strife-tor.eanings of the people of tho north REPUBLICAN NOMINEE
and tho south; for the trial of per
country.
The agreement, which wa,s reach- tons charged with serious offenses
FOR SANTA FE MAYOR
ed with unexpected expedition at a by a special court composed of the.
WILL REFUSE SALARY
conference between tho delegatea nignest justices; ror general coof the Irish groups and representa- operation between the north and
tives of the imperial government, the south of a most promising chartSPCCAL D'lPATCH TO MORNING JOURNAL!
acter, and for assistance from th,
Santa Fe, March 30. Charles C.
Lrilish parliament to remedy the Closson, republican
nominee for
t,
unemployment difficulties in
mayor of tho city of Santa Fe, has
rendered
the
.which
carrying Issued a signed statement in which
I
out of the previous
'j
he declares that, If elected, he will
almost
pact
impossible.
not accept a dollar of salary for
The terms of the agreement a his services
as mayor. The presannounced by Mr. Churchill are as ent incumbent, T.
SC.
FORECAST.
Winter, is the
Denver, Colo., March 30. New lollows:
Santa
who has ever
Fe
mayor
only
is
Peace
First;
Mexico: Fair Friday and Saturday
today declared.
received
The
council
pay.
passed
Kocond:
From
two
the
northunsettled
today
except
an ordinance authorizing a salary
Saturday
west portion; warmer Friday east governments undertake to
of $1,200 a year for him. He has
in
In
Of mountains.
their powei been in office since the election of
every way
Arizona: Generally fair Friday with a view to the restoration of
1920.
and Saturday, except somewhat un- peaceful .conditions in the unset-lie- d April,
area.
settled north
portion; net much
$
Third: The police in Belfast ar-change in temperature,
to be organized in general in acKMIORSH VOLSTEAD.
cordance with the following condiTiOCAt, HlfroliT.
Milmar. Minn., March HO.
tions:
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
1
Congressman A. J. Volstead, of t
Special police in mixed dishours ended at 0 p. rn. yesterday,
Granite Falls, representative
tricts to be composed half of Jath v of
recorded by tho university:
the Seventh Minnesota dis- Al!
Bfi ohes and half of Protestants.
Highest temperature
trict in congress since March
not required
for these
3D specials
LoweBt ;
4,
1!)03, and author of the dry .
to be withdrawn to thei 'JO forces
Range
law bearing his name, was en- Mean
4(1 homes und suricnder their arms.
?
dorsed for
2
by
,n advisory committee com77
Humidity at 6 a. ni.
the republican district conven- 19 posed of Catholics will assist In the
Humidity at 6 p. m. , ,
lion
here.
on
The
vote
the
selection of Catholic recruits for
Trace tho
Precipitation
endorsement was by acclam- special po"ce.
Wind velocity
88
ation and was unanimous.
II
All
on
tho
police
duty, except
Direction of wind
.'.West
Clear
Character of day
(Continued on Togo Two.)

IRISH GOVERNMENTS SIGH PACT

j

POLICE

1 ULSTER

e

TO PRODUCE PEACE

Document Regarded in Political Circles as

and
HanneninC
Since Irish Treatv Wa Signed: Churrhill

Announces its lerms.

".

n

Bel-las-

WEATHER

Cralg-Collin.-

i

Al

Mrs. Crare

IS

I'lsher llollis disputes

i

if- -

exile
"ntnends

for

That

love.'

1

4

validity of new marriage of her
husband, Henry Trench Holtis,
farmer United States senator.

i

is

characterize former
Senator Henry French Hulhs, of
New Hampshire,
marnnsrt
to M:ss Ann White Hobbs has
mst been announced in Rome.
Rumor has it that he was grant
ed a divorce from his first wife
in Sofia, Bulgaria, tfter American and trench courts had refused him a decree. Kis first
wife, Mrs. Grace Kislisr Hollls is
living at Princeton, N. J. Her
how

wh-.s-

e

-

Mixta.

attorneys declare that lioiiis'
divorce is not valid In the United

Stales snd that will be liable to
prosicutton if he returns.

IE

CITY BUILDING AW PAVING
CONTRACTS.
There Is no

Ai

1

CASE IS

HALTED SS GIRL'

PARLEY

GIVEN
BK

u

j

BELIEVES OPERATORS
WILL FAVOR MEETING

l

portunity to state tils position
on some of the municipal affairs.)
BY W. II. WAITOV
I have become a candidate for
tho city commission of Albuqtier-qout of a desire to serve to the
best of niv ability the city where I
live. I lime definite aims for the
iniprovcinent of the city and these,
if I am elected, I shall endeavor to
carry through.
First of all, I will seek a reduction of tho waler rate. The city
purchased the waler plant from private ownership with the promise
that cheaper water would be supLower rates
plied ihe residents.
wore held out as an Inducement to
the p, ople. .Vow they are entitled
to the fulfillment of that pledge.
Cheaper water is u step toward
more henulitiil and attractive
Wo want people lo
Albuquerque.
come hero and discover the excellence of our climate, but if we are
to build a city, we must have them
ckot to remain here, to make Albuquerque their permanent home
and the scene of I heir business
activity.
Tho people who come from the
more molsc regions tio not become
to sandy front In wns.
The-- ' want trees and flowers, lawns
and gardens.
They do not waul
loliaue around their premises only:
it
all up and down the
thev want
slii ct. A water rate low enough
to iiKvuiage every man to beaut ny
bis own home will be a long step
toward making Ihese people permanent residi nts of (his oh,v.
Next, 1 favor the proper maintenance of the pre cut city parks and
the gradual extension of the system.
Parks are the lungs of a city and
merit atieutioii.
I will neck Ihe extension of the
order that the census
city limits in
figures ma- - present a true picture
of Albuquerque's Inert using population.
I
am In favor of paving under
proper conditions und prices, bul
first I would seek lo have ample
the
bearings and consultations whh
people involved In ordei that no
be
done.
may
I would be willing to give everyone a full hearing und a chance lo
nil phases of public ques(Ulcus
tions. I would seek to have the
coiiimls.slon avoid uibltrary rulings.
Vtleniion should he paid to Ihe
eilv library. Jinny people turn to
il as a source of sch. idling and It
should be made serviceable to a
large number.
In mailers of public linance, i
would follow a conse votive course,designed to protect the present Investments of the city, to safeguard
Ihe taxpayer's dollar, to work a
taxes and
In
reduction
every parlner In our large eo- operative venture feel that his ad-orher nionev was being properly
ministered.

view.
Ser
y of Labor Scores
Claims Union Representa- tary
The hearing, which is being heln
tives Have Always Been in connection with a resolution by
,ators for Failure to!
Representative Bland, republican.
Anxious to Meet Spokes- Indiana,
for appointment of an inl. ter Parley With Organcommittee by the presvestigating
ized
Workers.
men for Operators.
ident, is expected to bring to-

A.

OF

.dhorlal note: The Journal extends Ibis space to W.
H. Walton to afford him nn op(

NO EXCUSE FOR

the leading figures on

1

OF ALBUQUERQUE

BRINGS

AlSto

Hoc a Month
Single Copies 6c

Mull,

WANT TO
FINAL TREATIES
SERVE THE CITY

v

--

Carrier or

by

APPROVA

MSEIAIE

Not

a Single Vote Cast
Against Far Eastern Pact
to Give China New Bill
of Rights,

SEVERAL CLASHES ON
CHINA TARIFF TREATY

Actions
End Determined
Campaign By Adminis-

tration

Leaders Started
21,

On February

(lly The Assorlntpa Prm.
March
Washington,
:(0.
The
senate completed Its part of the
arms conference prog-ratoday by
giving its approval to the last two
treaties of tho group of seven submitted to it fur ratification.
On
tho final ratification roll calls the
affirmative expression of senate
opinion was nil but unanimous.
Not a single vote was cast against
the far eastern treaty, drawn to
guarantee a new bill of rights to
China and there was only one dispell! Ing voice when the constitutional "advice and consent" was
given to the pact for revision of
the Chinese tariff. The totals, reto nothing
spectively were sixty-si- x
and fifty-eigto one
The momentum with which the
ratification program was
to
a conclusion exceeded theswept
expectations of the administration leaders, who had not hoped to end debate before tomorrow night.
Dy
the day's accomplishment the senate set a now record for action,
four
international
covenants having been ratified
within two days, and six within
the last week.
Virtually no difference of opinion developed over the far eastern
treaty, although Senator Borah,
republican, Idaho, expressed a fear
that It. and the other far eastern
settlements of the arms conference
migni oe Interpreted in years to
come as giving "moral assent" to
all the acts of aggression that have
been committed in the past In the
orient. He was among those,
ever, who cast their votes for
e
ficatlon.
Over the tariff treaty severs!
sharp exchanges took pi oe with
.Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska.
senior democrat of the foreign re
lations
and Senator
committee,
CONFIDENCE MEN IN
King democrat, t'tah. leading in
criticism
of
American participation
DENVER OPERATING
in the fixing of Chinese customs
COLLEGE FOR CROOKS schedules. Senator King cast the
;only negative vote on the ratifioa- n Tin- - Wmlilnl Piv i
jtion roll call, and Senator Hitch- left the chamber and did not
iii iando, Kin., March 30.
In defense of the treaty.
fidenee men are operating a col-- i vote.
Cnderwood of Alabama,
Icjje in Denver. Colo., and issue Senator
lender and a
diplomas to stud .'als who heroine the democratic
to
arms conference,
the
a
gate
lent in the art. coord ing to;
"'lured
all
the
of
powers
Jones
already were
Attorney Joseph
this eitv. who' has just returned involved in treaties stipulating
n
Poi-Lauderdale, where lie na's tariff schedules nd now were
n incline logemer to ameliorate tne
assisted in the prosecution
lieen wire tappers. One of the itnotion so far as practicable.
Final
senate action
on
the
at Kort Lauderdale,
defendants
treaties brought to an end a de7:1
ynnr or age. had boon work- termined
administhe
of
campaign
ing all his life as n "second story" tration
leaders, which has kept the
man. according to Mr. .loins, but
in recess from day to day
senate
two years ago, attoiul"il tne col
i. j"o weeis, ami n.as virtually pre- logo in Denver, w;
"
transaction
of legislative
, vented
as
ploni.a
'"'
''" ' business since debate began
on the
the state'
.,.
orney said, "is do-- i
i
-- .j.i. .v- .ing splendidly now in the high,i,,L.
..i,i
brow phase of his calling."
over the four power pact, and
The principal feature of the fight
since its ratification last Friday the
was said to obstacles In the
college curriculum
pathway of quick
he a course in human nature.
completion of the administration
.
had
faded
program
hourly.
A compilation of the result of th
seven ratification roll calls shows
that on five of the seven treaties
the senate acted with virtual unanimity. The vote followsTap treaty. f7 to 22: four power
17 to 27: supplemental four
IN treaty,
TO
power treaty, B", to 0; naval limitation treaty, 74 to 1; submarine and
noxious gas treaty, 71 to 1: far
treaty, fit! to 0. and Chinese
STYLE eastern
tariff treaty, DS to 1.

iw ponding time and money In brluliig ps'ople
to AJlmtpH'Mjiiu doles no devise ways and iik uiih to ko'p those
wo get. It wmlil lie possible for ns to cnumcrato a lint, or people
IN GGLLAPSE
vllh wealth aggregating not less Hum five million dollars who have
left Albuquerque for jnoro altrai live plaeiw or JVhldenee. after their
fortunes have
made. This initiation has been looked upon
e
s
with fOiiiplficriicy by
as an in.
:i liie rhy's
Introduction of Letters Said
ovltalilo misfortune.
Nit 500 people possessing 810.000 eiieh must
be brought in to replace llieni in order for Albuquerque to hold
to Constitute Demands
her m n.
for Hush Money Weaken
Such n loss Is not Inevitable. Now ami then some one vtlll
leave, of course, but Ihe general exodus of people who lmo prosDefendant.
pered here is n preventable loss.
IVople do not leave here, except In rare Instances, because of
I'rpj,-- )
ISv "flip
the climate.
Thorp Is no better climate in Hie world except for
:.0.
New York.
uhvia
I hose who
must seel; u lower
The plain truth is Hint
M. Stone, graduate
nurse, colpeople go away because of the superior desirability of some other
lapsed tod;iy on the witness stand
city as a place of residence. Albuquerque bus not taken (he necesat her trial on a charge of murWe may as well face the
sary steps to overcome this handicap.
dering Kllis liny Kink, ad, forinei
fact that she lias not done so.
Cineiimuti corporation (onus,, in
After llvlrts for a lime hi the desert, people long for
front of bis Brooklyn home. Two
pluce
of lawns and folhigo and flowers. They long for paved streets and
stale alienists, after ex.ti.iiniiig her.
i,l il u ,11 1,1 In. n il in;, n
So reactionary has been the ixiliey of the
places of amusement.
lion her furtlK-r-. mid the trial was
city commission with regard to wnlor that lawns and flowers havu
been dlscouriiged.
The uiifer rate has been prohibitive for most
adjourned until tomorrow.
The city commission should have inside nil uitrnclive waler
l'tlers demanding money from
rate and then have led hi a campaign of education and hi (he deKihkead. sprung as a miiim':.-by
Assistant
a
District Attorney Wnr- city pride which would have made Albuquerque
velopment of
a sweet and alluring oasis in the desert.
basse, appeared to bowl her over,
Insiead they have disVirtually all these letters, which
couraged those of us who filled to put on such a campaign. They
refused in make a reduction In waler rales mid asked us not to ihe asked her to Identify, demand- ed
a
"plnnt-n-l;on
n" campaign.
money on threats of divorce or
put
breach of promise suits--. .Mr. War-- I
Instead of milking reasonable specifications for paving and llius
basse said. When each was shown
procuring a reasonable cost, they have let paving coiitraels against
to her. she stoutly denied Ihe
the will of the people at efinl'iscaloiy prices. Instead of consulthandwriting was hers.
ing with people regarding llielr wishes and persuading llieni or
a '
"Miss Stone," asked Warhass
the wisdom of such a policy, the commission has arrogantly overlast, "would yuu tell a lin lo save
ridden all protests and ordered the paving hi. Their conduct has
life?"
your
been autocratic In the extreme.
e
to erl
licl'i et,w n n
II,,'
As simple a thing as requiring decent and regular service on
"I would not."
the street cars, has received no attention at their hands,
As she spoke, she eiumpled. fell
othlng
In Albuquerque Is as regular ns the irregularity wllli which street
heavily forward and lay in a bean
cars are operated.
While It Is true that the triumvirate rides In
almost at. the feet of Justice Aspin-- :
"glass show cases" Instead of In street ears it is also true that
all. She was carried
from the
other iiooplc who live hern and pay taxes do ride on the street 'room by attendants and doctors
ears. Decent service would he nn attractive feature to Albuquerwere hurriedly summoned.
que. Indifference to the comfort of those In moderate circumAfler five minutes recess. Justice
stances seems to be one of the qualifications of the triumvirate.
Aspinnll called in the jury, and nf- in
Putting a heating plant, a stage, n celling- and opera chairs In ter telling them Miss Stone waswas
the Armory would give ns a place where excellent entertainments,
collapse, dismissed them. She
in
to
taken back
Jail
i taxicab.
.tumping to the coast, could break the expense of the trip by a stopFrom the first, when she1 took
over. While city funds are iierhaps not available, these men could
ACQUIT HOY SLAYF.H.
the stand this morning, she had
have led in devising a way to make life plensanter by such a play
testified weakly and
house. The plain truth is that these men have shown neither
brokenly. Department of Commerce
.v
er.
most of the time weening. Sev-- '
leadership nor a progressive spirit.
eral times smelling salts were ap-- I
Tne
and
activities
to
center
at
the
amoSu
progress
Municipal
ought
city
muer
plied and frequent rests were given
hull. The closest mid most enthusiastic
of the city
tlOn ShOUld Be BUlIt 0n:Mnnue Cnbral at San Pablo, Jan
her so she could regain her comwith every civic activity ought to be given. Through the commison:
was
ti.
tne
twenty
uary
jury
posure.
sion Is the only official way the city has to express Its spirit.
Firm Foundation.
Heuer testified that Mrs.
hours.
Clad entirely In black she made
Is
to
kill
him
a young giant of energy and ambition.
Cabral had Inspired
It de:a sombre figure as she told the
Albuquerque
Cabral so they could be married.
sires to lie somebody, sometime. To come into her own she must
(By The ANMH'intfU l'rei.)
jury of her love for Kinkead. She
A:!().
March
have men of vision and intense activity nt the head. She must
Washington,
said he had tired of her, left her.
have men who are real leaders because they nre representative of
married another woman, and then lthough business continues to make
the aspirations of the people. If Walton, Well and Tlngley are even avoided her to the extent of progress in Its recovery from the
elected, the city will rapidly come Into its own.
hanging up his telephone when she depression of 1021, as indicated by
figures received by tho department
called him.
Hut in the afternoon there was of commerce since March 20, t lie
Tames MeXary, president of the First Nutional Hank of K
a slight change.
The challenge department warned in a review of
It he would step on a rusty
of .1. M. Itnynolds, holds the purse-strinPuso, and brother-in-laof the letters introduced
to conditions made public today thu
nail, would you know how to
of the Southwestern Portland Cement Company. The Southroese her for a time. Iter tear rehabilitation "needs to lie cautious
?
keep him from getting
western Portland Cement Company has "a clneh" on New Mexico.
ceaspd. and she leaned
forward that it may be built upon a firm
It sells every dollar's worth of cement which goes into Albuquernow and then, her eyes flashing, foundation."
If he caught
diphtheria,
Some set backs, the statement
que paving.
as she told Mr Warhasse that the
would you recognize the sympletters were mysteries to her. declared, "may ho expected, for all
McNarjr Is reported to he the principal stockholder of the i;i
toms?
Then she slumped back and in a of tho lesions caused by pest war
Pnso Ititullthic Company. This company formerly did nil locul
Do you know how to protect
voice
broken hv tenra ' de over expansion have not healed."
paving. Later the Irew Mexico Construction Company was organhim from infantile paralysis?
While in most lines, the review
of tho Hitulithle Company. The same man
clared :
ized as an
offer you tho informaWe
"I don't know whether I wrote added, prices have been relatively
Is the head of both. Between them they have done nil the paving
tion that will enable you to
stable for tho past six months, disIn Albuquerque In recent years.
that or not."
of
these
meet
emergencies
Mrs. Mae Allen, a stenographer tributors still remember the disaschild life.
Mr. llehenstrelt Is now with the loenl Bilulithie Company. Mr.
ter caused by overstocked shelves
of
ths
Atlantic
tes
Chalfont,
booka
in
of
City,
the
form
Is
It
Kl
Paso
with
the
office. Mr. Ilebenslrelt
Cladding was formerly
tified that Kinkead had Intro- in 1920.
let written by the American
made all tho ordinances and siieclficiitlons for Albuquerque pav"Forward orders, therefore," it School
duced Miss Stone to her as his
Hygiene Association.
ing. Then he resigned and became the loenl head or the Hitulithle
"aro
continued,
sparingly
given
wife.
A free copy of it may be seCompany and later of the New Mexico Construction Company. Mr.
and In reduced volume; however
our Washington
from
cured
ns
here
city malinger. Mr. llehenstrelt
Cladding was then brought
manufacturers are feeling the efKnclose
Bureau.
Information
COMMITTEE NAMED TO
proceeded to secure the paving contracts for Sir. MeXary's comfect of repeated orders and the
cents in stamps for return
pany under the specifications which he had ninde when city manof mills two
output
steadily
increasing
RESTOCK
LIBRARY
OF
sure
and
be
that
your
postage,
ager, buying his cement of course, from Mr. MeXary's cement
and factories shows that fundaname and address is written
company. The work was siitervlsed by Mr. Gladding, former emis getting
LAS
the
VEGAS
NORMAL
country
mentally
plainly on the lines of the
ploye of tho Bilulithie Company. The triumvirate "trliunvcd" these
back to normal."
.
coupon:
deals through tho commission.
of wool and worsted
t
Activity
N.
Las
M
A
30.
March
Vegas.
showed
a
to
these
swingThe necessary financing
"significant
paving contracts wns committee with Charles Ufeld a" machinery
the first of this
done by tho First Xntionnl Bunks of Albuquerque and Kl Pnso. chairman, Hfnry Rlattmen as vlco improvement,"
HiKDFKlC J. 11ASKIN,
Mr. Raynolds Is president of the local bank; Mr. Me.Xnry nt 1.1
chairman, and Mrs E. J. McWenie month, the review said, while that
Director.
as secretary, has been formed to of cotton spindles decrease!1. ImPaso.
The
Albuquerque Journal Inderaw
in
of
silk
February
rehabilitate the library, of the nor- ports
When tho, Tljerns paving contract went to the supreme court
formation Bureau, Washingmal nnivei sltv. which was dtmaged creased to the lowest figure since
Sir. Herbert Knynolds, brother of .1. SI. Itnynolds, silt In the ease
ton. D. C.
by fire on February 2. Many of th March a year ago.
as u member of the supremo court and threw the contestants out
two cents
I enclose herewith
8.000 bonks were ruined, and others
Exports of Iron and steel last
of court.
for return postage
In stamps
were only partially damaged. The month vll off from January. In
School
no
of
that
the
has
free
has
Iwen
on a
The Journal
done. object Is to secure a fund for re- part due to the shorter month, accopy
proof
anything wrong
It merely recites the facts. It looks like a little too much of n placements,
Child's Health.
to the review, and copper
cording
reblndlng,
reclassifying
family affair to suit the people. Certainly the public welfare can
and repairing. The alumni of the exports likewise" decreased but imName
not he hurt by breaking it up.
normal university will be called ports of tin and Bine increased, ns
Tho haste with which the last contract for paving was let on
upon to organize the work in the did sales of structural steel. PeStreet
various communities of the state troleum decreased 2,000.000 bartho eve of the election does not look good to us. Why did they
The matter will be given publicity rels below January but was greatnot wait and allow representatives fresh from the people, to settle
City
tho question? Certainly tho scriptural Injunction to avoid the apthroughout the state through the er than anv month in 1920 and was
newsnnnern hv W n Voio.
eAera. exceeded by only two months in
pearance of evil was not observed.
State
Itary of the chamber of commerce. 1921.
--
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WAR VETERANS
OF U. S. GIVEN
SPLENDID CARE

LI

BLUE

TOP

LIFE

IV 1 liKDEHIO ,T. I1ASKIX.
Washington, March 30. The
man who suffered nny kind
of disability because of his term
in the army is not being neglected
If
government.
hy tho federal
men who were wounded or who
have developed illness as a result
of their service in tho world war
are not being eared for hy the
it usually Is their
government,
The U. S. veteran's
own fault.
bureau has como across many
cases thousands, in fact, where
or
men entitled to compensation
instruction at the hands of the
adgovernment have failed to take
n
vantage of it, often through
ora nee.
The veteran's bureau Is tho outwar
growth of the new defunct
risk insurance bureau, with duties
in addition to the former functions of the war risk organization.
with
It Is working in
the Vntted States public health
cerili'o in the medical work affecting world war veterans.
I.'ight now the bureau is paying out more than Jl, 000, 000 every
day in the week. This money
goes directly into the hands of former service men or their dependents. Hospital care and treatment
is Poind furnished without eost to
This care in30,000 veterans.
cludes hoard and lodging, and represents mi outlay on the port of
to
the proven ment amounting
about $.1,000.01)0 a month, or
n year.
are
lOvery month, pay checks
nut
from the bureau totalmailed
total
This
$422,000,000.
big
ing
The
1)50,000 checkB.
represents
bureau is conducting nn insurance
than
no
000,000
less
business for
veterans of the war, there being
no charge u.mn the
policy holders for the cost of adminbusiness.
enormous
istering this
The policies In force represent
of insurance.
$3.r.Oft.n00.0OO
In connection with the United
States nuhlie health service, more
than r.o.ooo medical examinations
nre made every month by the veteMedical treitment
rans' bureau.
is not confined to the 30.00ft ho,
is given to 30,000
but
eases,
pitnl
additional
former service me:)
every month.
Nrvirlv
.00.0(10 Claim".
The claims filed with the bureau
up to January 1 totaled 1,418.-9- 1
1 and a thousand new claims
cotiio in every day. In handling
th enormous work of the burenu.
men and women
4.000
are given employment.
The expenditures of the bureau for
men durtnc the fiscal year
1022 will amount to more than
the entire federal appropriations

People Drink Wine Legally
and Openly Now; Gambling Machines Operate to
Aid Government.
The prmln-jinMoscow, March oO.
of tho Kussian fcuvii-- i.'lncU i
thiK
fur to the
tis
winter,
swinging,

right as it once swung to the left,
I ill. thu communist
party liropH 'ho
lcy to lUo works nnd
its movi'incnts or retards litem as it
.crs lit,
From a country whore, ono your
ago, private wealth wa considered
a. crime; prohibition
of liiiii;r was
a statu policy and namolinn was
ileal it
by
foniflinn's
itussia lias changed to a land n!
whero
people
open speculation,
(Jrinl; wine legally and openly unil
lift on
hy means at
netting machines from which the
fcovprnnii'iit takes a profit.
few of the
si
The.se are .lust
Changes since the Kronntadt revolt
hint March prompted Premier Len-- i
ne to inaugurate a new policy. In
moving toward a state of capitalism, the government, Hincc tho
soviet congress
ninth
closed a few inonthH ago with approval of Uenine's plana, has taken
sc'glcal short cuts in an effort to
change within a few months th?
condition
prevalent for years.
Jlosco awakes each morning to
a new surprise.
It seems only yesterday that private hanks were prohibited. Today, a few strokes of
ihe pel of the commlsssar of
finance, and private hanks may
operate at every corner.
Yesterday, hoarding of g"ld was
a punishable offense.
Today, another decree and trad :ig in it, makor
of
it,
anything one
ing jewels
could want to do with it are legalnncclc-ruU'-

horse-racin-

g

ized.

"Radical cures for radical diseases" seems to be the .vernment
rule. A dozen sessions of the congress of the United States couldn't
accomplish the alterations made
daily in the life of a Muscovite by
ihe busy scribbling of the seventeen
pens of Russia's seventeen

rou,

si'i:i:i

mixim;.

--

Panville, 111., March Uu. Miners
at tho little Vermillion mine of In?
V nl ted States Fuel company,
leaf
here, are said to have broKon a
when
record
world's
yesterday
:;.0i!i; mine ears of coal, a total o'
4.S5S tons, were hoisted during a
nhift of eight hours. The mine c irs
contained 2..'! tons and an average
of one car was hoisted fron the
working level to the surface every
14.2 secends.

Fed Ufeg Going foiferk
Co to your work with
if,

'a

eprinff in your step

iou ieei neaaacny. grumpy ana minora
uccauss your nvcr or swrnaui 10 ut ot

v'i croucn.
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CHAMBERLAIN'S

TABLETS

will rouse vour liver, cleanse and rweetea
stomach and put your whole dig

"V"
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1
1

1
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j,

rycta

'

W
i
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1
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sj'stcm in tune again.
one or two CHAMBERLAIN'S
tonight. You'll get up in the
with an appetite for breakfast
the fcclinz that you are going to do a

TRYTIIEIvI
BUY THEM
25 eentt at all
Seneroua tampja
on request
drugzista'
CHAMBERLAIN MEDICINE COMPANY

S1?

DES MOINES, IOWA

EVEN IF YOU ARE
FOR A USED

mm

THE

NAM

priflTTfTiTr

if you are lookinp; for a Used
look
EVEN the name Stewart. If you findRange,
it, it is as
good a guarantee as any that the range is a
good one. Now, understand, we do not sell used
ranges. We do sell new Stewart Ranges however,
and know that permanent satisfaction and unusual
durability has been built into these fine ranges.
There is one great advantage in buying a Stewart
Range at our store. That is, first, we have on our
floor at all times all sizes and types of these ranges.
We believe that in addition to buying a range as
standard as Stewart, it is very economical to get exactly the right size range for your home. Not too
large or too small for real economy. Stewart ranges
are sold in Albuquerque only at

:
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iAABB CSLMAUCtBR,
"If It's Hardware, We Have It"

First and Copper.

(By The AsKuciufrd
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New York.

The Irish Free State will wage
a verbal battle royal with the
Irish "republic" in tho United
States, Tbo Free State representatives, James O'Mnra, Gen.

Piaras Beaslai and John

the same ship to speak against
the treaty. Both delegations are
quartered in New York but at

l'or-rcst-

have Just arrived for a
speaking tour in defense of the
peace treaty. Two representatives of the "republic" arrived on

authorized by congress 25 yeara
ago.
PANEL OF
Vocational training is un important part of the
work of this government airency. At the close or
jlast yeur more than luo.OOl) vete-- i
runs were receiving this insiruc-jtio- n
from tho government.
More
than 110,000 of these men were receiving, in addition to the training, what Is called 'nuiinten.rnce,
CHALLENGED
pay," tho amounts ranging from GASE
JsO to
17U a month,
Sinco the
government undertook the work ol
rehabilitating the
(ii The AixivlHtril I'rtM.)
vocationally
handicapped veterans about 130,000
Los Angeles, Calf., March CO.
have taken advantage of it.
Tho eiitho panel of jurors in the
C. K. Forbes, director of tho bu- trial for murder of Arthur C. Burch
reau is authority for the statement was challenged this afternoon by
that this government
has been Paul W. Hchenck. chief counsel for
more liberal with Us disabled sol- defense on the ground pf alleged
diers than any government in the tampering.
Hchenck also asked that subpoeworld. For the relief of these veterans, a total of more than a bil- nas be issued for district attorney
Lee Wooiwlne, chief deputy
Thomas
lion and a quarter dollars have
been expended. Tho end of ihe William C. IJoran and any other
attorney's
work of this bureau is not in sight, members of the district to
tell the
by any meuiiB. It is estimated that staff who might be able efforts deabout
court
eventually the number of veterans clared anything
to have been made to ascerto receive vocational
education
of prospective jurors.
alone will amount to between tain opinions
was the result cf statements
This
50,000 and 300.000.
by talesmen that persons had quesKecently a conference was held tioned them or their neighbors
hero of tho leading lights of the about their attitude concerning the
educational
world. Thto confer- case, hchenck marie his motion
ence made many recommendations when twelve jurors had been passed
to the veterans' bureau, and these for cause.
recommendations
are being curAttorney Asa
Deputy District
ried out to the best of the ability Keyes objected to the motion and
N.
of tho officers of the bureau. The Judge Sidney
Keeve denied it.
nation's best known experts in
declaring he' believed ho was withand mental disorders out power to dismiss an entire
recently concluded a conference panel tor tho cause stated. rcuencK
which bids fair to assist tho bu- - was granted a continuance until toreau materially in uecreusing me morrow afternoon so that he could
the
affidavits
o prepare
making
number of mental cases and to
a cure for men with disor- ground of his objection to the jury
record.
of
matter
a
dered minds.
"No stone has been left unturned
to provide the disabled veterans of
the world war with every possible AGREEMENT REACHED
advantage," says Director Forbes,
TO BRING PEACE TO
"and statements to the effect that!
STRIFE-TORIRELAND
the government has been derelict
in Its duty show an absolute lack
of Information of what has been
(Continued from Page One.)
done for them."

different hotels. They will begin
peaking at once.

JURORS

II

BURGH

pro-vld-

N

The work of tho bureau is not
easy, by any means. Handling so
many death and disability claims
Is an enormous business in ilself,
rivalling tho business of a big insurance company which has built
up its organization with its grad-- 1
ual increase of business through
many decades.
l'cculiar Cases Arise.
Often one
will cause the
bureau no end of difficulty Iteccnt-- j
ly a death claim came before the
bureau which showed that the veteran who had taken out the insurance was related to 4 per cent of
the population of his home town.
The lato Hennie P. Taylor had the
policy, which named his father as
benificlary. The father died, leaving the money to the next of kin.
Tho veterans' bureau requested a
list of relatives falling in what is
known as tho "permitted class'
and this is what happened:
The bureau received a list five
the names,
feet long containing
ages, and addresses of 9 brothers,
S
sisters, 6 uncles, 6 aunts, 23
nephews, 15 nieces, 6 brothers-in-law- ,
8 sisters-in-luand a stepmother. Of this total of 84 living
relatives, exclusive of cousins, 38
bear the name of Taylor, The reinclude
relatives
the
maining
names of Kerch, Summers, Davis
Campbell, Uroadwater, Gross, Lemon, Homes, Thornton, Manning and
On examination of this
Ponder.
amazing list, It was found that CD
of these relatives are now residents
of Crystal Springs.
Thus, according to the last census figures given
for this town, Bennie Taylor wuj
related to a trifle more than 4 nor
cent of the total population, which
amounts to 1,3!5. The oldest of
the relatives given In the list Is an
uncle of 70 years. The youngest is
a nephew born in January of this
year. All of them live in Mississippi,
As long as Taylor's father lived
tho case was simple enough. The
veteran had a term Insurance policy for $5,000, and tho veterans'
bureau forwarded a cheek to the
for
plder Taylor each mouth
$28.75. The complications started
when the elder Taylor died, 'eav-in- g
no will, when 204 installments
of the government insurance remained unpaid.
The solution of the situation was
bnsed on the inheritance laws In
effect In Mississippi, In tho end
Ihe uncles nnd aunts, sisters-in-laand brothers-in-lanephews
and nieces, as well ae all cousins,
were excluded from the benefits
of the government insurance. The
monthly amount is to be divided
between the 9 brothers, 6 sisters,
and the stepmother.
Hereafter a
check for $1.92 will bo forwarded
each month to each of theso surviving relatives of the former
ca.-i-

BIIEAKS SWIMMING MARK.
Sew York, March
30. John
Weissmuller,
aquatic
star of the Illinois Athletic club,
set
new
world's record
tonight
time for 200 metres and 220 yards
nan event at the Now York
Athletic club swimming carnival,
negotiating 200 metres in 2 min5
utes, J 8
seconds, nnd 220
yards in 2 minutes, 19
1

5

HE HAD K.VOWN
'SOONER

IT

"I only wish I had discovered
Foley' Honey and Tar 60 sears
ago, as I have been the victim ol
attacks of Influenza -- nd bad colds
until I found this wonderful relief,"
writes W. It. Gray, S"4 Nowlta PI.

Venice, Cnl, Foley's Honey and
Tar helps coughs and colds, bronchial and la grippe coughs, tickling
throat and hoarseness. It Is good
for croup nnd whooping cough.
Mr. dray adds: "Worth Its weight
effective."
in gold.
Marveloualy
Sold cverywhci,

men to be uniusual secret
formed and officially numbered.
4
All arms and ammunition issued to the police to bo deposited,
in charge of a mllitarv
in i
or other competent oflieer when
policemen are not on duty, and aanI!
official record must be kept of
arms Issued and ammunition used.
0
Any search for arms is to be
carried out bv a police force composed half of Catholics and half of
Protestants, the military rendering
any necessary assistance.
Fourth A court ia to be constituted for the trial without Jury of
with serious
charged
persons
crimes, the court to consist of the
lord chief justice and one of the
lords justices of appeal in northern Ireland.
Any person committed for trial for a serious crime is
to be tried by that court (a) If he
so requests, or (b if the attorney
general for northern Ireland so
directs.
Fifth: A committee Is to be established In Belfast with equal
numbers of Catholics and Protest
ants, and with nn independent
chairman, preferably a Catholic
or a Protestant alternately in suc
cessive weeks, to hear and investiof intimidation,
gate complaints
outrages, etc.
Sixth: Irish nrmy activities are
to cease in the six counties and
thereupon a method of organizing
special police in tho six counties
outside of Belfast shall proceed as
speedily as possible on lines simi
lar to those ugrcea to in jsenaBi.
Seventh: During the month im
mediately following the passing
into law of a bill confirming me
constitution of tho free state, there
shall be a further meeting between the signatories of tho agree
ment with a view to ascertaining
(a) whether means can be devised
to secure unity in Ireland, or (b)
failing this, whether an agreement
can be arrived at on the boundary
question otherwise than by recourse to the boundary commission

uotatli,:
March 30.

s

under the treaty.

The retuin to their
Klghth:
homes of persons expelled is to bo
secured by tho respective governments, and the advice of the committee mentioned in article V is
to be sought in cases of difficulty.
Ninth: The British government
will ask parliament for a grant not
exceeding ."00,000 for relief work
in northern Ireland.
Tenth: The two governments
can In cases agreed upon between
the signatories arrnngo for the release of political prisoners in prison for offenses committed before
March 3).
Eleventh: The two governments
unite in appealing to all concerned
to refrain from inflammatory
speeches and to excrclso restraint
in tho Interests of peace.
The fact that the representatives
of the Dublin, Belfast nnd imperial governments set their signatures to such an agreement, Is regarded in political circles as the
most significant and weighty happening since the Irish treaty was
The
sat
conference
signed.
throughout the day but there al
ways was a most hopeful and
cheerful spirit manifested by all
those participating In it.
The agreement was signed on
behalf of the provisional government by Michael Collins: Kamon
J. Duggan and Arthur Griffith; for
the northern government by Sir
James Craig, the Marquis of Londonderry and E. A. Archdale, and
for tho Imperial government by
Winston Spencer
Sir
Churchill,
Sir
Laming Worlhington-Kvansan- d
Hamnr Greenwood.
PIIpb CtirMi rn 0 to II Dots.
Prugglsts refund money If PAZO

OINTMENT falls to cure Itching.'
Blind, Uleeding or Protruding
Piles. Instantly relieves Itching
Piles. 00c.

Journal want ads get results

lly Tho

1

than draitlo cartlurtici, salts,
erals, pills, etc,

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

There IS "Opportunity"
for the
THOROUGHLY TRAINED young
man or woman. Start that training NOW.

THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Thousands of old folks will only
take Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pppsin. It
is a safe vegetable compound of Egyptian Senna and other simplo laxative
herbs with pepsin. The formula is on
package. A dose costs less than a cent.

MAY & IIOSRING.

I The

"It Is Clean"

Private

GALLUP
LUMP .

BOTTLE FREE
Few escape constipation, to even if you do
not require a laxative at this moment let me
lend you a Halt'Ounce Trial Hottle of my
OF CHARi jE so that
Sjru( Ptpjin
you will have it handy when needed. Simply
send your name and address to Dr. W. B,

a highly paid, confidential ex
The position affunla urij
ccuitve.
uaual uppoitunKieg for advancement.
Our cuui'MQ of Intensive training In
secretarial duties, tactful correspondence, vtenng. iphy, eocuuntB. ele..
you of an excellent position
Uiruutth
our placement bureau on
KMduiition. Individual Instruction our
specialty.
If

;4

Waihmtum St., Mumwtllo,
CaMutll,
III. Write mctoday.

Glass-Lumb-

fcRA

Western School for
Private Secretaries

er

i:i(thlli hlreet nnd TMeraa Avenue.
Telephone UOI-- J.

BAI IHtllMiH
MIMIIf.H ( II
I'liima 40'!.
South limt Street.

O.

.1

PAINT
PLASTER

423 North First Street

OPPORTUNITY

min-

SYRUP PEPSIN

Wind Shield

padmf;
l,ftIllliJ

uquerqae

DR. CALDWELL'S

421

u
Ii

ICIAIIST IN OCII.AU
UEFHACTION
S. Fourth.
Phone I057.W

selves

elimination in amild. dentin
way without grtnlng, and

l'rA.)

rV.

as nated. Dr.chronically
Cftld well's Syrun
Peuain will irivo vou daily

.

$11.00
$11.50

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

Special Values
For Friday's Selling

OF HOBO

PRCFESS0RS

1JW

s
107

soon medicines of alt kinds can
of be disDensed with. It Is much better

30. Mrs
March
Washington,
Kmma C. Kergdoll. mother of drover Cleveland
Bergdoll, fugitive
draft evader, was fined $50 today
court by Judg?
of
for contempt
the district supreme
Cailey, of
court.
Vincent
rarroli, representing
the alien property custodian, was
interrupted several limes by Mrs
Bergdoll during his statement of
the government's case In her. suit to
recover her own property seized by
the government as belonging to her
son. After Mr. Cat roll's ita lenient,
Mrs. Bergdoll demanded of her at
torney, John Maxwell, why he
didn't say something and create'i
considerable confusion in the courtwith a result that a fine for contempt was imposed. The fine was
Mr
by
filially paid personally
Maxwell, who explained that Mrs.
Bergdoll had been noting as her
own attorney in Philadelphia anJ1
was somewhat confused during the
proceedings.
Judge Bailey remitted tho fine
but refused to go on with the case,
which now ees over to the next
term

EXCHANGE

Tel. Itm

HERE Is thn ideal
for elderly
thempeopla who find conhti-

Kse-qul- el

(lly The AhbqcIiiIpiI

;1

M'aWVrn.

WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFPIOE

Dr.

MRS. BERGD0LL GETS
$50 CONTEMPT FINE

mid

Smith S.'coeil M,

In order to "see America first",
lio'dt, 7 years old, is
walking from her home In Kenosha, Wis., to Los Angeles.

w.vr.

Las Vegas, N. M.,
,M. i
DesMarnis, a lifelong republican and former county schoo'
superintendent, has been named as
a candidate for mayor of the town
of lJis Vegas on an independent
ticket made up of republicans and
democrat-'- .
This ticket was named
to oppose that of tile regular reheaded
by Mayor Lorenpublicans,
Other candidates on
zo Delgado.
the independent ticket nre Miguel
Sena, recorder; Susano Ortiz,
Nieto, Modesto Booth and
Uugenio 1'lorez, eoiincilmen. It was
rumored that Dr. DesMarais would
withdraw from the ticket.

fik.m.

FOR SALE

Mis'i Agnos

r'i

(Sl'Cetiil ('urrcftimmlenrn tu

jxsiiuxci;
March 30.

bowels completely by morning and
you will feed splendid. "They work
while you sleep." Cascarets never
stir you up or gripe like Salts.
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children,
i
love Cascarets too.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc. !l
S1Q0

Santa Fe.
The Alliance Insurance company, of Philafire Insurance
delphia,
writing
only, has been licensed by the state
to transact
rommlwdon
corporation
business in Now Mexico.

DES MARAIS NAMED AS
INDEPENDENT NOMINEE
FOR LAS VEGAS MAYOR

IDLE

i

'

to
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
physic your bowels when you have
Colds
Hiliousnets
Dizziness
Sour Stomach
Iluadacho
Indigestion
Is candy-lik- e
Cascarets. Ono or
will
two tonight
empty your

PLANNED;

AxiHK'illtpd

Pr8.)

Chicago. March 30. The Unlver
sity of Chicago is expecting a vlslof
from two exchange professors
the Chicago Hobo college. Follow- ing a visit of Kobert Peck anu de--c.,
W.
of the sociology
partment of the university last
night to tho Ilolio college, nr. lien
Ueitman and James Fads How.
millionaire hobo, announced tba
the exchange would be made.
Accordingly "Prof." Mike Hmlth.
of New York intimates call him
"Chinatown
Whitcy" and Prot.
.ank Gibbons, often called "Chi
soon
will call at the
cago lied,''
university prepared to talk on the
subjects of unemployment anion.;
migratory laborers and the customs
of insects in lodging houses.
Biii-kos- s

'.

TWO COIA)KAIOAXS RIIXKll.i
30.
Colo.. March
Dolores.
Bradford,
George and Charles
cousins, were shot and killed on
March 21 nt their ranch near
tha Utah state line, accordins to
mtiai'Ii rmlvpft hprn tnntirht. The
sheriff stated the uhootinsr was a
result of a quarrel Between me
Bradfords and a neighbor in settlement of a fence lino dispute.

PLISSE CREPE, 25c

SHIRTING MADRAS, 35c

Plisse Crepe, 32 inches wide, in white
and lilac. A splendid quality for underwear and gowns. Friday
Special, yard

Fine quality Shirting Madras in blue,
tan and pink stripes. Regular values
up to 45e. Friday
QK
ODC
Special, yard

BUNGALOW APRONS, 79c

CRETONNE AT 49c

I

rtF

iJv

in light colored
Percale.
splendid value.
1
For Friday only
Bungalow Aprons
A

7Qp
wt

TURKISH TOWELS
Hemmed Turkish Towels, full size
and extra heavy. Friday (Ji A A
Special, 3 for
ipl.UU

lor

one day only Drapery
tonnes, values to b5c; all new
patterns, Friday Special.

CURTAIN NETS,

79c

One lot of Curtain Nets in ivory color
and white. This is your opportunity
to buy your new Curtains at a saving.
Regular $1.00 values. Friday P7A
C
only, yard

BP
Fortify the fystem
against Colds, Grip
and Influenza by
taking

-

iromo

ff
g".

MADE INTHE CUP

AT THE TA1

Quinine
t ablet $
which destroy germs, act as a
tonic laxative, and keep tha system ia condition to throw off
attacks of Colds. Grip and Influenza.

Be sure you get

The genuine bears this signature

Booklet free.
Send 10c for special trial size.

t

.

The Convenient
Kind of Coffee

COMPANY, S21 Fifth Avenue. New York

Price 30a

GOODS

Complete line of Wall Tents.
Canvas Folding Cots. Angle
Iron Cots, New and lioclatmed
Riding Breeches, Shirts. Shoes.
Blankets, elc.

Army

and Navy Store

a:::! Smiili I'lrbi Street

v

Mr. Washington's refining process removes all waste matter
and leaves just1 the goodness of
pure coffee. Always delicious.
You merely add hot water. No
waste. No coffee pot.
Every can guaranteed to give
satisfaction. Never varies.

O. WASHINGTON COFFEE KEFININO

Cre

49c

3

ARMY

Liver

Bilious

Bowels

For Constipated

Itcill.Tii.uliiT.

,,,.,... .

Left to right, James O'Mara, Gen. Talras lieaslal and John ForrMtal, Irish Free State speakers, arrive ii

WISHES

I'rcm.l

Denver, Colo., March SO.
County Judge Luxfor Boon will
be called
upon 1o decide
whether cigarette smoking by a
wife entitles the husband to a
divorce.
William T. Mapson today
filed suit for divorce against
his wife, Ruth A. Mapson, alleging that she is "an incessant
and habitual'' smoker of cigarettes. His complain contents
ettes. His complaint contends
extremo cruelty and is sufficient grounds for divorce

if'

18--

puni.-UniM- o

CIGARETTES, IS
DIVORCE NEEDED

0

in

YXle--

IF WIFE SMOKES

IRISII FREE STATE DELEGATES ARRIVE IN NEW YORK

RUSSIA SWINGS

FO

March 31,
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CONVENIENT AND ECONOMICAL
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SEMENOFF, COSSACK LEADER, IN U. S.,
SANTA FE WILL
MAY SEEK MORE FUNDS TO FIGHT REDS

VIRGINIA RAPPE

IS

Gen. GrcTonefT Semenoff, leader

GOOD COPY,

PAI TAXES

of tho Russian Cossacks and
arch-fo- e
of the Bolshevists in Siberia, is now in the United States
and it is believed that one object
of his trip 13 to interest Amer-

SAYS DRAMATIST

CURRY

ican capital in concessions in Siberia and in continuing the fight
apainst the Reds. The general is
accompanied by Mine, bemenolf,

Described as "Abnormal"
By Witness; Long Battle
Over Meaning of "Integrity" and "Morals."

tX-

-

II

COUNTY

Voucher for Over $20,000
Is Sent to County Treasurer; Completion of School
Term Now Possible.

AV

As the payment of the first hall
of its taxes in Curry county the
Santa Ve railroad has sent to the

(By The Acaorlnlrd I'ress.)

San Francisco, Calif., March 30.
Miss Virginia Rappo, as a result
of whose death Koscoe C. (Fatty)
with
Arbuckle stands charged
was described as
manslaughter,
"almormnl and good copy." hv
Kugeno 1'resbrey, author and dramatist, whose testimony for tho
defense occupied much of today's
cession of Arbuckle's third trial.
A pood part of the remainder of
today's session was devoted 10 arguments involving the credibility
of a witness and as to admissibility
of a deposition.
I'resbrey, who said he Is secretary of the Screen Writers' guild
of California and councillor of the
Authors' League of America, testified that he met Miss Rappe at a
hotel in Hollywood in March.
He
ISIS, or "about that time"
said that Miss Rappo had a sudden
two
of
drinks
after
attack
"taking
French liqueur," and that Rhc
ami
had contortions
"writhed,
grasped her abdomen and knees
and whispered to me 'doctor.' "
The witness said he called a phyfirst
sician, but first administered
beIce
aid by putting cracked
After that Incitween her lips.
dent Mr. 1'resbrey said Miss Rappe
Tho
always called him "Doctor."
author said he always saw Miss
"an
hotel
with
around
the
Rappe
unattractive ash blonde" woman.
Mr. Presnrey said he lived In
Hollywood, had been a professional
dramatist for45yearj, knew all ot
the important actors of the world
and that he always regarded Miss
Rappe "as an abnormal character
and pood copy."
Two hours of today's session
were consumed by a discussion of
the meaning of the word "integrity." Justice of the Peace Joseph
If. Stanford ot Avalon, Catalina
Island, was testifying when the
discussion arose. He had previously testified in regard to the
character of Jeso Norgaard, another witness. Today he was recalled and said he could testify as
to Norgaard's morals, but not as
to his integrity. Tho defense contended morals Included Integrity,
while the prosecution maintained
they did not. A dozen legal authorities and a dictionary were Invoked in an effort to decido the
point, but without success.
Norgaad, who had been a night
watchman at a Culver City motion
picture studio, had testified for the,
prosecution that Arbuckle once
tried to get from him the key to
Miss Itappe's dressing room.
toTho prosecution announced
day it has been unable to locate
Mrs. Kate Rrennan, a missing defense witness, but resisted the
reading of her testimony as given
at an earlier trial until another cf- -

treasurer of that county a voucher

for $20,493.18.
This includes all
of the due taxes
except a small
amount said to be based upon il-

Page Three.

"YOUR CITY'S

SIAMESE TWINS

BUSINESS"
DIE: OPERATION
Every citizen should be familiar
with the giant strokes of business
genius displayed by the present city
commissioners. Marvels have been

legal local levies.
A meeting in Ciovis of the state
l;.x comiiusiiii.il verified, in part,
ot
the railroad
the statements
company that its properly was
taxed at Its full value, while (hat1
of local owners was assessed m not
more than half Its value. Altlnuigh
the commission look no detinue
action, it is understood thai it
partly endorsed the r.iilrcad's contentions.
George S. Downer, (f Albuqucr-MUe- ,
tax attorney for the Santa l'e.
gave out the following information
.esterday:
"A press report from Ciovis d.iied
March 24 staled, in effect, that the
Santa l'e's refusal to pay its taxes
in Curry county was based cu the
belief that school costs were excessive and that school authorities
in that county were wasteful ami
extravagant, but that tho company
had been convinced that such was
not the case and had, hence, decided to pay its taxes. This statement had no foundation of Imt,
and was entirely erroneous. The
f
company refused to pay
of its taxes upon the sole ground
that local property was systematassessed at no:
ically and purn.'.-el- y
l'
more 'ban
value, while
railroad property was In at full
of
assessment
The under
value.
locally assessed property is not
entirely peeuaar to Curry (uiiy.
ninny other counties being in Hie
same condition in the same, or to
a greater decree. Tho railway
The. debating team of the slat?
would have
perhaps
company
lost its second debate
teen justified in taking similar university
ot the season Last night to the
action in many other counties, hit', team of the rniversity
of Arizona,
refused to pay in only Curry and the judges rendering a unanlmoir-opinioTorrance counties under the bein favor of the affirmalief that those counties were per- tive.
haps the worst offenders. A cire-lu- l
Arizona upheld the affirmative
and tin rough
invest irat 10,1
tho ouestion:
"ltosolved: tha!
which has been since made in Curry of
industrial courts for the judicial
county shows that local property settlement of Industrial disputes
la assessed at about tit) per cent ol
should he established by the sevits actual value. The company's eral
states,"
decision lo now pay its taxes is
The winning team made a strong
based solely upon definite assurby its presentation o!
impression
ances of responsible citizens of the
material, the arguments of the
Curry county that the discrimina- two teams being fairly evenly baltion against, the railway company anced.
will he eliminated, either entirely
The negative team opposed the
or to a large degree by a raise and establishment
of the courts on the
adjustment of the values of locally grounds that they tire unnecessary,
assessed property this year.
opinion
being strong enough
public
"The railway company has no to force, the contending
sides of
desire to hamper any community any labor dispute
to treat each
or to avoid paying its proper share other
fairly.
of taxes, and although technically
This argument was answered Iw
in the position to perhaps, defeat the affirmative
with the statement
the c dlcotion of
of the that
public opinion Is not always
1921 taxes in Curry county, it is
courts are necand
the
that
right,
willing lo forego that right if the essary as a means of directing pub-liinjustices and discrimination will
opinion.
be eliminated for tho future.
It is
The Arizona team was commy belief that other counties will posed of C. Falk and T. 1!, Wilalso properly assess their local liams. New Mexico was representproperty this year, having been ed by Kenneth Wilkinson and Roy
furnished with adequate money and Hickman.
facilities for that purpose under
The lodges of tho debate were
the new tax law.
M. K. Hiekev. Judge It. II.
"The only connection between Judge
Hanna and John Milne.
the decision of tho railway company to now pay the taxes formerly refused and tho school situation is that payment is bein made
at this time in order t rupply the LLOYD GEORGE
the
necessary cash to ei'Oe
schools to run the full term. The
Is
one
cost.s
of
not
school
problem
LACK
peculiar to Curry county, but is
statewide. I'rom figures prepared
state
educational
John
Joerns,
by
auditor, It appears that the cost
per pupil Is somewhat less In Cur. v
OF
than in some other counties. However, this has nothing to do with
tho company's decision to pay in
tll J'he As nrxited Prpsv)
Curry county, nor does it mean tha'
school costs are not in excess ol
London, March .10 (by the Assonor
to
ciated
There appeared to
the taxpayer's ability
Press.)
pay,
does it mean that school authori- be some doubt prevalent today as
ties are not extravagant and waste to whether Premier Lloyd George
would secure a vole of confidence
ful."
Because of a general shortage In In the house of c. inmons next Monschool board funds, due partly to day when he outlines the Hrltish
the Santa Fe's refusal to pay lis governments program at the Genoa
conference and asks the
"unjust" taxes, the school board of economic
house of parliament to sancCurry county expected to have to lower
close the county schools on April tion it,
Austen Chamberlain, the govern
first, The recent action of tho rail- merit
leader in the house, today
way company will make the com
parried the question of Herbert 11.
pletion of the term possible.
Asquith as to whether any agreement had been arrived at during
the Boulogne conference between
SMOKE FROM COAL
Mr. Lloyd George and M. Poincare,
DRAWS
the French premier, limiting the
SHED FIRE
to be discussed at Genoa.
subjects
MANY SPECTATORS Mr. Chamberlain merely informed
Mr. Asquith that the premier would
A coal shed belonging to J. U. deal fully with the Genoa conferMount, 116 South Cedar street, was ence in his speech on Monday.
The liberals, after meeting today
almost completely destroyed by fire
to propose an amendment
yesterday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock. decided
to
the confidence resolution which
was
started
from
The fire probably
a coal oil can. The Highland de- Mr. Lloyd George proposes to place
the house, as f jllows:
partment answered the call and before
the house, while regretting
later the Central station wagon the"That
limitation on subjects, for disrushed to the fire. The damage
the heavy cussion, approves the holding of
was slight, although
black smoke from the coal oil and ato general conference, but declines
in
his
confidence
express
coal caused many persons to bemajesty's government with regard
lieve that the fire was a larjre one. thereto."
Hundreds of persons ran or drove
to the fire.
ten-fo-

gvf1
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DEBATE HERE 81

one-hal-

Gefi. Gregorieff Semenoff and Mme. Semenoff, photographed

arrival in Vancouver, li.

fort to locate her could be made.
The prosecution wan given another twenty-fou- r
hours to locate the
woman, after which her testimony
will be read if she is not found.
Mrs. Prennan, formerly a maid
at the Hotel St. Francis, where
Miss Rappe. the prosecution contends, was fatally Injured by
at a drinking party, hwt
testified that she dusted the doors
in the rooms the film comedian
occupied. The defense maintains
the finger prints, declared by the
prosecution to be those of Arbuckl
and Miss Rappe, would have been
erased when the maid wiped tht'
doors.
Mrs. Louise I.ankershire, of
county, California, was a
for the defense today. Sh
testified she had a room next to
Arbuckle's last September when
his party was held, and that she
heard no unusual noise and saw
nothing untoward,
Todny's session ended before It
wn decided whether the deposition of Dr. Maurice Rosenburg of
Chicago could be read. The de
Tu-la-

s

?

on

C

their

obtained
fense
the deposition,
which, it is declared, will show
that the physician onco attended
Miss Rappe during an illness in
Chicago.

MILLIONAIRE'S
SON
INSTEAD
CELEBRATES
OF FACING JUDGE
Detroit. Mich., March 30. John
Duval Dodge, son of the late
John F. Dodge, automobile manufacturer, celebrated his wedding
anniversary today, instead of appearing in Judge Charles L. Bart-lettcourt on a charge of viothe
traffic ordinance.
lating
When the judge was told of the
anniversary he continued the case
for two weeks.
Dodge was charged with parking an automobile in a restricted
zone. H waa .rudgo Bartlett who
sentenced him several weeks ago
to five days in the house of correction for exceeding the speed
limit.
's

one-ha-

lf
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"WATCH US GROW WITH ALBUQUERQUE"

THE NATIONAL GARMENT COMPANY

ill

II

Ycur Opportunity to Buy a High Quality "Shape - Retaining"
Suit at

$34.75

Most extraordinary suit values all wool tricotines, Poriet
twill, etc. Most wonderful suit that we have been able to offer
in our many years of experience. High class suits, misses' and
women's sizes, unusually fine materials in the season's latest
vogues. Coats lined with guaranteed silk and made in the
newest and most effective straight line, belted, loose fitting or
g
effects. Sale price
$34.75
Others From $19.75 to $59.50.
We urge you to look over our line of suits; all new, well made
high grade materials that are wonders at the prices we are offering them. Stout women have a shop here where they can
find stylish, stout suits, coats, dresses, skirts and waists that will
fit properly styles like those of women who wear smaller sizes
at National's moderate prices.
semi-fittin-

DRESSES
,

CONFIDENCE

PREFERRED GALLOWS

and
$19.75
$24.75
$14.75,
That has attracted many new customers to our store as lookers

and went out satisfied buyers. In some instances two dresses
were purchased.
Just received for Saturday selling- 100 new dresses which will
be placed on display Saturday ready for your inspection at
the above low prices.
Now Showing a Complete Line of Evening Gowns.
-

WMonal lamenWo.
HIL DRENS "OUTFITTERS & MILLINERY

403 West Central

M. OSOFF, Manager.

(R.v

I'hf AsMtclatrrt

Phone

617

Youttli (baft
Hair

and. Scalp

M
I

REPORTED

REMEDY

Thousands of women whose balf
was fading ara now making it
beautiful and luxuriant again by
tha osa of Youth Craft.
Yopth Craft removea the dandruff, relieve! the Itching, keepa the ecalp In a
Reeulta
clean and healthy condition.
are guaranteed. Contalne nooila, dyea,
and bat one per cent of alcohol. At all
Drug Stores and Toilet Counter.

For sale liy Utitt's Drue Slorc.
Albuquerque, N. M., anil haulier
t Urus Store, Gallup, N. M.

CONDITION

GRAVE
(By The

A

unci n led I'rem.)

London, March 80. A dispatch to the London Times
from Funclinl, Madeira, says
that former Kmiieror Charles
ii
lias developed double
and that Ills condition
is very grave.
pneii-nioiil-

Juunmi Tram aCs bring results,

V,

MCA.

NEW SPIRIT

PrrM.)
l

.

I"i

HUMtl

currcd first and was followed in
few seconds by the death of lui
sister.
Physicians had declared
early In the rifght that in the even!
of the death of one of the sisters
tho other would die Inasmuch a
their brother, Frank Hlazok. had
refused to permit an operation
which would separate their bodies
The twins had been in a hospital
10 days.
Joefa was ill with yellow jaundice which was caused by
pneumonia.
Shortly before her
death Rosa was was afflicted with
bronchitis.
Following the refusal of the
brother to authorize the operation.
I)r. B. H. Breakstone, chief of the
surg'cal staff of the hospital, declared this morning that it would
be Impossible to save one of the
twins in tho event of Ihe other's
death.
Fir. Breakstone explained that n
delicate, operation would have been
necessary. Before their death he
had expressed the opinion that
the physiological affinity of the
twins was so vital that if on"
should die the other might also
succumb before tho hand of flesh
and bone that joins them could be
severed.
Although tho twins possessed
and cardiac
separate respiratory
systems, Dr. Breakstone explained
that they had only one set of sec- ondary digestive and
organs. The operation, ho said,
would have necessitated th bulld-Ine- up of a part of th digestive
and other essential organs to save
the life of one twin.
f!osa was once married, her
name being Ttosa lllazek Dvorak.
She is survived by a normal 11 year-old
hoy. Iter husband wasa ca plain
In the German
army and wa
killed In action In 1917. She was
r
married
Josefa
years ago.
never married,
The little son. Franz, has been
at the bedside of his mother, who.
until within the last few hour
was less critically 111 than Josefa.
The twins were the second offspring of a normal parentage in
Czecho
Slovakia 42 years ago
There were four other children, all
normal and all still living. The
father Is also said to be alive, his
ago being 83 years.
The mother
died a year ago at the age of 65

FRIDAY IS REMNANT DAY
Thousands of yards ot choice Remnants left from
the new spring fabrics from the silks, wash goods
and white goods sections. Put just half as much as
you take.

ALL REMNANTS

Price

One-Ha- lf

EXTRAQftCIMRY SALE OF SILKS
FOR PUT AND TAKE WEEK
Put $2.98, Take

$3.95 Value

CANTON CREPE
heavy quality in the popular shades of
canna, pumpkin, navy, turquoise, white and black
40-inc-

h

--

Take $2.39, Chiffon Taffeta

1

yea rs.

During a tour of the world th
twins acquired considerable wealth.
They died without making a will.
Medical records recalled by physicians who have been interested in
the case disclosed a number of
Siamese tw:ns. The origlnnl
Siamese twins, Chang and Kng.
lived to the age of 4. They married sisters and Chang had six
children and Fng five, all of them
normal. Kng died first and a surgeon separated them. Chang died
soon after.
Twins that have attracted worldwide fame include the Hindu sisters, who are joined face to face,
the connection being at the chest;
Ihe Newport twins, somewhat similar to the Hindu twins; the Orlssa
Kaddira
and Doddlea.
s'sters,
joined side to side; the Biddenden
to
shoulder
maids, connected
shoulder with only two arms; tho
Jusisters.
Helen
and
Hungarian
dith. Joined back to back at the
lower segment of the spine, and
the North Carolina s'sters, MUM"
and Christine, joined as were the
Hungarian sisters: and th" Bohemian twins, Rosalia and Josepha.
connected In the same manner t
the twins who just died. Ther
connection was through the pelvis,
the right hip of one and the left
of the other being fused together.

KERR TO HURL
BASEBALL

DICK

SEMI-PR-

for $1.49
h
good grade in the following wanted
colors: sjirimp, turquoise, sapphire, black, pumpkin and navy.
36-inc-

(By The Aorliifec!

miS

TO KILL

and

Mi

MICE

v Always Use the Genuine
STEARNS' ELECTRIC PASTE
It forces these pents to run from the

build-in- n

for water and fresh air. Rata, mice,
WftterbuKS
and ants destroy food
and property and are ramcra of disease.
Heady for l"se Better tan Trips
Directions in 15 languages in every lion
15 oz. she. $1.58
2 oz. n'm; 35c
MONEY BACK IF IT FAILS

CUT

THIS

OCT

IT IS WORTH

MOXKV

Cut out this slip, enclose with 6c
and mail it to Koley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, ill., writing
your name and address clearly. You
will receive in return a trial ta
age containing Koley's Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, colds
and croup; Joley Kidney Pills lor
pains in sides and r .ck; rheumatism, backache, kidney and bladder
ailments: and loley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome ano thoroughly
cleansing cathartic for constipation,
biliousness, headaches, and sluggish
bowels. Sold everywhere.

O

mi

jFfmew

JBJy

THE ONLY BREAD
TO SERVE
For dinner is Betsy Uose bread.
It is wholesome and nutritious.
saves
Our bread
work, saves
fuel, saves wear and tear and
you get better bread. You can
always get It fresh and know
that it suits you.

Pioneer Bakery

207

jhwi aimm

wan'

South

.1

First Street.

m

Pre.!

Chlcngo. March 30. Tdttle Dick
for
the Chicago
Kerr, pitcher
White Sox, who has been holding
out because of differences on the
salary question, will play ball the
coming season with a Chicago
team,
George
Carlson, commissioner of gas and
electricity announced today. Mr.
Carlson said Kerr had signed to
pitch for the City Hall nine, the
players being city employes. It Is
said the team will Join the Midwest league. Kerr's salary was not
given.

FOR MEN and
YOUNG MEN
VAN HEUSEN COLLARS
Will not shrink,

will not wrinkle, will not wilt. This Is the
New Collar that has taken the country by storm. Think of
wusli It yourself, hang It up and let It dry. Then It Is
ready for use.
It

TENTH
IN

REDUCTION IN
PRINTING BUREAU

30. BeMarch
Washington,
cause the government is making
less money, a reduction of five
hundred in the staff of approxi- mately 5,000 employes of the bu-- !
rcau of engraving and printing
has been ordered, It was announced tonight
by Secretary
Mellon.

FIVE

MPER0RCHARLE5

A

.Ml.
.jl'St-ljilll'
.vjii'eu
llll'hll.
i.
1,1. ...!. Lllti
1 Will".
Ol.lllH'W T...lo'
Al,lA'IY,
died at a hospital here today n'
2:37 o'clock.
Josefa's death oe
I

'

Reduction in the personnel of
the bureau, he explained, was
being made as a result of the reduced demand for federal reserve
notes required for the replacement'
(By The A.Rorluttrt TrcM.)
Fayettevllle, Ga March 3 0. On of notes worn out in circulation.
Monday Genus Cofield, a negro,
VETEltAN PIES.
said in court that he preferred
Houston, Texas, March 30.
hanging to serving five years In
he Richard C. O'Hare, one of the
the penitentiary.
Thereupon
stabbed his, nephew, who had two surviving members of the
turned state's evidence In a burg- band of confederates which under
The wounded man Dick Dowllng won the battle of
lary charge.
died Tuesday.
Cofield was placed Sabine Pass, died here last night
on trial ana found guilty of mur- in his 86th year.
der Wednesday. Today he was sentenced to bo hanged May 6.

at

V.
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STORE WITH

Brother Refuses to Give
Consent to Separation of
Bodies Joined at Hip
Since Birth.

YEARS IN
PENITENTIARY
STATE

TO

.We Are Featuring Dresses This Week Particularly

WOMEN'S

I0TE

AN OLD

IS NOT ALLOWED

done.

Take the Children's park. Your
children have never played ill It, ot
course, ti' r will their children.
It
is that little
triangular piece of
r
twenty-fouground fifty feet long and
feet wide adjoining tho 1'ark
Killing station at Eighth and Central.
When the paving of Central and
Park avenues was discussed, the
owner of the triangle realized thai
costs would be pretty heavy due lo
the big intersection
at Eighth
street. That corner was likely to
cost many times what it was worth.
So he gave the w rtliless part to
the city and kept the balance. He
donated enough so that the city
would pay the
paving costs and
hear the extra assessments for the
intersection,
lie kept the ground
for the filling station and an extra
strip. Tlie lean, sharp end
of the triangle became the Children's park.
Tho city commission, with Its
amazing business acumen, tcok the
strip and soon realized that it had
been stung.
The paving cost was
julll.ll).' Take the entire area and
divide it by th.: length of an average lot and you will find that the
city commission paid at the rate of
$2U0 a front foot compared with
other property.
Some day the city will put in a
sidewalk along the Park avenue side
of the tract. That will improve the
site rf the filling station. The park
now protects It from being hidden.
Next time sou go by the Children's park, think how green how
horribly green the grass is!

ALBUQUERQUE

"

OBIT TOBACCO

Knit Ties, 75c to

Underwear, $1.00 to

$1.50

$1.50

Grenadines and crochet knit
silk ties; solid colors, fancy
stripes, dotted and figured
spring ties. Wonderful bar
gains at
75c to

Chalmers
made them; that
means perfect
fit, comfort
and satisfaction.
Try these
spring weight union
suits at $1.00 to. .

$1.50

Silk Shirts, $3.50
to $7.50
It's a silk shirt spring season; everybody seems to want
them. You
get' finest silk
shirts at
fljrj
$3.50

fjj

to

rA

.01

$1.50

Spring Shirts,
to $3.00

Buy them now for Easter;
Irish poplins.
fiber striped
oxfords, woven madras and
crepes. You never saw better
shirts at
(I?Q
tDO.UU
$1.00 to

tt

Silk Hose,

Caps, $2.00 and If

75c
color silks and
silks and
lisle; new
spring colorings. They're much
better than you'll
usually find at. .
Solid

$3.00

two-tone- d

.

.

$1.00 1

75c

are sure to
shape and color
want if you come
here, $2.00 and. . .
You

find

that

the
you

S3.00

NEW SUITS
So Easy to Drop

Cigarette,

Cigar, or Chewing Habit
has helped thousands to break the costly
Whentobacco habit.
ever you have a longing for a
smoke or chew. Just place a harmless
tablet in your
AU desire stops.
mouth instead.
the
habit
is completely
Shortly
broken, and you are better off
mentally,
physically,
financially,
it'g so easy, so simple. Get a box
of
and if It doesn't
release you from all craving for
tobacco in any form, your drug,
eist will refund your money without question.

Of Tweeds mid HcrrlnglMine
popular prices.

The newest style

nerve-shatterin- g

114 WEST CENTRAL.

ar

most
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re-bo-

demon-Htrate-

knock-down-

here.
performance
Forfeits have been posted by the
managers of both hoys who ntare3
booked to make 11S pounds
o'clock the afternoon of the bout.

Answers to Questions.

J

(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
The Albuquerque Journal Hus-ki- n
Bureau, Frederic J.
Director, Washington, D.
This offer applies strictly to inTlio Bureau cannot
formation.
give advice on legal, medical, and
financial matters, it does not attempt to settle domestic troubles,
nor to undertake exhaustive research on any aubject. Write your
question plainly and briefly. Give
lull name and address and encloss
two cents in stamps for return
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the inquirer.)
lnfor-anatio-

n.

1

Tilden had no difficulty in beating Edward Foulke, Haverford col
lege, and Charles Watson, PhilaFoulke
delphia. He eliminated
without the loss of a game, but
Watson put up a stiff fight and
won four games in the first set
and three in tho second.

Tresa.)

Philadelphia, Pa., March

30.

William T. Tilden, II., world's
champion, by two victories today
advanced to the third round in the
middle states indoor tennis championship. All the other favorites
won
their first round matches

si

Young Sol and Demon Rivera Are First Main Event
Bantams Booked Since
New City Rules Adopted.
Demon Rivera, of las Vegas,
who will take on Young Sol. of
Pueblo, in tlio main event at the
armory on the evening Ino April 6,
the city
is exported to arrive
tomorrow morning. The two speed
boys will Five their first, public
vorhout at Moose hall Sunday aft
ernoon. MarlTnar at 2 o'clock. Fans
are invited to drop in and look
them over.
The preliminaries have not yet
been announced, but negotiations
were started several days ago to
Tonne Jim Flynn, of Al
of
buquerque, and Rattling Dryden,
In
the 10 round seml-nnHelen,
The two
position on the card.
boys boxed a wild battle at Helen
about a month ago in which Flynn
pot an eyebrow decision. An effort to rematch them here the next
week fell through, n both boys
were too much used up to attempt
another bout at that time.
The bout between Young Sol and
The Demon promises to be the
fastest seen In the citv since box
ing was reborn here several months
ago and placed under tne regulation of the city boxing commission.
Fince that time a number of regular scraps have been pulled, but
this Is the first time during the
present boxing plan that bantams
have been matched in the 15 round
main event position.
Speed is the bantam's middle,
first and last name. If he hasn't
egger.
that name he Is a hamof and
class can
The average bantam
the
heavyweight's
between
lump
legs and bit him on the back of the
neck. If he can't show such speed,
he remains in the curtain raiser
class.
Both Sol and The Demon graduated from this class shortly afterd
their first bout. Sol has
his speed several times here
and Uivera is a well known ring
whirlwind. Snl will enter the ring
s
fresh from the 14
and finally "out," which he deliv-to
ered here several weeks ago
Leonard T.ee. known as the Little
Denver Knockout King. If confidence has anything to do with a
ncrap, Sol should have a million
dollars' worth of It after his last

handily. Vincent Richards, New
York, national Junior title holder,
drew a bye in the first round anl
lefeated C. J. Jones, University o
ennsylvania ir the socond rcunO,

TILDEN WINS TWICE
IN MIDDLE STATES
INDOOR JENNIS TILT

THUGS BIND 6 IN.MANSION, IIOLD REVEL, GET $25,000 IN KOOZE

THE HONOR

HAVE

01

l
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Photo diagram shows interior
room of Hart mansion,
near San I rancisco, as hooch
rubbers reveled: lower picture
shows liquor vault door dynaJuhen Hart,
mited; insert,
wealthy silk merchant.

..;

(4

?

hi

sextet of hooch bandits invaded the home of Julien Hart,
wealthy silk merchant, at Mnnlo
Park, near San Francisco, while

Miss Mary Conway was his
guest. The thugs proceeded to
bind the servants and forced
Hart and his fair guest to remain seated on a davenport in
the drawing room while they
blew the steel door to the concrete wult m which he kept his
I'or seventeen
liquor supply.
hours they reveled in bacchanalian debauch while their helpless victims looked on. The
bandits mixed courtesy with
brutality toward their unwilling
hosts. When Miss Conway complained of being cold the bandits'
leader ordered one of his men to
build a fire in the grate. When
one of the bandits approached
Miss Conway in a threatening
manner he was beaten by his
brother bandits. After the revel
the bandits escaped with J25.0U0
worth ol liouor. Miss Conway is
an uviatrix, an art student at
Stanford
University and a
daughter of Hob Fowler, pioneer
aviator.

if

..
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bring results.

evs
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hold-ove-

A

hut early gained a reputation as
an amateur vocalist and
entertain-

,

BROWN.
By NORMAN
Mulligan vs. McClcllan.
That's proving to be eomo battle.
Harvey McClellan and "Red"
Mulligan tho genta mentioned, are
now battling glove and bat for the
honor of piaying third base regularly for the White Sox. In a way
r
battle from last
It's a
year, intensified by a winter of
rest.
McClellan, one of the combatants, has been known to White
Sox fans since 1918. He tried out
with the club in the south the
spring of that year and might have
stayed with It had not the war
Ha enlisted in the
called him.
army. lie rejoined the Sox on his
discharge from service.
He was born at Cythlana.Ky.,
December 22, 1 894. He broke Into
league baseball with tho Lexington, Ky club In 1914.
e
Last year he played In
His fielding was
games.
o. k. but bis hitting was woefully
and assistant
Glenson
weak.
Johnny Kvers have been tutoring
all
him along tnis line
spring.

Journal

sixty-thre-

hi

w

z
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so is the coofanf

$3,500 SUIT GROWS

OUT OF CATTLE DEAL

Give one dozen cooks one recipe and
One of the dozen dishes will be excellent
some only fair. "As
a lew almost as good
the cook is, so is the cooking."
Cooks are important factors in making varnish.
Varnish is cooked with greater care than the

Suit was filed against Joe Man-guyesterday in district court for
$3,600, cnilmea as damages for
Mangum's refusal to receive and
pay for 350 steers for which he
had contracted.
It is alleged that Mangum, who
Is a ranchman m San Juan county, contracted for 150 or 175 head
steers and 200 head
of
of yearling steers, at $50 and $33
the
When
each, respectively.
stoers were delivered, It is said,
to
or
them
to
ho refused
accept
pay for them.

7

DEPUTY COLLECTORS
TWO
DISTRICTS
IN
TO BE

Fox picture, "Over the Hill," which

Theaters Today

er. He soon went upon the stage
and made tours of Scotland and
Ireland. He immediately became
a favorite of the London music hall.
"li" Theater A Bathe feature,
His first American tour was made
entitled "The Power Within" a
In 11107.
is
.
What ran he done to n sugar drama of a soul's awakening
attraction at the "li" to.
syrup tit keep It from going to the main
two-realso
day;
presenting a
sugar again? It. K.
A. To seven pounds of sucrar. Monty Banks comedy. "Fresh Air."
add two quarts of water. Dissolve
Lyrlo Theater Bessie Love the
with gentle heat, strain snd coo'. Albuquerque girl, known as' the
To a small portion of it add the "Princess aiarming'' In filmdom, Is
white of an egg. and when thor at the Lyric tor?ay as the leading
oughly mixed, stir It into the syrup. character in "Bonnie May" a
If kept at a normal temperature, "different" picture; also showing
this syrun will not "go heavy."
a great two-recomedv. "In the
Q. Wliero do vro get most of Nick of Time."
our iron ore? R. C, X.
Pnstiniei Theater
"Over
the
A. Minnesota
produces more
not to the "poor house," but
Iron ore than any other district in Hill,"
to the Pastime theater, is still the
the world.
big attraction drawing crowds at
Q. What Is tliei Modern Langeach show, afternoon and evening,
uage assoolntlon of Amerlon? A. S. and
is being repeated today. Mary
A. The Modern Language assoCarr and Willlnm Welsh, stars
of
ciation of America is a society for some
magnitude, are the leading
the advancement of the studv of
'modern languages and their litera characters In this wonderful Fox
ture incorporated at Baltimore in studio production.

.

18K3.

WITH IX"
mow tnnnv
negroes were 'TIIRISPOWFIt
A ;itF.T PHTI HE
killed In the world war? F. F. C.
MOW
AT "JJ" THKATLK
A. The compilation does not Include officers. Among the enlisted
A great many times a movie fan
men In our service, the battle
deaths of negroes amounted to "47 watches a certain Incident in a
while the total deaths were 9,765. screen production unfold itself and
men snys, "flow realistic!" without
About 200,000 negroes went
are
there
miners
Q. How ninny
thinking anything more about it.
iii Uio world? 1. J.
O. What Is the motto of the And the same number of times the
A. It Is estimated that there are
bit of realism U Just a
A.
about 6,000,000 miners throughout ITInoe of Wales? V. L.
A. The motto of the Prince of which the director did nothappening
the world, 3,800,000 of these being
plan on.
coal miners and others engaged in Wales is "Ich dien," meaning "I During the filming of "The Power
Within." the new Pathe feature,
the various other kinds of mining. serve."
Q. When nm the first minimum Xellie Parker Kpauldlng forgot herQ. Who lin written tlio largest
self for a moment and contributed
tlicck in tlio tnitotl States? W. J. wage law passed? V. K.
A.
The first minimum wage law one of the most realistic bits In the
V.
A. The treasury department says for lahor engaged on public works picture, furnishing a real thrill.
A scene was being taken in which
that the largest official check or was passed in 1 887 In Belgium,
warrant issued by the government while the first law of this charac- a small child toddles
the end
was
vas that o $200,000,000, which
ter applying to private employment of a wharf and fallsoutoffto Into
the
was adopted at Victoria, Australia. water.
to
Great
from
this
country
piven
The director
shouted,
In 1S06.
Britain during the war. They have
"Camera!"
and the scene wa.s on.
no knowledge of a larger check isThe company watched while the
sued by anyone.
cnnn started out under Lem Ken
BOWMAN
TO
ADDRESS
Q. How nianv pcoplo aro
nedys directions. As the young
.
C.
WEEKLY ASSEMBLY AT actor
performed the "hleh dive
occurs
in
A. Lefthandedncss
Miss
forgetting everyUNIVERSITY TODAY thing, Spaulding,
bout 9 per cent of human beings.
rushed to the end of the
"to
Q. What iloes it mean
dock
and
over to rescue
plunged
foguo" plants? W. W.
Harry S. Bowman, attorney gen- the. child. The incident was so un
A. The horticultural definition
eral
of
this
be
will
the
state,
expected that the director decided
of the verb "to rogue" is to weed
to leave It In the picture. It mlzht
out. It Is applied to weeding out speaker at the university assembly also
be said that Miss Spaulding
11
seedat
a
of
o'clock
in
this morning.
pf inferior plants
ijed
Mr. Bowman
will address the cannot swim a stroke.
lings.
This
great picture is scheduler!
Q. Plonso grfvo n short sketch of students on "The Constitution of for
today and tomorrow at the "TV
Xew Mexico," an address which he
Harry Lauder. M. C.
A. Sir Harry Lauder, whose real has delivered many times before. theater.
name is MacLennan, was born at Invitations have been extended to
AMU'QratQVE'B rir.M
Bortobello in 1870. In his yontb the members of the Rotary,
ST. II, BKKKIK LOVF;. AT
and Business and Profes
iie worked In a flax spinning mill,
LYRIC IN "BOXIE MAY"
In coal mines, and in other trades. sional Women's clubs.

i.

"Bonnie May." which comes

at the Pastime theater and which
is being repeated today.
Tlio Biory is based upon a theme
that Is no stranger in literary and
dramatic works; but seldom, if ever
has the subject of divine mother
love received so reverent and dignified an exposition as iB revealed
in the beautiful screen story adapted from two poems that have been
recited mole In school room and on
the lecture platform than these of
any other American poet.
Will Carletrin, whose "Farm Ballads" captured the popular heart
many years ego, provided the motif
of tin? story, which Paul H. Sloane,
n
a
young screen writer,
has worked Into one of the strongest picture plays ever devised.
The simplicity mid humunncBs of
the talo wrn n capacity audience a
the Pastime theater yesterday from
the start. In fact. It 1h doubtful
if any other theatrical attraction in
recent years seen in this city has
gained such distinct and enthus!
astic favor as has "Over the Hill."
The remarkable hold of the play
on its spectators caused
scenes
among them that will live as long
as will memory of the picture Itself.
The audience was alternately swept
by laughter and deep emotion
throughout the performance.
The remarkable exposition of the
little mother's life story found its
way deep into the hearts of men
and women alike. "Over the Hill"
has scored a triumph here, as It did
during its run of one solid year on
liroailway, New York.
is

SUPERSPARc VARNISH

Both of the deputies are now in
Albuquerque, but will leave today
for their new districts.

is

the varnish for doors, window sills, porch furniture

any outdoor use. Summer's blistering heat, Spring's
turned back by this film

cold rains, Winter's sleet are
of SUPER protectbn.

CORNS
Lift Off with Fingers

RUBBER FLOOR VARNISH

1

is amazing in its ability to withstand hard wear. It
dries out tough hard, and remains unbroken despite
a blow that dents the wood beneath.
Manufacturtd by

MMuRTRYMFaCa

Tim

Paint aro Varnish Makers

k

if V

U.

Spccial dispatch to mohninu journal,
Santa Fe, March 30. Men and
women prominent in educational
work In New Mexico are preparing
to extend a cordial welcome to J.
J. Taggert, federal commissioner
of education, during his stay in the
state. May 4 to 8, inclusive. There
will bo a general educational rally
in banta Fe on May 0, when educators from all over the state will
be present.
It was said today a
the state department of education
that practically all of those invited
had accepted the invitation. Commissioner Taggert will visit both
the normal university at Las Vegas
and the normal school at Silver
City, as well as the university at
Albuquerque

--

Changes In two of the revenuo
districts in this state will be made
today, when Thomas E. Bcyd, deputy In chaigo of tho Doming district, will exchange stations with
A. iS. Roberts, of the Roswcll

well-know-

S. COMMISSIONER
OF EDUCATION
WILL
GET CORDIAL WELCOME

finest foods.
McMurtry varnish cooks are specialists. They
combine, in accordance with famous McMurtry varnish formulas, the purest oils and finest
gums. They melt in qualities of durability
almost beyond belief.

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
"Freezone" on an aching corn, instantly that corn stops hurting,
then shortly you lift it right off
with fingers. Truly!
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle
of "Freezone" for a few cents, sufficient to remove every hard corn,
soft corn, oi corn between tho toes,
and the calluses, without soreness
or irritation.

1533 Arapahoe St.

t
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Denver, Colorado

Sold by Leading Dealers

1'

"

-
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Guticura Soap
The
Healthy

Shaving Soap

CutlearaRoapthavMwlthoatinnir.

RTcrrwheraSKe.

to

the Lyric theater for a stay of two
days, commencing today, la the
first picture In which Resale T.nve
the Albuquerque reared clrl. has
appeared under her own manage-

S. S. S. Thoroughly Rids tKa Body of
Rheumatism Impurities.
Somebody's mother is suffering
The scourge of rheumatism
has wrecked her body; limping and
uttering, bent forward, she sees but
the common ground, but her aged
heart "till belongs to the starsl Ioea
anybody care? 8. 8. 8. Is one of the
known, and it
greatest
helps build more blood cells. Its medicinal Ingredients are purely vegetable. It never disarranges the stomach.
It Is, In fact, a splendid tonic, a blood
maker, a blood enricher. It banishes
rheumatism from joints, tnuaclea and
the entire body. It builds firm flesh.
It Is what somebody's mother needs
Mother, If you can not go
tonight!
out to get a bottle of 8. S. 8. yourself,
surely somebody In your family will.
Somebody, get a bottle of B. 8. 8. nowt
Let somebody's mother begin to fee
again tonightR R.Maybe,
maybe
.Hew gtartou yea will feel, mother, joyful
fl la villi a t
it'a vmir
tnnrhn
, iwrtMraattan Wan gaa. Lai an
drug stores, in two flies. The
a. a.
It will build rea ap, tool larger slxe is the more economical.

ment.
This winsome little star has long
felt herself capable of producing
bigger and better pictures than she
has heretofore
in, but
she found that appeared
so long as she was
tor someone
producing pictures
elso It was impossiblo for her to
secure the proper stories and direction. She feels that stars should
have a voice In selecting the vehicle in which they are to appear,
In order that they may give the
very best entertainment value to
the public they are capable of.
Miss Love furthn- believes that
popular novels, which have had
wide distribution,
afford better
story material than works which
have not appeared in book form.
She has, therefore, selected for her
first production a novel by Louis
Lodge, which is published by
Charles Scrlbner's Sons. This story
"Bonnie May," Is Ideally suited to
Miss Love and in making It she
has given the screen hor greatest
picture.

Albuquerque

Taos

DAILY STAGE
To Taos (Head I) iwd)
To Albncioorojue (Read t'p)
Leave
7:30a.m..., . Albuquerque ...Arrive . 7:00 p.m.
Arrive
19:30 a.m..
Leave . 4:00 p.m.
Hanta Fe
12:30 p.m
Leave
Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive . 2:00 p.m
Arrive . 11:16 a.m.
Espanola
6:00 p.m
Leave . 7:80 a.m.
Arrive
Taos

.

Fare

...

to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Rtngling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.
Albuquerque

Headquarters,

SPRiHG CLOTHES
mHE new authentic styles for
J Spring here clothes that em-

FOH THAT "FI.TJ" COCGH
quick relief from the wear
ing coughs that "hang on" after
the
or Influenza, take
grippe
Jioiey s noney and Tar. Mrs. K, D
Drake, Childs, Md. writes: "After
an attack of the fiu th t left me
with a severe cough nothlrrg seem
ed to relieve me till I tried Foley's
Honey and Tar which I can highly
recomme d." it is also good for
croup, whooping cough and colds.
It puts a soothing, healing coating
over tho Inflamed surfaces, cuts the
phlegm, eases hoarseness, clears
the air passages
gold everywhere.!
GOOD

body all the latest style changes.
The label Society Brand is in all of
them but even if it wasn't you
would know they are Society Brand
by their spirited style, by their smart
drr.e and fine tailoring.

TS

WONOKHFCIj PICTI RE XOW
AT THK PA ST I M 13 T1IKATER
The local screen never has presented anything more tender and
more beautiful than the William

it a real pleasure to select your
new Spring hat at the Worth or Thoroughbred dealer in your town. The style and
Vou will find

-

"OVFIl TUB HILT'

Santa Fe

IT'S TIM!

Come In and
See the Suits
with both
Knickers
and
Trousers.

That's the way to tell them now.
After you've given them months of
the hardest wear without changing a
line of the style because of the virg
gin wool and
you'll
never forget they're Society Brands.

TO DEALERS

If

both Worth Hats and
Thoroughbred Hats
are not told in your
locality, ask in about
our unuiual dealer

color range is complete, and the prices are
unusually low for hats of this character.
Wc are proud of the new Thoro-Wort- h
line for Spring

proposition.

hand-tailorin-

$AINTloUIS.U.S.A.'

'

tor

V

M WjmHttliEN iKEIEHER. If
218 West Central.

fI
Phone 335.

AND

iivLlilnl

la

MS

i
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Woman s Daily Magazine Page
By Edna Kent Forbes.

By LAVIIA

club will meet

Woman's
BllOADEMXO THE
SHOIXOEHS.
Most women will say that tliey
do not want to bo broad shouldered, the broad shouldered woman
Is not supposed to be beautiful.
The broad shouldered woman is,
however, healthy and it is quite
possible to liiivo shoulders that
I pans
are much too narrow.
dozens of girls every day who need
this new exercise I am describing.
In most gymnasiums the method
used to broaden shoulders is by
means of lateral tension. The student stands between two upright
parallel bars placed far enough
apart so that his arms are extended at right angles to his body. Ho
grasps the bars with both hands
and pulls alternately first with the
right then with the left hand.
This exorcise strengthens laterally
the muscles of the shoulders.
If you cannot take the exercise
this way you can get an almost
identical action by means of a
stretching board. This is nothing
but a piece of board, which need
not be more than 4 Inches wide,
but which should bo as wide as
tho distance from palm to palm
of each hand when your arms are
stretched out on either side level
Tho exerwith your shoulders.
cise, then, is to grasp the board
and
is pull on
between tho hands
it as hard as possible, then to relax the muscles and then pull

again, and to repeat this half a
dozen times at first, and up to
16 times when you are used to
the exercise.
Incidentally this is very good
for correcting round shoulders
and for developing a poor chest.
This and any exorcise should be
followed by a little deep breath,
lug. This, too, can be practised
in bed with the board lying across
the chest. It is an excellent thing
to take a few mild stretching exercises before getting up in the
morning.
N. S. L. : You
can
remove
these shells from tho shafts of
hair, by combing with a fine
toothed comb which Is kept well
soaked with vinegar. Kerosene is
used to kill tho active vermin.
Jeannette: As your hair is only
to tho shoulders bobbing would
doubtless improve it. At 1G you
have many years to wear it so
before you outgrow the style. You
are 15 pounds overweight, so if
you get rid of this surplus, you
will find that your legs will not
seem out of proportion to the rest
of your figure.
K.
Circles around the eyes
usually indicate there is some internal disturbance which requires
professional treatment. This should
not be construed to mean the temporary condition when circles appear from passing disturbances
such as lack of sleep or a sluggish slate of tho liver.

HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAND

p. m.

Y. W.

C.

carnival

A.

at

at 7:30

SEMI-TAILORE-

4A:

treatment.

Ai

'JACK MAKES HASTE SLOWXY.

Helen was too much taken
with the successful Howard, and
Howard talked too much of the
lovely Helen.
For the first time in his life Jack
Hunter knew jealousy.
But whatever the reason hard
plugging work for any cause usualSlowly Jack's
ly brings results.
commissions grew. He asked Helen
to marry him right away the day
ment.

$70. Her mother rethey reached
fused her consent.
"When you can show that you
earn $100 I won't say no," she said

Helen weepingly espoused his
cause. "That will keep you while
you live with me. and I couldn't let
Helen leave me."
With this Jack had to be con-

at

tent.

But it spurred him on to greater
effort. Often he was so weary ho
could scarcely keep awake through
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Hy ELOISK.
Those who will not havo tweed
suits this Eeason will have to choose
a tricotine, picotine, gabardine or
twill cord.
Navy is the leading
color, but gray is chosen by those
women who need not always put
practicability first. Gray may be
chosen with greater safety this
season because of the fad for brilliant hats, scarfs and blouses. The
gray which is fatal to so many com
plexions Is thus used merely as a
background for the vivid accessories.

I've a volume, bound in leather,
wherein sleuths and villains glide,
and I won't discuss the weather
till I've laid tho book aside; for

light-weig-

s

i v.

Mrs. Jacob Landau.
is one young woman in
New York City who is watching
more
than usual interest the
with
progress which tho National Woman's party is making in its nt tempt
to obtain legislation which will aid
tho woman who marries a man of
other nationality than her own to
She is Alls.
keep her citizenship.
Jacob Jmdau,
is
Mrs. I.smlau
American born and a fully qualified lawyer.
a
Is
I'ecauso her husband
she is prohibited
from practicing law in New York.
.She does not want to divorce her
husband in order to be able to take
lip her career and so she must wait
until such bills are passed as will
give her back her citizenship. She
does not even darn to go abroad to
visit the country which is hers
by marriage for when ready to return she. might find the quota for
had been filled.

There

Ozecho-.Slovaliin- n

IRISH pouci: SHOT.
Belfast. March 30. Two spp- elals. Hall and Mody, were shot.
and wounded tonight while walk- ing on tho street. There were sev- oral big fires in the city tonight,
supposedly of Incendiary origin.

As a preventive, melt and
hale night and morning

J. MABRY TO SPEAK
BEFORE WOMAN'S CLUB
ON PUBLIC UTILITIES

Island around and twitter, when
there is a book to read. Neighbors come across tho heather to
my coop, at close of day, to discuss tho windy weather in their
rather windy way; if I havo no
book I chatter in a stylo to beat

a good old fashioned story, with
a hero who's a scream, beats a jtlio band, but 1 bid them scoot
beats the and scatter if a novel la at hand.
conversation
hoary,
weather as a theme. I will talk
about the weather when I have
no book to read, when tho neighbors get together, swapping men- i ''x i
I'll discuss the
tal chickenfeed;
southeast breezes which may
bring a needed rain, ond will list
to all the wheezes touching corn
and other grain; I will talk of
oats and barley and grow eloquent
on hay; oh, I'll stand around and
parley of the gooBebone by tho
day; but I have no use for spieling when I hold a story fine, in
the shadow of my shieling, underneath my fig and vine. I don't
understand the critter who can
argue, talk and plead, who can
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ColdsjjndjCouhs

Tired OuFinTTfalf a Day? You
wouldn't be if your Ixiwcls were acting regularly.
Try IV. King's Pills

for sluggish bowels. You'll keep fit
for work. At all drusrists 25c.

WON'T GRIPE

PROMPT!

D r. Kind's Pills

THERE ARE many advantages of economy,

j

and artistry in
having orders for the
remounting of jewelry
style

designed and executed
by this establishment.

in-

VapoRuh

Oca 17 Million Jut UiedYcarlj

T. J. Mabry will talk to the
Woman's club today at 3 o'clock
on the regulation and operation of
public utilities, a subject that will
prove of particular interest to
women who take an Interest in
civic affairs. Mrs. Felix liaca has
arranged the program .which will
further consist of a vocal solo by
Miss llortenso Switssor, accompanied on the piano by Miss Norma Williams and on the violin by
Miss Dorothy Cameron. Jliss Aria
Kadley will give a reading.

t

King's

New Discovery
For

IMFLUENZA

Czecho-.Slovali-

W'Alr MASON.

TALK.
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these lines will repay the housewife a thousand-fold- .
Answer to "Betty": Send stamped,
envelope for
ho recipes you ask for, as I have
e
form.
bem in printed,
I'.tit please do not send a very
or
one
of
the
long
tiny envelope
narrow ones as so many of my
readers do not realizing that it T.
is hard to fill them.
t

Dr.

g
Christianity in any
country.
"What men ami women want to
known in these days. Miss Itoyden
assures me, Is whetner Christianity
works, whether it docs things," he
says. "Tho majority of people, she
feels sure, are looking about for
"something that, helps," something
that will give them a living senf-of companionship in their difficult
lives, lives often as drab and depressing as they are morally difficult."
Becauso she can convey an few
preachers of today can, tills growing sense of power within Christianity, people all over .England
flock to hear her, he says.
Miss Royflen, who is to be the
guest of the Young Women's Christian association at their convention In Arkansas next April, will
arrive in New York in a few weeks.
with her arrival
Simultaneously
"Painted 'Windows" is to be pub
!.
lished by
P. Putnam's Sons.
English-speakin-

1

sensation in tha

headache, feverish, eyes
Don't play with that
aelic.
cold. Get lr. Kind's New Discovery
at once. You will like the way it
takes hold and cases the cough, loosens
the phlegm and relieves the congestion
in the eye and head, and soon breaks
up the most obstinate attack of cold
ami grippe.
Children and jrrownnps alike use ft.
No harmful drugs, but just pood
medicine for colds, coiiRhs and grippe.
Sold by your druggist for 60c

scathing characterization of Mrs.
Asquith as "the grandmother of
the flapper," and others, tho author expresses his belief that Miss
Itovden is one of the most persuasive, Interpreters of the power of

t
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Lir. Liu. id lias al.Mtiuie
pruef tlmi tu
berculosis can foa lieatpd tn atl climates
ItesuiU
MHTHOD.
tiv TI,H INHALANT

.1 1.;

Fnr fjrtbpr particulars
ar nalleu-wlde- .
ad'lren" TUB INHALANT MKl'llOD CO..
suite (103 Union Lrasu UUlg., Key N".
Calif.
VJ, Los Angeles.
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Another Revelation of Values
Come and Investigate for Yourself
I
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NEW ARRIVALS

ohll-gat-

for Kellogg's; great
It's great id see
jto see every one in the family enjoy their crisp crunchiness
and wonderful flavor t To sit down hefore a heaping
bowlful of these joyous
and some milk or cream and fresh fruit, if
it's handy is just about the very last word in appetizing
appeal! And, your good taste will prove that!
Kellogg's Corn Flakes ought to be superior they are
the origmal Corn Flakes! Kellogg's are
never tough or leathery; never hard to
eat; never a disappointment!
Bo certain to get Kellogg's
thsi
delicious kind of Corn Flakes in. tho
RED and GREEN package becauso
TOASTED
none are genuine without the signature
CORN
hf W TT TTp11ncro thn nrfirinntnr nfi
Corn Flakes.
Toasted
CI AKtL

'
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ui KELLOGG'S

BRAN, tooled and krunblid

$0.35. $1 2.95. $1 37, $1 4.50

....

UTTLE,

Such dress values will never again be equaled, and each
model is of the latest spring designing. Cloth and silk
creations from the elaborate gown to the most simple of
street frocks.

BENNY'S

rOTR BOO!

TORONTO MERCHANT DIES.
Toronto, March 30. Sir John
Craig Eaton, K. B., one of Canada's greatest merchant princes,
died tonight after a lingering

for

Corn

home-mad-

For

Gray twill cord ornamented with
hand
embroidery
makes this
spring suit
which will easily wrest some of the
honors from navy blue. The coat
n
Is a
model with tight,
button trimmed sleeves and fancy
pockets. A narrow shoestring belt
may be worn or not as milady
"How many angels have you wishes.
-iNeat
contributes
him to the trimnesstailoring
known?" Helen had asked
and distinction of A. H. S. MUSICIANS
the
complinaively, pleased by
this model.
ment.
IN CONCERT AT ST.
"None but you."
They left tho house amid a Helen almost cried because they
JOSEPH'S TONIGHT
shower of rice, old shoes, and crleB had to leave, Jack felt that all the
Outside the happiness in the world had been
of congratulation.
The musio department of the
street was almost impassable with packed into the three days they
high school will give a pronram or.
urchins, waiting to see the fun. had Bpent there.
at
with
They mingled their cries
They had found a modest hotel Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock
those of the boarders, to Jack's back from tho Walk, but their time St. Joseph's sanatorium under the
disgust and Helen's embarrass- was all spent there, close to the auspices of the Fortnightly Music
ment.
sea. He too hated to return to club. The program is as follows:
Jack recalled what his mother the boarding house, to that
Brahma
Danco"
had said when he looked at his parlor in the evenings that stuffy
here "Hungarian S. Orchestra
lovely blushing bride "Marriage they had spent with only the "Till the 11,
Sands of the Desert
Is the gravest thing in life!" Dear moon to look down at
them, free to
Ball
Orow Cold"
mother, she would love Helen talk and do as they pleased. But
o
Charles
Dearing, violin,
when she knew her, he thought
he wanted a home, so he told Helby Maxwell Merritt.
she would be happy in their hap- en, a home with just the two of
Adam Gelbel
"Rosebuds"
piness.
them In it. He must get back and
Girls' Glee Club
Atlantlo City soon exhausted hustle.
Robyn
their modest $50, and although Tomorrow Helen's Mother Passes "Panqulto" Orchestra
Away.
"When Song Is Sweet"
Gertrude Sans Soucl
""Awake"
Montague rhillipu
Miss Bertha Peet
.
"Sweet and Low" Gustave Saengcr
Miss Adclla Elder
"Swing Along".. Will Marlon Cook
H. S. Chorus
Handel
"Largo"
H. S. Chorus

Flak.
can't hardly wait till I hava torn quick,
mudiarl"
carry

taken out, should bo moved as
near as possible to a window to
receive the same vigorous treatment.
In enses where formaldehyde
cannot be secured, the following
solution may be substituted: Add
three tablespoons of turpentine to
three riuarts of cold water and
apply this with a whisk broom.
This is also un excellent solution
to rub on floors tinder carpets or
nigs in which moths or buffalo
buns have been found, after cleaning tho rugs or carpets by hanging them on the line (if not too
large otherwise beating well out
of doors) whisking with either the
formaldehydo solution or tho turpentine solution, and Bunning well.
After making sure that your
clothes and blankets harbor no
moths and eggs, they can be hung
tip in the tar bugs which uro sold
fnr tho purpose; or they can be
e
bung in
bags, made
of newspapers
pasted
together
and
clothes, hangor,
(covering
all ) so that no hole remains for
the admission of dust. Moths dislike printers ink and will let
clothes alone that are hung in
in
these bags or wrapped
newspaper packages and secured firmly with narrow strips
of tho paper pasted over all overlapping edges. Camphor balls und
cedar chips may be put inside
lioine-madbags with the
garinciits.
A lew hours of really consclcn- -

kills the mollis ns well
as their eggs and Is an excellent
solution to use, if you nro cai' lul
and remember to keep it nut of
tho way of children and pets.
It is not only necessary to drive
this pest, out of one's clothing, but
also out of built-i- n
chests ami
lofty closets that cannot bo penetrated by sunshine; if those
have smooth surfaces it i
best to sponge them with the
above suggested formaldehydo solution; otherwise burn a sulphur
candle in these places, the fumes
of which will reach even the deep-ecrevices.
Attic trunks should be taken
out into the open air if possible
and whisked with tho formaldehyde solution, then left In the
for R thorough sunTrunks which cannot be
ning.

Feeling Grippy?
Cold Coming Oil?

KngHsh-woma-

RIPPLING RHYMES

Watch, the little folks
speed home

lei

THE MOTH.

D

BY JANE PHEU'S.

w

onnxinxG

Much has been written concernApril Fool social nt Broadway ing
fighting the clothes moth, and
Christian church at 7:30 p. m.
many remedies are suggested for
Woman's Bible class of First M. its extermination. One of the best
E. church will meet with Mrs. M. ways of getting rid of it, however,
E. Hlckcy, at 115 South Walter is "provided by Mother
Nature
street, at 2:i0 p. m.
without cost plenty of sun, wind
and fresh air.
Before storing away your winGRAY TWILL CORD
ter clothes and blankets, do not
fail to hang them on your clothesIN
line in a brisk breeze and beat
STYLE FOR SPRING them thoroughly, then let them
fairly bake in sunshine for as
many hours as you conveniently
can. This beating and airing is
Just as important as laundering
and
anything which
may be slightly soiled, before laying it away.
If you have actually detected
moths in furs or garments it is always safo to brush theso with a
whisk broom saturated with formaldehyde solution (your druggist will prepare this for yotil in
addition to the above mentioned

I

the long boarding house dinner,
where the vegetables were grouped
about his plate in what he dubbed
CHAPTER 4.
looked
Helen always
stylishly "bird's bath tubs," and would nod
over the dessert. Hut just ae soon
and
Jack
admired
and
dressed,
complimented her without having as he was free to spend tlio eventhe slightest idea of the cost. Her ing with Helen, his tiredness would
bobbed brown hair hung in a wavy leave him like magic and he would
mop about her face and neck, her walk for hours, or if necessary sit
dainty, girlish dresses that her in the stuffy parlor Just to be with
mother slaved to buy her, her deli- her.
When he finally told Mrs. Ardcate hands unroughened by housework her mother would not allow more that the commissions had
her to do for fear of spoiling them, reached $100, the last vestigo of
her pink and white skin, all in- doubt was swept from Helen's
That she knew nothing of
trigued the boy whose one short mind.value
of money, he could not
year at Cornell had been all he had the
know. She was poor, always had
spent away from the farm.
Often Mrs. Ardmore questioned been poor, Just as he had. So he
him. Jack suffered an agony of crushed her to him, and made her
embarrassment at such times, and promise to marry him at once.
in monosylables.
often answered
They were married in the boardthe
Helen's mother was not as opti- ing house parlor, with all was
boarders
for company. It
Enthusmistic as her daughter.
iasm, belief in what he was going an evening wedding to accommoto accomplish, meant nothing to date them, although Jack would
her. It was "What have you done have preferred them away. But he
today?" that intrigued her. She was too happy to quibble, so everywas heedless of his distress, or his thing went just as his prospective
wished. To his surembarrassment. She had to be mother-in-latold in dollars and cents how he prise, she gave him $50.
to Atlantic City.
Helen
"Take
was
the only
was getting on. That
Stay as long as it lasts," she told
proof of success in her mind.
Jack sensed all that passed in him. "She's always wanted to go
her mind, and it made him acutely there, and I couldn't afford to
miserable. He even brought How- leave.
Helen
She also had provided
ard Dunn home to dinner one night
as an example of what could be with a very pretty wardrobe, indone In the business, what he, Jack cluding a white wedding dress in
Hunter, would soon be able to do. which Jack declared she looked
But he never repeated the experi- Just like an angel.

A. K1KKMAN.

S

p. m.

ENGLISHWOMAN GETS
MENTION FROM THE
DUSTER GENTLEMAN
In his forthcoming gallery of notables the "Gentleman with a Duster." who 1ms become anonymously famous through his "Mirrors of
Downing Street," recognizes only
one woman.
Maude A. Hoyden, the
n
who from iier pulpit has
attracted such widespread prestige
and comment, is singled out for
this honor. Turning aside from his

FFICIEfJT KCOSEKEEPIK

Social Calendar

BEAUTY GHATS

CUPID AND LAW
RUN AFOUL; GIRL
LAWYER BARRED

Five

One Lot of New

$1
Spring Suits

Mrs. J. M. Patterson, regularly
employed as a reporter on a newsand Puds BImklns was go paper in Marshall, Mo., has Just
ing erround saying to the fellows. celebrated her 81st birthday.

Jft4

Me

Hay, you got something on your
nose, and wen they sed Wat and
put their hand up to find out, we
sed, Your fingers.
Being a pritty good joke, and
we started to try it on kids we
never saw before, ferst Puds trying it on one and then me trying
it on one. The one Puds tried it
on being a kid with glasses but a
fearse ixpresslon.
Puds saying,
Hay felio, you got something on
your nose.
Wat If sea the kid putting his
hand up and Puds sed, Y'our fingers, and the kid sod, Hay, don't
you get Uppy, for 2 pins I'd
puntch you in the snoot, if It
wasent for these glasses Id do it
enyway, none of your lip now, do
you wunt a fite?
I do if you do, take those
glasses off, sed Puds looking as if
ho would
drather tawk about
fighting than flte, and the other
kid kepp on tawking back looking tho same way, and then the
other kid kepp on going and
pritty soon I tried it on a middle
size kid with no glasses but s
peaceful ixpression saying, Hay
there, wats that on your nose?
Wat, wats wat7 sed the kid put- ting his hand up, and I sed, Your
fingors.
Is that sipposed to be funny?
sed the kid, and I sed, Sure, and
he said, So's this. Meenlng a fearce
puntch amung the ribs he gave
me jest then, and I sed, Hay,
hay, cant you take a joak f
Sure, can't you? sed the kid.
And he kepp on going.
Proving beware of peeple that
dont argue much.
CAVALUY TEAM LOSES.
Del Monte. Calif., March SO.
The Eleventh cavalry polo team
forced tho Del Monte four to
extend itself to tho utmost today
but lost by an eight to six score,

.95

A
JUL.

choice of poiret twills and tricotincs in embroidered and braided models. Assortments offer all the correct shades.

rA

DIED

II

SWEATER

The New Seats

IND'SKIHTWH
DIAMOND

DYES

$9a95 fund $14fi5

Every "Diamond Pyes" package
tells how to dye or tint any worn,
faded garment or drapery a new
rich color that will not streak
spot, fade, or run. Tcrfeet home
Diadying Is guaranteed, with never
mond Dyes even it you have
dyed before. Just tell your druggist whether tho material you
wish to dya Is wool or silk, oi
whether it Is linen, cotton, or
mixed goods. For fifty-on- e
yeart
millions of women have been
to
add
using "Diamond Dyes"
years of wear to their old, shabby waists, skirts, dresses, coats,
sweaters, stockings draperies,
hangings, everything!

Materials of the very best qualities and
each garment offering an individual style
touch. The ever popular sport models are
shown in wide range for choosing.

REMEMBER
YOU'LL ALWAYS DO BETTER AT

NOTICE.
The Albuquerque Music Store,
having sold its business to tha
Apollo Musio Shop, announcement
is hereby made that all bills contracted by the Albuquerque Musio
Store, up to nnd Including March
16, will be paid by the undersigned
nn or hofnrA Anrit 10. and all ac
counts due the musio Rtore must be
p .id to the said W. J. Fiynn. icaso
mall your bills, properly itemized,
to the undersigned.
W. .1. MANN,
r. o. iiox 678, city.

Capes of every style, description and fabric, shade. Materials include veldyne,
clipped bolivia, normandy, straw green,
gerona, vclour, polo, tweeds and silks.

fAI:

f

109

North First Street.

"Albuquerque's Be est Shopping Place."

Phone 352.
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.:.i::imm-"Do?" said
and speak to thorn,
So they went out
titude with speech
and sent everybody
Doug.

Continued Irnm ('.s( ual..
My guide rolled me iilims :i well kept
iisphalt highway, which I think was Smiln
Monica boulevard, past houses hall hidden
by palm trees, peppers and the punsent
The prevailing color is white
eucalyptus.
cji' cream, varied with blue and pink, with
led or green tiled roofs: the favored material is stucco, which docs not reem to
crack in that climate as it does in the

hast.
Nil

Many of the walks leading to the li.nif.es
'to.e
with geraniums.
were bordered
hushes climb valiantly up wall and trellis
but because of the .lanuary freeze California is sadly lacking in roses this year.
The same frost that swatted the citrus
crop killed the posies. Down at Santa Ana
heard of an outdoor fete in which artificial flowers had to be used. That is the
extreme (if desolation in the land of sunshine and flowers.
We passed Swiss chalets, gloritied flat
roofed Aztec 'dobes, Knglish cottages, Norman castles, Mesopotamian mosiiues, all
kinds of architecture; also plain redwood
California bungalows, each with its vines
and shrubbery and maybe half a dozen
orange trees, laden with golden bulbs.
stood a
At the top of a hill to our
the
u
like
pagoda,
house
Japanese
great
home of Adolph Bernheimer (not: o the pictures!, a principal show place of Hollywood.
My friend was explaining that most of the
people of Hollywood are not connected
with motion pictures when he broke off to
Fay: "YVally Keid lives there." Thr bouse
to which he pointed was below ti e level
We looked down on a
ol our boulevard.
roof of red tile and walls of brown
We could not see the swimming poo!, but.
rapidly obtained the impression that Fred
Hiiitpv's desert hotels along the Santa Fe
are no niftier than the abiding place of
this same Wallace Itoid.

Mary. '"We'll go out
of course."
and quelled the muland were snapshotted
away happy.

Few Who Work in Movies
Live in Hollywood
Hack of all these are other estates projecting their flora, like green spearheads,
up the lower slopes of the hills. Many of
these are owned by well to do Kastcrn
families that have gone to California to
live. The same is true of many of the
largest homes in Hollywood itself. There
is no "movie colony." Here and there a
lew actors may be found living side by
side, some of them, the best of them, in
ungalows renting at from $C0 to ?UT a
month, but as .. rule they rub elbows with

storekeepers, artists, bankers, insurance

the main street, a plot 105 by 60 feet, for
It is now appraised at $1S7,000.
$37,500.
Ordinary space along the street Is worth
51,500 a front foot.
Homes do not come so high. Here are
samples: Furnished five room bungalow,
hardwood floor, garage, water, adults only,
$S0 a month; four room bungalow, corner,
telephone, disappearing bed, garage, $75;
"lovely sunny corner room," $25; two
rooms and sun parlor, telephone, $05; unfurnished six room flat, two baths, garage, $!)tl; seven room house, all improvements, .$100; for sale, plastered bungalow,
Spanish, five rooms, unpaved, $S,000; Spanish home, five rooms, garage, brick chimney, lawn, shrubbery, $5,UuO; five room
stucco bungalow, tiled roof, $7,500; plot
1(10 by i:0, site for homo or Hats, $12,600;
site for court or apartment, SS by lf!S,
$S,7O0; restricted lot, $11,000; rentals, furnished, $S0, $125, $150; rentals, unfurnished, $55, $65, $75, $no.
Though disappointed in Los Angeles and
in the vicinity of such motion picture studios as I had seen, I still
entertained a hope that
an actor or two would
b e seen
yl.
behaving
roguishly in the
j.'.T
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from their honeymoon.
"Speech, speech!"
"Good heavens, what shall we do? said
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remem-

ber the Hollywood of twenty
years ago as a small, "exclusive residential district," populated by a handful ot retired
Easterners living In handsome
homes In the midst of citrus
orchards. Its character was
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Charley Chaplin gives a party, with Will Rogers as guest of
honor. All the other guests are of Hollywood, too. But
it is not the kind of party that we read about just a
homey affair, with the two comedians imitating each
other.
Gladys Walton, known as the "Hollywood Flapper," on the
steps of her rather modest Hollywood home during an
idle day at the studios.
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perfleial view of Hollywood, the
suburb.
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The buddings above are
not being torn clown- this is how they
are built for
r?
"exterior" scenes
At the rii?ht
is an interior
garden m
the film it
appeared
as the
"
f
garden

Rents, owners of Los Angeles factories,
retired sea captains, health seekers, brokers, bakers with probably a healthy admixture of pirates and the clergy just
such people as may be found in auy desirable suburb.
marts of Holly- Many Hollywood people work in D09 wood.
Angeles and motor back and forth. Kven
It was not to
Not be. There were
the lowliest have cars in California.
many of the lowliest live in Holly wood, for a few sporty
auto
it is regarded as "an expensive place," looking
although real estate prices are well below in o b i e s, go
those of comparable towns around New devils with
ork. The great unheard of, unpress-;;;ente- d port holes in
majority who make their living at tho hood, but
the picture studios cannot afford a resi- they stood
and
dence in Hollywood. A furnished room in
I os Angeles is the home of not a few. A empty in front of banks
I
Hollywood acquaintance told me that of and grocery stores.
all the families on his block, along both had been told to ap- tides of the street, his was the only one proach the Hollywood Hotel with notion
as here was the center not onlv of the
t Mat had any member working at the stu- dios. This may be an exceptional case, weird night life of the "movie colonv,"
but it is obvious that the movies have not but anythiu; was likely to happen to a
taken possession of all of Hollywood. One diflldent stranger in the daytime.
They
well known star, 1 think it was (iuy Iiates told mo it was Passion's Playground
It
Post, told me he lived near Pasadena and proved to be a three story
mission
William S. Hart's Place
drove twenty miles to his job every mornstylo
hospice,
screened from the street
Is New England Colonial ing and back at night.
The Hollywood Chamber of Commerce by the regulation palms,
l'p the road a little piece is the home of
30.000 of the town's 70,000 peppers and acacias, and
William K. Hart, New Kngland colonial, estimates that
are in one or another branch of built around a patio rich
shingled mid while, one of the plainest persons
II m
Put an old timer said with tropical vegetation.
industry.
and most agreeable places we saw. We the
was that while about 30,000 wero Several Iowa grandmothers
v. ere
told that the appropriate thing for the truth
engaged in the industry, not more with neatly parted white
tourists to say when they reach thin point actually
of them, if that, lived in hair were knitting in al- tl.un
like
isn't
is:
"Just
Dill,
tour
on the grand
coveg of the big
Hollywood.
is
boulevard
of
the
it'.'" On the other side
Some of tho gilt edged performers have
room
the mansion of Pauline Frederick, with an
habitations accurately described by the lobby. Stepping
expanse of lawn costing a fortune to main- real
as palatial, others occupy (dose for an eartain in California. The house is of k!ucco,
modest houses in rows that, save for the ful of scandal, I
cream tinted, red tiled, formal locking.
are about like Flatbusb.
heard nothing
The estate of Kdward L. Dolicny, oil man, tropical foliage,
but a debate as to the
Charley Chaplin rents a Moorish dwellpenetrates a canyon not far frot;i .Misss
of about a dozen rooms on Crotona
relative merits of the
Frederick's home, but a frieze of ei.ialyp-tu- ing
a thcosophist
for $500 a Santa Fe and the Union
hides it from public view. In the same Heights from
Pacific, as a means of
J. M. Kerrigan has a white
neighborhood Mine. Nazimova has a jiellow month;
one story bungalow;
Kathryn migration.
citadel.
Two
MacDonald a severe Dutch colonial cotbellboys
Passing out of Hollywood without my tage; Sessua Hayakawa, the Japanese, a had an Japanese
air of knowing
Hills.
Its
in
were
lieverly
knowing it we
formidable feudal castle; Dustin Farnum something, but I
no
general tone is like that of the highest a two story chalet; William Desmond a more out ot themgotthan
priced parts of Great Neck, Long Island,
Tom Mix a chalet; Tom they out of me, which
or Upper Mountain avenue, in Mmitelair, homey colonial;
Moore an Aztec palace. In Hollywood, as was 25 cents for service.
N. J. It is all private residences except
each to his own taste.
Otherwise the hotel was
the Beverly Hills Hotel, where, I was told, everywhere,
out one guide I acquired in a state of siesta, and
After
Hupert Hughes and some of the picture another tiring
so it continued to be all
did the busiand
stars lived and spent their leisure In rid- ness district conscientiously
of Hollywood. This is di- the time I was in Hollywood.
ing, golf and contemplation of La Drea vided into three
The new guide suggested Armstrong &
parts along a mile and a
fields, the enfolding mountains and the
of Hollywood boulevard.
Originally Carlton's for luncheon.
Pacific flashing eight miles away. Charles half
"You'll see them all there," he said
there were three drowsing hamlets, and
Kay has a tidy thatched roof, box hedged v.hen the boom came
they all spurted to- This is tho great nooning place of Holly- WHl
Hills.
in
lieverly
English cottage
and began to grow toward one anwood, although there are several other
Rogers is bringing up bis three children gether so that
other,
eventually they will be as restaurants and a
refectory
in a rambling home near by and slicking
one and the pleasant interstices now filled which spells itself on the si.i, "C'afate-ria- ."
close to bis swimming pool when in Caliwent
will
to
We
corner
trees
a
table. Armdisappear.
fornia. Hut every little while be has to with vcstigal orange
& Carlton's was full of wavy haired
,,
strong
to
the
front
and
go
dripping
:
leave the pool
iranc.K Blocks Clean
young men anci ot gins reminiscent of the
gate to say, "Yes, they live right up that
New
Most
of
Them
And
d
streets
above
side
New
street,
a
chance
have
road," to tourists before they
The brightness and cleanness of the York. Hut the guide, who is a studio vet- to tell him that they are looking for the
bu Iness blocks strike the eye of the visl- - eran and really knows his crowd, had to
Homelive.
and
where
Mary
D'iug
place
a tor from the East.
They are not old confess that this seemed to be an off day.
spun Will ltogers, strange to say, has
1. ...
t.
- ...,..IM., nDn nn.l 41,
(.l
Mr..,'.,
"Thnrn'., AI n
so
of
or
acre
an
with
tremendous house,
..:.b .
... rn
,
,
,
m.L...- - ,u
formal
of
garno
end
and
pillared porch
nothing to smudge them. Tho buildings corner. That gray haired man is Bill
dening and all that.
story, except one which Conklln. who plays heavies, but is socially
The road up the hill to the Fair- - are ot one or two onH
,if Tu iniul.a
.
.. --oloi.t
vnf...inor nnw ,...,.,lnln,l nllli
...n. ftio
me .....v .., ...... j. .elf.......
im.-- r.,
house is nothing to bra; 1..,,.
of It is a Fteep mountain grade, wide being completer, wnicn nas six. jueyaie - j ne laay unaer ine uig nai is Alice j erry,
concrete or pressed brick, unl- who started in the pictures as a Triangle
enough for only one car, and paved at one of stucco,
or cream colored. Tho stores extra and earned a living cutting film
white
is
tradition
The
formly
of
time full
potholes.
Mr Fairbanks had tho holes dm? in are modem looking and cheering places to tween jobs. And that's all, so far as I can
see. The rest are tourists, I guess. Any-u- r
order to discourage trippers. They flock ' gr into.
Heal estate offices are notable for num- - way, studio people having luncheon are
the hill roll on the lawn and snapshot
, u e
i .:
One espec.aiiy numerous ners.
"V
everything.
,
y
tuts i uaioui aui,
nn thf lawn one ort'tiara jaiKi in waai is nuw iiiu uib it'si
viiu una uaauiuiitB x
f l.rim
(i
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assignment

some other

studio.

There is a fascinating story in the handling ot tho "extra people," the thousands
who work in the pictures itiuerantly, la
mob scenes and the like, but it can only be
indicated here. Tho point is that the
character of the "movie industry" is changing just as Hollywood is changing and has
changed since the days when tho first
orange orchards wore cut up into bungalow lots.

about like that, say, of
N. J. Los Angeles Each Star Needs 200 Persons
To Make Its Light Shine
was a city of little more than
NoThe first studios were makeshifts.
started
had
It
100,000.
already
how
of
knew
the
the
and
business
art
body
to boom when the movies came.
cinema would develop, or whether it would
Broncho
M.
Anderson
O.
develop .t all. Eventually there arose
appeared from some- permanent studios of concrete and steel
Billy
where and began shooting and the industry acquired a feelipg o
"Westerns" requiring no studio. solidity. The ruah to Hollywood became a

stampede.
Rob Wagner, biographer of the movies,
first
the
ed with having built
estimates that for every star 200 other perThen sons ere needed to nssist his light in shinstudio, at Edendale.
one at a ing before men. The crowd came and it
and
others,
Biograph
came the
- sought homes.
Transients, finding them.n u.
time. They louna
a,
selves settled for long sojourns in
01
sunm
nuraner
the
greatest
n la not only
bought or built houses. The troopbut
act)nl(, ght valuC(
er, always a nomad, dreaming of a fixed
.ate8t variety ot "locations" to be habitation, found his dream coming true.
u
There Were prairie, In California be could literally have his
horeowu vilU! aml "5 tree- IIe couId ''e SUI
,
desert, ranches, rocky and sandy beaches
ficcis hia famiy evory day
.
gorges, mountain
There sprung up a feeling of local pride.
tion OI every clime, romantic villages, Tho actor and his retinue, the director, the
a small geo- - scenario writer, the host ot others who
bustling ciucs, nil within
help to make the pictures camo to have a
""
P"
,.,,
love for Hollywood because it was "their
" ,",v "llirp(,
between the mountains towu." I'roudly they voted, became bank
went on boards of directors.
snd tne seai ar euougij fr0m Loa Angele3 depositors,
They even joined the churches, with which
to be out of the highest rent zone, afford
some persons will be astonished to leara
ol
Hollywood is plentifully supplied.
? .
,J i.T.tl
All this makes Hollywood, in its most
,m,nl
lilies Iiau 1IIO uv ...uvu,
aspect, a social phenomenon.
Interesting
wild
each
making
company
Eor example,
West films had its own army ot cowboys. Hollywood is the gypsy settling down.
The recent scandals have endangered
Each outfit was Jealous of the other, and
the livelihood of these men and women.
ftg nQ prodU(.ing company can be bUBy all
tRe mt tnere was time for dissipation, In defending Hollywood against attack
they have acted from mingled motives of
wrangling, sometimes serious brawls.
Sfelf interest, ot a belief that the black
nas
been
market
then
the
Since
cowboy
sheep are few, and of local pride.
cornered by two women.
virtually
.
n -- r,i un
i
In another article an attempt will be
made to give the facts and to estimate the
scenes
are finished these men are soundness of tho defense.
nwhnv
"
To he continued next week.'
to headquarters anu
return
off.
They
paid
Col. William M. Selig is credit-

halls
m.ntv
" of
placea ot entertainment there are, but of
these we sbaU writo about Iater; thcy

bassador, roadhouses

.ul

and

dance

,,,,, v.

'

not in Hollywood, though they have to uo
With It.
n
studios
There have been
listed at one time, but closing of a good
nnnncdnl shnnn
n ,
Uiuu ul .1
and other causes, has reduced the number
t0 between forty aud fifty. Hollywood has
lnore ot them than ny oUler district, but
those within the fifteen square miles that
constitute the Hollywood area are not seg- regaled and those outside of Hollywood
are as much as twenty miles apart.
sixty-seve-

--

r

VnW

T1..,

.. AO

T.nratnl at Hnllvwood
twenty-tw- o
studios in
proper, others at Culver City,
five miles nearer the ocean; Universal City,
several miles beyond Hollywood to tho
n the region
nA
t
uu
"

There are now

Hollywood

lwlr,

io uuu an ace.
r
.,. m nnft,r
....
ui uie b.uu.u,
tho Hollywood Trust & Security savings mgnt restaurant ana mat a stool ana coun- here
is to give a su- The
Ampurpose
article.
on
the
affair.
Grove
The
Cocoanut
at
corners
best
one
of
ter
the
Lank bought

"
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ALFALFA TESTS

CARUSO'S WIDOW

DENIES REPORTS

engagement

OF

TO BE MADE IN

1

os within

Li

EEKiNG

MIDDLE VALLEY

STATES

County to Coo
With
State
operate
in Seeking Better
Type of Alfalfa for Valley

Ranchers

Its frontiers all the elements necessary for great prosthe means of securing a
and
perity
more rapid restoration than any
other country which may have suf
Our coal,
fered the same losses.
iron and other mineral prodS
OE our
ucts, our varied agricultural production, our great water power,
forestts, immense river
traffic, our contact with the great
industrial centers of central Europe and the apportionment of
property among the people all of
these conditions. I am sure, will
Hr The Anocliitea rmi,)
contribute to the rapid restoration
llolgrade, Jugoslavia, March SO. of our kingdom. There is no ecoJugoslavia is looking to the Unit nomic reason why we should deed States In the hopes of obtaining spair of our future."
aid in solving her grave financial
and economic problems. The little 11
OF FOREIGN BORN
Slav state bolievcs it cannot overcome them without foreign assistIN THE U. S.
WHITES
ance.
Its obligations amount to nearly
ENGLISH
CAN'T
SPEAK
$1,000,000,000, including an indebt-ednes- s
of more thun $50,000,000 to
(By Xh AifKiulfl Tren.)
tlie United States and twice that
Washington, March 30. Eleven
sum to Kngland.
The dinar, the country's unit of per cent of the foreign born white
currency, (normally worth about population in the United States, lo
19 cents), has reached the
pitiful years of age and oldar, according
exchange level of a cent and a to the 1920 census, was unable to
speak English, the census bureau
quarter. The amount of outstand
announced today.
The number
ing paper money is nearly-6,000- ,
000,00(1 of dinars. Of this sum only was 1,4 88,94 8, out of a total for400.000,000
dinars is covered by eign born population more than 10
Tbeo
The year of age of 13,497.886.
gold reserve or securities.
state's indebtedness to the National figures compare with 2,95S.on
bank is 4,500,000,000 dinars.
speaking foreign born
The budget for the new vtar has residents, or 22.8 per cent of the
reached the staggering total of
total enumerated in the 1910 cendinars. This is thirty sus.
times greutcr than pre-wTho bureau attributed the
budgets
Wove than a third of this is for
to several causes, citing that
military and defense purposes. The many immigrants who could not
national revenue is much below tho speak English in 1010 had since
total of the budget.
learned the language, died or reTho government
is faced with turned to their
native countries,
tremendous
of recon- that the number who could not
problem
struction which are believed to hi
Impossible to complete
without
loans fronr abroad.
Throughout the southern part of
the kincdom most of tha instru
ments of industry are either destroyed or are seriously Insufficient
ttaiiroads are out of order or
function very poorly.
That the government does rot
despair of the outlook is shown by
lster of finance 'to parliament, in
wnicn he said: "Our state possess

!

in

Col-leg-

Christ, J. MatiBle and O.
Clark, Bernalillo county ranchers, will make, a complete test of
various kinds of alfalfa this season under tho direction of County
.gcnt Lee Reynolds. The State
college is making an effort to determine if any of tha popular kinds
of Hlfnlfa will do better In the valley than tho ordinary, which Is
used almost exclusively and with
fine results.
Kadi of the three' ranchers will
of an acre with
plant
Grimm, Ordinary, Hairy Peruvian
ami Turkestan alfalfa seed. The
result will be closely cheeked during iho Biinnncr. Tho seed hns
iieen furnished by the Slato
C. IT.

v

if

v

.15.

vj

J

V

I,

J!

--

one-Bixl- h

e.

The middle Rio Grands valley
lias become famous as an alfalfa
Recllon
of the United
crowing:
states, although no concerted ef- lnrfin metrirt in ,lnVf1nri f.
fnrt
type which might prove mofe prolMrs. Dorothy Benjamin Caruso
Alfalfa
ific, than the Ordinary.
and her daughter, Gloria.
fields bear from three to four
'ew York, March 30 (Special).
crops hero each season and averIs Mrs. Dorothy Benjamin Caruso
age between three to five tons of
about to marry again? And is the
alfalfa hay per acre at each
successor to the late world's greatest tenor Enrico Caruso, to be
I,ieut. Com. Arthur Wagstaff ' U.
REVOLUTION AGAIN
8. N.?
The buzz of Gotham cosstp has
THREATENS MEXICO,
it that Wagstaff, scion of tho well
CROLLOTT
BELIEVES known Now York, Wagstaff a, has
won the hand of tho tenor's widow.
says Mrs. Caruso: "I think
Northern Mexico will oon re- it'sBut,
5
most inconsiderate of anyone
semble Red Russia, according to
to circulate anything so preposFred Croliott, wlio has jujst re- terous
at
this time."
especially
turned from Chihuahua, where ho
Mrs. Caruso, with her daughter,
GOOD
says the trouble 'teems to be cenand
Gloria,
her
intimate
friend,
tering.
Hopper, will
Reports are current tn Mexico Mrs. Charles Henry 26
with the
that rebel factions in the Chihua- sail for Italy April
of
object
sottlins details
hua, region have imported Russian primary
estate.
Caruso
of
the
Tho
party
leaders, and are planning to place
remain fi.broorl itidef mitelv nnrf
the entire district under the soviet will
nP
to
evneetfl
iUa
sripnrl
mnqf
form of rrovernment. Mr. Croliott
nnu cigna wnere caruso s
(tales. He adds that the red flag hi
was.
home
Next Dose may Salivate, Shock
has been paraded several times
Mrs. Hopper likewise denied the!
in the streets of Chihuahua City,
Liver or Attack Your
wtih large band of people follow- engagement.
ing it.
Bones
Tho Mexican government will
not permit foreigners to enter
You know what calomel la. It's
more than 25 miles into the inmercury; Quicksilver. Calomel is
terior except upon a statement of
It crashes into sour
dangerous.
their Intentions and an agreement
hllo like dynamite, cramping and
absolving; the Mexican Rovernment
Calomel attacks the
sickening
you.
FOR
from any liability in case of
bones and should never be put into
yuur system.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
J
just go to your druggist and get
a oouie or ooason Liver Tone for
a few cents which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
a spooniui and it
caiuiiiei.
Garcia, indicted by the grand Jury it doesn't iaae
start your liver and
here last week on a charge of straighten you up
better and
were quicker than nasty calomel
unlawfully
killing cattle,
held under bonds of J3.000 each without making you eick, you and
when they appeared go tiacK ana get votir money. just
yesterday
before the Valencia county court
Don't take calomel!
It makes
at Los Lunas to answer to the you sick the next day; it loses yua
samo charge. They did not make a day's work. Dodson' Liver Tone
bond, and will be taken to So-- J straightens you right ap and you
eorro today to answer the same reel great. No salts necessary
Civft it. tn tho rhlldren
it
charge in that county.
'
lit addition to tho rhnrco nt is perfectly harmless and can, not
unlawfully killing cattle, the men Bunvaie.
were charged by tho Valencia
county officers with assault with
firearms, and their bends on that
charge fixed at $1,500.
Chavez and Garcia, urn iwfi
to bo members of a vane
has been nilllnir cattle tn various
parts of the state. nri
March Worst Month for This
of the sheriff s offlea
J rouble
Jlow to Remove Easily
the gang is now nimnar
There's a reason whv nnriu
up.
everyooay
irecmcs in March, but
The assault rharira
hannilv thera 1a aim a fAmA.,
of the alleged shooting at a man lor inese
ugiy memisnes, and no
wnora they met on the road as one need stay
freckled.
they were returning from their
Simply get an ounce of Othlne
alleged cattlo raid.
double
strength, from your
Jose Montova.
v.. . nruggist ana apply a little of
M tn
it
member
of
samo
and
the
night
iminni
morning, and in a few
present in the chnntv i,ii
days you should see that even
ovens
tne worst rreckles have begun to
ing his trial next week.
disappear, whilo the light ones
fresh-roast- ed
have vanished entirely.
Now is
M0SQUER0 WOMEN ARE the
time to rid yourself of freckle
NOT OF ONE MIND IN ior ii not removea now they may
stay all
and spoil an
REGARD TO MEN'S CLUB otherwise Summer,
beautiful
complexion.
Tour money back If Othlne
falls.
.

speak English arriving1 during the
last decade was smaller than in
the previous 10 years, and that h
majority of these had come to this
country prior to August 1, 1914.
and therefore had had time to
learn the language before the census was taken.
In Texas, New Mexico and Arizona, whore more than
of the foreign white inhabitants
were born in Mexico, the percentages unable to speak English were,

Face Saveri.

respectively, &1.7 per cent; 41t,4
per cent, and 51.9 per cent. The
next hiKhest percentages unable to
speak English were in West Virginia IS. 3 per cent, and Florida
18.8 per cent, while the smallest
proportions were shown in South
Carolina, 1.S: ne"rg1u, l.S; Kentucky, 2.2; and North Carolina,

WEAR

two-thir-

New Tork City boaMs of two
"lady master plumbers."

'fneFineftaf
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Indigestion
Sourness

A man will soon forget the first; cost

Flatulence

Acidity

of a suit, but he can't overlook its
looks. We know this and
.ire staking our reputation on this
kind of merchandise.
every-da- y

Palpitation

"Tape's Dia pepsin" relieves stomach distress in five minutes. You
don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach is bad or an uncertain one or a harmful one
your stomach Is too valuable; you
mustn't injure it with drastic
drugs. Tape's Dtapepsiu is noted
for ils speed in giving relief, its
harmlossness, its certain action In
regulating sick, sour, gassy ttom-acb-

1

FOR PERMANENCE aGOOD APPEARANCE

In five minutes "Pape's Diapepsin'ends
Gases

f Hire hWicb

any drug store, and then If you
should eat something which doesn't
agree with you, if what you eat
lays liko lead, ferments and sours
and forms gas: causes headache,
dizziness and nausea; eructations
of acid and undigested food
as soon as I'upe's
conies in contact with the
stomach all Indigestion vanishes.
It is the most efficient antacid
known the certainty and ease
Keep this perfect stomach doc- Willi which it overcomes stomach
tor In your homo Keep it handy and digestive disorders in a revecase from lation to those who try it.
get a large sixty-ceDiu-peps-

s.

When You Think Clothes, Think

EU BANK'S

CALOMEL

BUT TREACHEROUS

THREE

COMES

AFTER MEN

CATTLE KILLING

j

FRECKLE

n,n,...

fwalhcf par
cffin in our

patented

canisters

prison at the
all the
fragrance of this
rich and mellow

coffee; Thus

,!..

it

(By Xh. Awociatod

reaches you as
as when it was
fla-vo-

Tie.) 30.
Las
egas, N. M., March
Be specific tell in exact terms
what your ideal js." Mrs. Myra O.
schools'' county BUPerlntendent pf
"I shall flnnAi
i
.t,.
meeting of the Mosquero
Men's
Mutual Mairlmnnlnl 4
ivtcunuwith
and romonatrnto
them, and furthermore Iiwill tell
them that if tli,
r,
,1 t..
ror tiielr wives, wo women will organize and send to Kurnna fni. ,
few stoadv hai
Miss Shirley Nutter, insurance to- -

ry

roasted.; Tried it

lately?

to,.,i.

f'

COFFEE
Rich

tnt

.

and Mellow

the kind we can

guarantee.

V,

THE

BONO-DILLO-

N

CO

vr

DISTKIBUTOJIS

CURED BY A NATIVE HERB
On board a vessel bound for India recently a man was bitten
by
a. poisonous
reptile; both the ship
l0ni0 toand a fm"s surgeon
control tho poison fast
spreading through his system.
In a day the vessel reached
An Indian medicine
Port.
was sent for, who produced a man
native herb which
allaved
the poison and the quickly
man's life was
saved.
" Roots and herbs are nature's
assistants In combatting disease
n
That
medicine
for
ailments peculiar to women, Ly-dE. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, is prepared from roots and
herbs, possessing medicinal prop.
rtles of great value In
ment of such ailmenis. tho treatThis Is proved by the Jotters of
re continual,
T luuon w
ly Z.
publishing in Mils paper for it.
ia

MENT.
To whom It may concorn. notice
Is hereby given that the final report of the executor of tho estate
of Addit l,. a
deceased,
has been filed in Muggley
the Probate Court
of Bernalillo county. Now Mexico.
Jdtj'e sixth day of April, A. D
J9Z2, has been set by taid ourt for
tha hearing- of objections to the
ama and final settlement of said
-

state,

I :

ALVIN H. GERDTCMAN,
Executor.

It' delivered by

vf

hn nnt
..vv jwh v,M
VCCU
time to see what effect
the 'suasion of fair Miss Sixteen is going
tO have on inriivMnnl ,n.n,hnn.
some real glorious
under a
.ew Mexico moon, night
swinging low
and "cooing like."
Interest centers tn Mostnitam
two tilings who will ba the first
deserter from tha mink a .,f o,. i,.v.
and what concerted action will tho
girls take.

THIS MAN WAS I1ELPE1T
John Grab, 2539 Jackson Ave.,
New Orleans, I.a., writes: "My kid.
ncys were weak and had a sorenea
and, dull pain across m- - back. 1
tolt dull and languid and my kidneys didn't act right. I began taking Foley Kidney Pills and they
soon put my kidney in a sound
healthy condition," ZToloy Kidney
Pills helD the kidneva rid tha ava.
tern of t Ida ami wuU thnt
lameness, backache, sore muscles,
swollen Joints and rheumatic palna.
aw.iiu ,u vilcv.!.,
iu acuuii.'
Sold everywhere. quit
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Tingley-Weil-Walto-

--

our own courteous
driver There' a

coal and in the
service.

YeHtsJtscrnOTe.

:

elect

Coal Department
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connell,-McLaughli-

and raynolds.

n

Citizens' Committee

w

Lumber Company
Phone

-

,,,,.

ferencenthe

Gibson-Fa-

r.'

-

Mos-auo-

stalwarfs.'
But thera

on

If you, tlie Individual citizen, owned an $18,000,000 business and you were about to put
into it $450,000 in betterments, and you had decided to issue bonds for the amount, which the
business must pay out of its earnings within twenty or thirty years
'And if you ha'd to retain three representatives to whom you must entrust tlie
expendiof
ture
that $450,000, and upon whom you must depend for the wisest possible use of the
money so that your business would get the greatest amount of benefit and growth from the
outlay, and be in a position to pay off the bonds on or before their maturity," instead of going
,
in the hole and defaulting on their payments
'And if you were limite'd to a choice between two sets of trustees of th'rcc men each'
And if one set of trustees were men experienced in the conduct of successful business;
if tliey had demonstrated their ability to handle successfully your
particular business
And if the other set of trustees included two men without experience in
handling your.
business and a third who had tried it and failed, thus helping to put your business tn the
-Hole
;v , ,;,v,;
.:
YVhicK set of trustees would you choose t o do
your job ? ?
Would you pick' tlie tried, experienced, successful men?,
Or would you choose two experiments and a demonstratetl failure?
tYou would turn down the two unknown quantities and the failure, as a matter of course
and choose the three successful administrators.
Tim is YOUR business, 'and Connell, McLaughlin and RaynoUls are tlie th'rcc successful
'I
trustees wlio liavc 'demonstrated their ability to handle your business wisely.

It'

'

A
"When tha trirla
as tO show mora tf V,bI
and less of their knoe tn ,io
wun more grace and less indecent
Wlgglltiea thev tulll
j
ablo in the eyes of serious minded
.i..n.
misa Aurelia Trujillo, for-meditor of the Mosquero Sun.
The above quotations
are a few
gathered by the Associated Press
in Mosquero, county seat of Harding county. New Mexico, whore the
formation of a club tabooing modern girls as wives and
demanding
fashioned girls of mother's day has
just been completed.
iney ehow the women of
are not nf nn, minj i.
gard to the Men's Mutual Matri.
monial Protective association.
"Are the bova wpnlmni' nr.n
not so you could notice
it
say
tho officers of tho club any."
of fifty

SO

Weil-Tingley-Walt-

Who Can Do a his Job Best ?

We guarantee all

of our Coal

The backers of the
"Anti" ticket tried to forget that
there were bond issues before the people, and to make the people forget it.
They knew that in those bond issues was contained a broad, constructive
program for providing Albuquerque with the essentials of expansion and
growth in population.
They knew that those bond issues were made possible solely by four
years of effort by the city commission toward pulling our city out of the financial hole into which Alderman Tingley put it;
They wanted the people to forget about bond issues and city building
that is practical and possible, so voters could be induced to "vision" air castles.
But the people wouldn't forget the bond issues. The candidates reported
to the boss that wherever they went the people wanted to know about how they
stood on the bond issues and what plans they had for improving on the commisy'
sion's plans for spending the money.
- 'V
n
;
headquarters admitted that it didn't have any plans
in stock. It was just "against" whatever the commissioners
proposed.
The people said: "You'd better get a plan," and "How about the bond
issues?"
:m-mmrtSo, reluctantly, the boss of tlie "antis" came out witli tlie announcement
that his three candidates were for the bond issues.
I
Thev were smoked out;
The taxpayers are going to approve tlie bond issues, because tliey know
the need for the things they will make possible. There is a big
building job
ahead.

By L. A. McRAE, Chairman.

(Political Advertisement
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ton and Tingley are certain ol election, if a reasonALL RIGHT,
able vote is cast. We urge a solid vote for the
entire ticket.
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SINCE WE'VE GOT TO HAVE

A

STRIKE LET'S ALL GET INTO IT.

The Genoa economic conference will, of course,
have an eye on the cross purposes worked at the
spigot and the bunghole.

FOR SALE

ruia

FUK K'JVl
and bath; no
Thre
401 Weit r.f.ifl.
alck.
FOH KEN X Two modern apartments.
410
furnlNhed;
very reasonable rent,

ef

NO IXJXGER AV "EASY MARK."

North Sixth.

"
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GREATER ALBUQUERQUE TICKET.
For City Commissioners
W. It. WALTON
SIDNEY M. WEIL
CLYDE TINGLEY

A PATRIOTIC ACT.

The Journal wishes to congratulate Mr. J. J.
Heaney over his wisdom in withdrawing from the
He Is a member of a
commissionership contest.
labor union. While Mr. Hcaney hud a perfect right
to make the race, his friends in the unions advised
him that many people construed his candidacy as
a secret effort on the part of labor to slip Into the
control of city affairs by silently voting him In
when there was a divided vote.
As this was the purpose of neither Mr. Hcaney
nor the unions, he very wisely and patriotically
decided not to embarrass his brethren nor mislead
tho public by continuing in the campaign.
Labor does not desire to take charge of the
Mr. Heaney's withdrawal proves this
city.
He makes the people of the city a
debtor to him bx clearing the atmosphere by
PROMOTERS AND RETARDERS.

CLASS WIEB Am

The Journal Is dumbfounded by the methods-beinused by the campaign managers of the Triumvirate to procure the election of these men
Have they wholly forgotten that there is a hereafter
and that when this campaign is over we must all
pull together In community building?
Those who have followed the course of lo:o!
The trouble with stock bought In
affairs in the last six months know that the Journui
Is that It Is likely to skip its dividends
has sixteen inch guns which have not been fired li: speculation
broker
when
the
skips.
them.
to
fire
bo
to
forced
not
wish
We
this battle.
We will not unless the methods used by the oppoA woman may be fond of bargains, but her fondsition compel us to do so.
Cleanness in political campaigns has not been ness doesn't extend to the point of wanting to be
one of them.
featured very conspicuously in New Mexico In the told that she is wearing
should
The
people
past. It is time for a change.
Wy
cnnrfif rrof nvdr flio Irion tlrnf lia la
resent the methods being used.
l'ersonal attacks on tho private character or leading tho party, and as nobody else seems to be
on the jub. pvThnps.he might as well.
business standing of the Triumvirate have been
We
our
men
are
us.
These
neighbors.
avoided by
To flatter a woman, begin by assuring her that
do not wish to destroy them merely because we reshe can't be flattered.
gard them as unsuited to our needs as public servants. In the next contest there will bo new alignments. Men, now disagreeing, will be in accord
then. Conditions should pot bo created which will
make
impossible. We all want to build
TAPS.
should bo avoided which will
Things
Albuquerque.
The
is
make community team-wor- k
ended!
ImpossiDie.
day
Ghostly shadows creep
wall and corridor,
The most dastardly thing done in the campaign .Along each dim-l'The
as
sounds
from some fairy shore,
bugle
business
is the assault being made on tho private
with sadness, somnolent and deep,
character of Sidney M. Weil. We wish to eiedit revered
nnd
,,ai.8,
Darl(Ilcsa
(.od, sla we curg0
u.cep?
our contemporary with its refusal to carry this a last, lono pipe is tapped upon the floor;
snuc
siams
iron
ine
guara
ueavy
which.
;v
advertisements
in
doors;
paid
propaganda, except
The day is ended go to sleep to sieepl
it does not control.
But, by word of mouth, through paid agents, the Three times it sounds weird lullaby of doom
effort is being made to wreck him, not merely as a Quivers and dies. while fecund Night gives birth
other days like this day that is done.
candidate for office, but as a business man and city To
Hops Morning really live., beyond the doom
builder. The charge is being circulated that he Is This deep
black pall that hangs upon the earth?
to receive a commission for his work in raising He fears the dark who dares to doubt the sun?
Ralph Chaplin in The Liberator.
money for the new hotel. This is utterly and completely false and is known to be untrue by those
who started the Btory. An effort is made to create
Yet to his
prejudice because of his nationality.
inherited traits the city is indebted for much of
"BLOW, YE WINDS."
the marvellous work he is able to do.
There is more
a mere verbal similarity beThe people are asked to vote against him on tween Borah and than
Boreas. New York Tribune.
is
t
hat.
He
a
he
is
the ground that
"promoter."
THIS HAS A FAMILIAR SOUND.
Just as his antagonists are "retarders." It Is temIs Mr. Wilson keeping out of the treaty discusin
both
casts.
peramental
sion because he is too proud to fight? Detroit
Joshua Raynolds was a "promoter" when he Free Press.
more
than
National
Bank
forty
organized the First
ITS AMERICA FOR PROHIBITIONISTS.
years ago. The men who brought the Santa Fe
India for the Indians. Egypt for the Egyptians.
Railroad here and added the shops to the accom- Everything, maybe,
for the
except Yankeeland
plishment, were promoters. Col. Breece, in build- Yankees. Boston Transcript.
and
factories
and
sash
furniture
ing bos factories,
MEANS SHE'S CP TO MISCniEF.
door factories, is a promoter. The people who built
Call it pessimism or what you will, but the report
the street car line and organized the paving com- that Mexico
is quiet immediately arouses our susLouis McRae was a pro- picions. Birmingham
pany, were promoters.
moter when he urged the building of school houses
LIVE AND LEARN.
There would be no city here, except for its early
Anyhow, thanks to recent stories about the
a lot of people have learned that Patn.
promoters who built water works, electric light
plants, gas plants and other Improvements. What gonia isn't a flower. Nashville Tennessean.
e
has needed during the past fifteen
Albuquerque
MALE MUST BE GETTING MORE DEADLY.
years is promoters. The step forward she is taking
Those seventeen-year-ol- d
men who who eo in
now Is due to the work of promoters.
prep schools are still entrapping unsophisticated
comchorus
Buffalo Express.
girls into matrimony.
Sidney Well conceived the idea of the
v v v w
munity hotel. He foresaw the stimulus it would
BUT IT'LL SAY A LOT ABOUT IT.
be to the city. Every one of the Triumvirate said
The secretary of Labor and the president rf ,h
that the money could not be raised. Never has the United Mine Workers agree that the coal strike Is
Inevitable.
Journal seen a man withstand the strain and per- about it. The public, as usual, has nothing to say
Philadelphia Record.
sist as Sidney Weil did to complete the hotel drive.
He succeeded. He dreamed, but he made his dream
come true.
Now the Triumvirate says that the business
.stimulus would have come anyway; that the hotel
A NATIONAL MENTOR.
had nothing to do with it.
(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.)
Both newspapers told you that the atmosphere
At S8 the President Emeritus of Harvard regards
of failure which would follow an unsuccessful hotel
Lady Atropos with the superb
of a mind
drive, would ruin the prospects for 1922. Both told which has attained the Ineffableserenity
peace. Life still,
you that the atmosphcro of success which would for him, is rich with potential possibilities of Inesfollow the completion of the drive, would make the timable worth. Let tho sister clip the thread of
present existence when she will, it matters little to
city move forward at once. It Is moving forward. one
who has scaled the heights and plumbed the
Sidney Well is more .responsible for our returning depths of a profound experience in the state of
prosperity than any man in the city. His will to mortality.
d
Healthy, active in body and brain, Dr. Eliot todoubts of the
win overpowered the
is as busy with the big thoughts and problems
Triumvirate. Under their leadership there would day
of life as he was a half century ago, and seems to
be no hotel and no stimulus.
be filled with the same inspiring enthusiasm.
His
The procuring of the $350,000 of hotel subscrip- Is the example of the
life, the Ufa
unharmed
lufits
of
the
lower
which,
by
levels, is
tions and the collection of a third of the money,
rich in its capacities for service.
has cost about 2 per cent. Well handled this. It endurlngly
Few men of the present time are so well known
Is the cheapest Job ever done for a city. Yet they in the realm of intellectual attainment as is this
accuse him of extravagance.
exponent of the principles of New England liberaland that broad culture which is so remote
The city owes Sidney Weil very much. It does ism,
from the concepts of those grim folk who landed
not owe him an election on the city commission at Plymouth
Rock. But to them we are indebted
But it does owe it to itself to elect him on the com- for our Ellots and our Emersons..
Dr. Eliot, probably, justly may be conceded to
mission. His acute mind; his indomitable courage;
as the greatest American publicist His Inhis persistent energy and his great vision, will make rank
defatigable labors in research activities in many
him the greatest official asset the city has ever fields have brought him marked and deserved dishad. lla has too much sense to move faster than tinction as an authority in science, government,
he can carry public sentiment with him. Besides, economics, sociology, history, literature, ethics and
philosophy.
he lias four other commissioners to convince.
The former president of Harvard is a vital, livVoters should not allow themselves to be fooled ing demonstration of the ineptitude of cowardice,
the fallacies of pessimism; a noble example to all
about the value of Sidney Well to the city.
who would live that life which gladly leads men to
The Journal dwells upon Mr, Weil this morning the
"summit of the years" still capable and virile
WalfeiMUIt tni bitter light li centered on him.
in body and mlud,
,
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CRISP PARAGRAPHS

Age-Heral-

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

short-sighte-

well-order-

Completely furnished
apartment, wltU sleeping porch.

KOU KENT

Giving away money that does not belong to one
Is the easiest thing In the world, but likely to gel
the donor Into no end of trouble, both with the fcl
low who owns the cash and the benefactor who
suddenly finds himself bereft of a source of easy
living. That's what happened to the Wilsonlan
appointees who handed out cash right and left to
Europe during and following the war, making
Uncle Samuel pose abroad as a man of endless re
sources, and a, striking illustration of the old
adage that "a fool and his money are soon parted."
So now, when President Harding has locked up
tho strong box and put the key In his pocket, Europe makes a sour face and calls America a tight
wad, or whatever It Is they call a tight wad In Europe Also, the United States, not being a party
to tho Paris treaty, but having at the urgent request
of France and England maintained an army on the
Rhine to help the allies force Germany to meet
the demands of that treaty, both France and Eng- land call this country "mercenary" for asking to
be paid the cost of maintaining this army In Ger- many.
In other words, the United States has maintained armed forces on the Rhine by vlrture of a
"gentleman's agreement" between this country and
the allied powers and as an especial favor to them.
In consideration of the United States doing this,
the allied powers agreed, upon their part, to see to
it, the United States was reimbursed for the cost
of maintaining these troops.' This government has
had no thought there would be any repudiation of
this agreement upon the part of Great Britain and
France until recently, when It became known these
nations, in common with other allies, were taking
9teps that would deprive the United States of such
Then it was that the United States
reimbursement.
made a formal demand tor payment of the costs
of maintaining her forces.
The argument that she should look to Germany
Is piffle, because she has not maintained her troops
on the Rhine at the request of Germany and has
no agreement with Germany concerning such occupation. For Great Britain, France and other allies
now to claim the United States is not entitled to
reimbursement because she did not sign the treaty
of Versailles Is a plain falsification of the facts,
in a very disreputable effort to repudiate an honest
agreement made nt their request for the purpose of
protecting their Interests.
In short. Uncle Samuel being no longer an "easy
mark" Is now called hard names by the very folks
who have lived largely on hlB bounty the past few
years.
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egga and baby chicks, 120 per
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Poultry
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FC. t' A LK Hatching
fertility
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guaranteed; White Orpingtons, Single
Rhode Island Keds.
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Zlmmer Ranch Company, Ban

Comb

Lumber wagon prices.

and a heavy spring wagon, three-fourth- s Acacia. N.
mils west of bridge. A. J. James. FOR SALE

M.

Turkeys for eating or breed"

ing. aix nens, three toras, 45o pound,
live weight; 60o dressed: also one fresh.
Jersey cow, giving thirty pounds ot mills
per ctay. rrrone :14-It- ,
TWENTY-NIN- E
years on the same old

formed an additional
subject of
comment.
Wet weather and wheat strength
H.
rancii
tl white Leghorn chicks.
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incubators. Yott Poultry
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corn
perience
of
and
Ranch, Postoffice box 107, phone UM-3- .
smaller
sales
by
Realizing
and by commission houses BABY CHICKS The two most profitable,
and popular breeds; Single Comb White
largely counterbalanced In the pro Leghorns
e. 1 R. 1. Reda.
for cirvision market the effect of higher cular and latest price list Write
'te
today.
on
sllla, Valley Hatchery. Las Cruxes, N. M.
hogs.
prices
Mrs. II. V. Bundy.
Closing prices:
$1.85 U;
Wheat
May,
July, FOR SALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs foe

Bedtitm Storieb

embraced
Studebaker.
"What have we here?"
"Nothing that is nothing very Bethlehem Steel A. and

Baldwin,

B.. Amer-

-

$1.19.
Corn

blue ribbon wlnnera, first,

hatching;

and third pullet, first cock and)
May, 58c; July. 62 Uo. second
second cockerel, special on beat femal
Oats May, 37c; July, 39c.
In the
lledlterraneaa elass, cockerels
Pork May, $18.75.'
,
and pullets for sale. Phone
Lard May, $10.60; July, $10.85. 518 Fruit avenue.
Ribs May, $10.77; July, $10.27. FOR SALE Hatching eggs; four popular
yarletlea: S. C R. I. Reds, Mayhood,
strain, IS, fl.60; Famous Silver
NEW lORK COTTON.
35, ft. 00; S. C. Light Brown Leg15, $1.60; S. C Dark Brown Leg"
New York, March 30. Cotton horns,
horns 13, 2.00. Robinson, Old Town,
futures closed very steady; May, phone 38.
$17.97;
October, RED POULT1U YARDS Blue ribbon
July, $17.25;
$17.03; December, $16.94; January,
winners, eggs for hatching, from
grand pens; best winter layera; 8. C
$16.83.
I. Reda, 16 for II. St. 13, S3, 5; Barred
It.
Spot cotton, steady; middling,

lean Can, Mexican Petroleum, Da
much," said Uncle, Wiggily.
"I should say there was a great vison Chemical United States Rub
are
"There
deal!" said the 'Gator.
ber, Reading and several of the
your two ears to begin with, and other dividend Baying rails, these
Let's
the
I'll
at net gams of 1 to 4 points
that
after
Jugs.
closing
try
By Howard B. Paris
see MOLASSES and VINEGAR Sales amounted to 950,000 shares,
"On
label.
ho read, looking at the
Aside from a reduction of its
Copyright. 1921. by McCIure
second thought I'll take a drink of liability reserves, the weekly state
Newspaper Syndicate.
molasses first," he said, "and then ment of the Hank of England
I'll nibble your oars. I'm very showed no change from recent re
IN CLE WIGGII.Y AND THE TWO fond of molasses!"
ports, but market conditions on
Jl'tiS.
"But this is Nurse Janes," said London reflected the contused
see your state of tho British political situ
could
"If
tho
you
bunny.
Rocks, IS for 12, 3, 15; cheaper In 100
"Now please den't get them way clear to taking a little vine- ation
$1S.15.
lots; fine breeding cockerels. Wm. Biets.
Nurso
said
"
West Atlantic, phone 14S3-Uncle
Wigglly,"
mixed,
gar now
Further dullness was shown
LIBERTY BONDS.
BABY CHICKS
.... bum-by"Tut! Tut! I wouldn t dream .i,
..,,,
Jane, as the mu'&krat lady house""
...aiivci.
HATCHING EQS; Mountain View Reds
where the nf It" hnvclnrl thn 'fintor. "Mnlas- keeper came in the ruoiii wua
litaded
readpena
by prize winners at El
New York,
March 30. Liberty
bunny ruubit gentleman
Paso, Albuquero.ua,
Denver; won high,
closed:
bonds
first
$98.16;
ing the puper one morning. Mias
3'b,
honors
Red show
at
Denver,
' '
""
and second 4's, blank; first 4',4's, hel Id west. A fewlargest
uzzy carried two Jua, 0112 He ,V.,ked up tho Jug marked MO- Fuzzy
breeding birds to
$98.56; second, 44's, $98.30; third spare. C. P. Hay, 236 North High,
LASSES, flipped out
' made further urnETPSS tnwflrrln rfi
2I30-Please don't get who mixed?
raised it to his mouth and took a
and almost all of the far 4ii's, $99.42; fourth iYt's, $98.60; phone
asked Uncle
Wiugily. "Are you long drink.
Then ho suddenly ic.overy
blank;
Victory
Victory
eastern
remittances strengthened. $100.8!.
and Floppy
WANTED Miscellaneous
Cuny
speaking o
Twistylail, the two liule jilys'.' I his stomach,
'.'A N TED Furniture ;
any
dial
quantity.
alike,
k
a
lot
know they
great
NEW YORK MONET.
lug
Phone C3-J- .
Muvakian rate making no response
but I can always tell them apart.
You fooled me! to
me!
fooled
"You
second-hanWANTED
d
All
a
loan
klnda
of
in London.
reported
There is no danger ol me getting It was vinegar I drank. Oh, how
March 80. Call
New York,
furniture. Call 944-( losing prices:
them mixed, tor Curly Has a lumiy puckered I am!"
414;
low,
easier;
high,
4ya;
money,
IF YOU WANT dirt or gravel nauled, or
American Beet Sugar
39 H
tail and Floppy has a funny ear."
"Dear me!" said Uncle Wig American
ruling rate, 4',4; closing bid, 4; call plowing done, phone 1658-ran .
47
"I wasn't speaUina of the piggie gily, twinkling
4. Time WANTED
nose.
his
loans
acceptances,
pink
against
Man's wardrobe trunk. Ad&
American
63
"I
Ref'g.
boys!" laughed Nurse Jane.
"The Ju;rs got- - mixed after all. My American Smelting
dress Trunk, care Journal.
loans, steady; 60 days, 4H; 90 days
Sumatra Tobacco. 32
was talking of these two juu.3. One fault. I suppose, Jnking so!"
6
Prime
months,
WANTED
Electric Iron, In good
American T. & T.
120
Is for molasses and the other for
W rite 323 Columbia, clt y.
"No, we did it, Uncle Wiggily!
mercantile,
14
American Zinc
v nrrrur.
want VOU to tuhe tiieiu
Two show cases,
WANTED,
floor or
Rl
Anaconda Copper
t j the sure for mo, hae them tilled
table. Viaduct Oarage, phone 243.
NEW YORK METALS.
Atchison
97
and be carelul not to get men.
WANTED
Used
seventy-flv- e
refrigerator,
Baltimore & Ohio
40 H
mixed."
pounds capacity. Phone 1422-New York. March 80. Copper,
74
Bethlehem Steel "B"
"Oh, I see what you mean!"mesaid
WANTED
Large wardrobe trunk, good
to
26
Butt and Superior
steady; electrolytic and nearmy,
the bunny. "You don't want
'
6 to 8
condition. Phone 6S9-12
.
Tin.
62
California Petroloum
later, 1 2
get molasses in the vinegar Jug or
137
Canadian pacific
steady; spot and futures, $29.00. V'K PAY highest prices for rifles, shotany molegar In the vlnlasses why,
Lead
unchanged.
Iron, steady,
I guess I'm getting mixed already!"
Central Leather
37
guns, pistols. Wright's Trading Post,
Zinc, Fourth and
A
Gold.
62
steady; spot. $4.704.80.
he chuckled, trying to untwist his
Chesapeake & Ohio
St. Louis delivery spot, Ve HAVE aeveral
East
Mil. and St. Paul... 23
e
quiet;
'Chicago,
tongue.
first mort
"
Nurse
"J Chino CODDer
Mo- "I should say so!" laughed
spot,
gage loans. Who wants them?
Antimony,
quiet;
274 $4.70.
to
do
&
is
llllon
to
Wood.
want
I
"What
you
$4.25.
Jane.
3U
coioraao i"uei & iron
In
vinemo
the
WANTED
some
To
rent
67
Crucible
lassegar
Steel
get
phonograph, by reFOREIGN EXCHANGE.
sponsible party for one month; guaran
r.o, that isn't right, is it?" she asked
15
Cuba Cane Sugar
tee care. Phone 1422-look.
with a puzzled
11
Erie
New York, March 80. Foreign WANTED Postoffice lock box; will pay
"I should say not!" agreed Uncle
Great Norttiern, pfa........ 73
Addrena
attractive bonus for same.
have
Great Britain Chadunurn,
40
Wiggily. "What you should
exchange, steady;
CopperInspiration
621 West Coal.
mo
to
get
said was that you wanted
72
Mer.
demand,
cables,
Int.
Marine,
$4.35;
$4.37;
pfd
"
SUITS CLEANED and pleased, Hi suits
some garmeeo in the lassijug
30 day bills on banks, $4.84 France
29
Kennecott Copper
pressed, &0c; no gasoline odor. Duke
"Here!" cried Nurse Jane, giving
116
demand, $8.98; cables, $8.984. City CleHners. phono 416.
Louisville & Nashville
V4 :
Uncle Wiggily the two Jugs ami
$5.08
cables,
Ttaly
demand,
Mexican
Petroleum ........121
kulsomino ana paper, waxCLEANING,
holding her paws over her ears.
27
$5.09.
$8.36;
Miami Copper
Belgium demand,
ing and oiling fluorM; work guariateed.
"Enough of this! Hop to the store,
John Goodsun, phone 034-22
demand,
Missouri
Faciflo
cables,
Germany
$8.364.
and don't get things mixed that's
.31 ft; cables,
Holland de- 'WANTED By "uirtTofnonn party, cur old
66
Montana Power
all I ask of you."
furniture, rug, stovte, clothing any
88
mand. $37.69; cables, $37.72. Nor
New York Central
"All right!" said the bunny. "I'll Tm
76
$17.70.
Northern Paclfio
Sweden, and everything. Address Vox 400, Journal.
way demand,
very fond of
WANTED
get both Jugs filled and I hope the
Two or throe good iuTl stein
Denmark
do
39
demand, $25.97.
"
milk cows; must be recently fresh.
chattered Johnnie and Blllle, Pennsylvania
ginlassegar
Switzerland
de Write
14
$21.10.
Consolidated
mand,
Ray
Copper...
a
full
with
Los
Alamos
tree
But Nurse Jane,
laugh, scampering down a
particulars.
up which Reading
76
mand, $19.42.
Spain demand Ranch. Otowl, Now Mexico.
pushed the bunny and tho Jugs out they had been hidden. "But we 11 Republic
4.45.
& Steel.
Cze
62
Greece
$15.50,
Iron
demand,
BARGAIN-STOiMAX
at 816 South
on the stoop and closed tho door. get you some more vinegar." And
24
choslovakia demand, $18.20. ArFirst, will pay the highest prices for
"If he tries to twist his tongue they did, changing back the signs Sinclair OH & Refining
86
gentine demand, $35.75. Brazil de- your second-banclothing, shoea and
around those two words any more on the Jugs so they were right Southern Pacific
furniture.
22
Phone 8S8.
Southern Railway
mand, $13.75, Montreal,
I'll have a conniption fit!" she said. again.
118
THE OLD GOLD STAR Old Town, now
Studebaker Corporation
Uncle Wiggily, with a laugh, took
"Well, I'm glad you played the Texas Co
s
44
open for business;
CHICAGO riiODCCE.
chicken
the molasses and tho. vinegar Jugs
little Joke," said the bunny. "It
e
dinners: good
bread and
61
Products
there, I have them right at last
saved my ears!" And so it had Tobacco
Edna Williams, proprietor.
pics.
80.'
134
March
low
Butter
Union
Chicago,
Pacific
he took them one In each paw and And if the boiled potato doesn't
CLEANERS
95
er, creamery extras, 86c; firsts, 34 WE CLEAN RUO
States Steel
hopped over toward the store.
TtUfiU.
to Jump over the frying can United
Nnvajo rugs
63
SZiaiSS'Ac;
35'4c;
Utah
seconds,
Copper
"I hope nothing gets mixed," he try
O.
B.
when the tea kettle is trying to
specialty. Phone 18Sij-standards. SSHc
Cleaners.
thought. "It would ho too bad if tag the poker, I'll tell ypu next
TRADE.
CTIICAGO
OP
BOARD
or
cases;
17,950
Kggs easy, receipts.
RUG CLEANERS
vinegar got in the molasses Jug.
about Uncle Wigglly's April Fool
firsts,
molasses in the vinegar Jug. I can Jokes.
ordinary firsts
913 Rugs Cleaned, 11.25.
MATTRESSES
23
miscellaneous,
renovated, 13.60 and up;
Chicago, March 80. Approval 22(9224;
say the worus all light v ien I look
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
at the names on the Ji.g," he said
given by senate finance committee
storage packed extra. 26c; Bedding
Company, phor.e
to 80 cents import duty on wheat storage packed firsts. 25'4c.
to himself,
Careful Kidak finishing.
For there was a little paper label
had a good deal to do today with
Poultry, alive, higher; fowls. WANTED
Twice dally service.
Remember, satisan advance of prices in the wheat 26c; springs. 80c; roosters, 19c.
pasted on each Jug. MOLASSES
faction
Send your finishing
guaranteed.on one and VINEGAR on the other.
rota toes dull, receipts 59 cars; to reliable, established
market here. Closing quotations
firm. Hanna
Nurse Jane had pasted the papers
were unsettled V to S'4e net high, total United States shipments, 718:
Hanna, Uaster
there.
and July Wisconsin sacked round whites. WANTED To do Photographers.
er, May $t.35',i to $1.35
your furniture and
Uncle Wiggily hopped safely to
to $1.19 54. Corn gained $L651.70 cwt; Minnesota sacked
(Dy lb Associated rress.)
$1.19
piano moving, baggage, etc.; careful
c. In red rivers, $ 1.60 1.60 cwt; Idaho handling, courteous men, prompt and
the store, and had each Jug filled,
c and oats V, to
New Toik, March SO. The fa- Vi to
and he was hopping hack home to vorable review of business condi- provisions, the close varied fron sacked rurals. $1.80 cwt; Nebraska efficient service. "Johnny on the Spot."
his hollow stump bungalow when,
sacked rurals $1.70 1.80 cwt.
gown's Transfer and Storage Co., phona
lie decline toas a gam or iue. i
as he reached tho middle of tho tions Issued by Oie department of
the proposed duty
Inasmuch
ItAZuk B'.ADES Huva your dull safely
continued
of
commerce,
he
nnd
expansion
felt
mean
an
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
increase
on wheat would
woods,
sleepy
lay
razor blades rcsharp..ed; slngie edge,
down on a mossy green log to take iron and steel products at higher of five cents over the rate in the
25e; double edge, Hue per dozen.
Have ,
a little sleep. And as he slept prices and the reported cancella- Fordney bill, and as the senate
your straight razor honed and aet by
Chicago Livestock.
All work
Kobza
along came Johnnie and liillis tion of tax penalties by the Mexi committee has also approved an
Chicago, March 30. (U. S, Bu- expert
can government served to enhance increase of 20c a cwt. on flour, reau of Markets.)
Cattle receipts, B. a,, at Ituppe's Drug Store.
Bushytail, the squirrels.
"I know how we can have some auoted values in today a lively an immediate effect wna to stimu- 7,000; fairly active; few early sales
FOR RENT -- Ranches
fun wilh Undo WlgBily!" , chat- stock market.
late bullish sentiment In tho wheat beef steers, strong to 15c higher;
tered liillle in a whisper to his
Offsetting incidents, such as the market. Tho view was taken by strictly choice baby beef heifers, 'oit RENT Pl.o-- iuou's much wn North
1804-- J
"
Fourth
brother.
approaching coal strike and a de- many traders that such a law $9.40; bulk beef steers, $7.6008.60;
FOR RENT Ranch of seventy acrea, six
"How?" asked Johnnie.
crease in car loadings at principal would go far to shut off all wheat she stock, strong;
tnllca
from Hanta Fe, In Tesuque valley,
"We'll change those Jugs," said railway terminals, exerted no ad importations to this country from grades, higher; bulls, steady; veal
on
highway to Colorado; fifteen or
the first squirrel boy. "Woil take verse effects in trading; circles, Canada or Argentina.
An unex- calves
slow, undertone strong, moremain
acres
under ditch; orchard of alx
tho VINEGAR sign and put it on where bullish sentiment was
pected advance in Liverpool quo- packers bidding $8.60 down; stock-er- a hundred trees, mostly apple, good buildthe MOLASSES Jus an
do the
and feeders dull.
ings,
house, running water and
tations, together with gossip that
Bamo with the other.
Then when
Additional withdrawals of local smaller shipments from Argentina
Hogs, receipts 18,000; fairly ac- bath; a team; wagon and harness, mi
Nurse Jane goes to make a take reserves by interior banks Impart- to Europe this week might be tive, 15 to 25c higher than yester- and thirty chickens with run and hous
ing for ten times aa many,
Will lease
she'll put some vinegar. In it in- ed a firmer tone to money rates. looked for, tended also to lift the day's average; big packers holding for
cash or share. Address O. A.
stead of molasses."
Call loans held at i
per cent, values here.
back, but most hogs sold out of Mountain View Ranch, Cowlea, N, Vlles,
M,
"Oh, what fun that will be!" however, and quotations for short
Persistent buying of eastern in- first hands; top, $10.60; bulk, $10
chuckled Johnnie.
So he and his and
10.50; pigs. 16 to 25c higher; MATTRESS RENOVATING
long time accommodations terests that were tho leading selbrother changed the names on the were unchanged at 4,4 to 4
Per lers last week was a feature of bulk desirable, 100 to 130 poundn, i oico iiuvaii,u, sa.oe and up.
jugs and scampered away up in a cent.
trading in the. May deliveries of ers, $9.75 4() 10.25.
itug cleaning furniture reoalrln
fur.
tree before Uncle Wiggily awak11,000;
slow, nlture
Sheep receipts,
Practically the entire list shared wheat end gave that month much
Phona
Ervln
ened. The bunny snt up, rubbed In the day's rise, but equipments, more of an upturn in price than about steady; choice handy weight Bedding packing.
'
Company.
his eyes, and wan about to hop motors, steels and oils dominated was tho case with July' and Sep- shorn lambs, early $13.00 13.10;
downward to
along with the two Jurb, when, all tlio movement.
Halls, shippings, tember. In this connection it was weightier kinds,
WANTED Agent.
of a sudden, out from behind a ooppere and food chernlctil special- noted that shipments from most $12.50; choice 114 pound shorn
Men and women to
exWith
bush caino tho Skrllcry Skallery ties trailed along, together
of lh primary centers were
represent
wethers, $10.25; good 130 Ound WANTED
the Good
of America. In iih.
Alligator.
reeding the receipts. Nearness of kinds, $9.25; handy clipped ewes, querque andFellows
ninnv mince aneous issues.
New Motion
- m
iro.
"Hello:." grunted Uio Alligator.
tho
features
Forciniuit.
ludiv.juul
oycnnitf $( jakq puvlfation 18,60..,
II, Elm. Hotel,
1472-W-
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

KENT KKCEIPTS
lt
Invested in this modern,
adobe house, will Boon deliver you tho deed. This home
hps five large rooms, sleeping;
large hall, bath, clothes
closets and is completely furnished; located close in in the
Highlands; also is arranged for
Can be bought
two families.
on extra good terms for only
well-bui-

L

OEA.O

AH' WHERE

Mill

TO BE

EVELIS

IN VOUf?

t4L4

IN IMVEIISIXV HEIGHTS
Four well arranged rooms,
sleeping porch, modern, hot
features,
water heat, built-i- n
largo screened front and back
porch now and a real bargain
for only ?3,S00 with good
terms,

1

$1,000

(0

n

nvrance,

Vuriitshed

garogo.

"rootn,

pri-

uith

10U7

Seciind.
FOR KENT Two rooms and sleeping
104
porch, furnished or unfurnished.
West Cuai.
FOJt ItKNT Nice large room and sleep
in? porch, mudern near car Hue. i'hone
:;a,)!--

FOR UINTRooni, close in, private entrance; gentleman; no sick, 318 West
J.eatl.
FOR UliNT Nicely furnished large front
710
bed room, private home, quiet,
H"in li Arno.

FOR

RENT .Steam
heated
sleeping
iiltiVs
juums.
Albuquerque Hotel,
Nnrt It Second.
FOR 4iENT One furnished room wun
Icitchcnettc, for light housekeeping.
"10 West J.cad.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and
sleeping porch for two; no children,
110 South Walnut.
Fcr RENT Two light housekeeping
I'll
rooms, water and lights paid.
S"utii p.roadu'iy.
FOR ItKNT Room, furnished for llglU
housekeeping, ?10 a month. 1101 East
l.nwia; near sliopM.
RENT After April 1, nicely furnished front room, in modern home,
rlosft in. Phone 181&-FOR RENT Furnished, small bed room,
for gentleman employed,
per month,
ground floor. 4 1 West Lead.
RENT
Rut
Nicely furnished, well ven- -'
t luted
bed room, suitable for one or
416 Hi.Jth Third.
two gcntli-monFOR RENT Furnace heated front room,
bath, tiOd West
ground floor, 204i!-Jadjoining
.
Fruit, phone
FOR RBNT Sleeping rooms; aits light
Imperial Annex.
housekeeping rooms.
First and Cei.lral,
Nice room, close In, lui
l''OU KENT
gentlrman employed; no sick need apply. :ils North Fifth.
I'OU ItKNT Nice large ruoin, well ventilated, furnace htat; also small room,
108 South Arno,
ru'Xt to bath.
"ice. clean rooms;
IMPJfiKfAL ROOMS
rates by day or week. Over Pasilmt
West Central.
Theater, illl
HUNT Nice, large front sleeping
room, private entrance, close In; wUh
or without board. 409 W,;t Iron.
rooms and
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping
Duiitekecpms u pan men i. by tu ouy
ueek or month. R0avWest Central.
Foil iUSNT Two-roofurnished for
light housekeeping; use of bath and
p . mie. 209 North Kdlth; phone 10S0-Foil U K N T T w o large unfurnished
front rooms and screened porch; adjoining bath; private entrance. 311 West
Atlantic.

It

Surety
8. Fourth St.

telephone

yon

One room with glassed-iItKNT
sleeping porch, furnished for housekeeping; also one front bed room, well
furnished; garage; close In; no sick. &10
West Tl.frras.
RENT
Strictly high class room
;
north, east and south exposure, southeast sleeping porch, prlvuie ttmn-- , 1kM
district; gentleman preferred;

FOR SALE

Homes

1771-.(3r South Umadwny.
SALE By owner, suburban butne,
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, grape arbor.
P"t
office box 213, city.
1100 DOWN
0 w. mouth
and
ary the
terms on a brand new slilnijle bungalow; two large rooms and Rieep'rig porch,
price mo.
I'hone 410.
FOR h'ALH- - University lluights, practically iiv Spanish typ bungalow,
fi
rooms.
two pnjehee and
baenifnt. 10") Princeton.
(TOR i?AI.E
liy uwner, 718 West Coil.
frame stucco. 4 room
and bath, 2
large porche, newly decorated, vacant
Terms If desired. Phone 1A03-n
FOR SrAl.E
frame, neutly
bulltj large lot, some fruit trees, land
plowed for garden; some cash, balance
terms.
at 10 North Third.
A BARGAIN, five-rootiome In Fourih
ward; two glassed-i- n
porches, fire
place, gas. J3.3U0; twelve hundred will
handle, balance like r':nt. Phone 34S.
FOR SALE Five-roohouse, furnished;
hot and co'
ater. tlectr'c lights,
C.i
1500 down and
price 11,100;
per
.r, A. Hammond. 84 East Sliver,
month,

FOR

rn

phone 1522-FOR SALE Modern white cement brick
house of four rooms; Jnrge closets end
pantry; surrounded by five apple treea;
parage and chic'ien Louses. Apply 1011

Orchard Place.
FOR SALE New homes by owner; one
824 West Oold; one
110 North
210
Maple; one four-roor,
North Maple; terms. Call & Jl West
194D--

room furnished house
SArU
highlands, with bath nnd electric
ha lance
lights; email payment down,
monthly. See owner, 617 Kast Coal or
room 8, Whiting building.
FOIIH new furnished
houses,
always
rented at 1120 por month, $1.6o0 ca.h
buya each one; can't he built for less
Room 7,
$ii,500 each; must aril.
First National hank building.
FOIl KA I. II My new four-rooatucco
bungalow, all modern conveniences except heat; built-i- n
features; good porches,
lawn and garage; owner going east, and
will sacrifice; good location; easy terms.
Furniture also for sale. 710 West
FOlt
In

Foil KA 1,15 Uy owner, new five-roobungalow, hard wood floora throughtwo closets and pantry, built-i- n
features, extra large front porch, screened
In service porch ; on
lot 90x1 jf) ; near
Second ward school.
Inquiro 614 East
Hanta Fe.
Full HALE Hy owner,
modern
brick, stucco, all modern conveniences
except
heat; built-i- n
features, large
sleeping porch, lawn, trees, vines, guraue
and chicken yards, good location; will
sacrifice; terms to suit reliable party.
For further particulars, phnn 1S05-out,

Dl EH is MAKING

By tho day or

at

homo.

G.

$n-

302 West Iron, phone 1320-fciEMyrm'HING. pleating. Williams' Mil.
Ilnery. 2u; Smith Broadway, ph. 777-- J
II E TJ S V J

TCI UNO

A

N

DP ICOTIN

-

West Gold,

Real if.ntate

DEFINED couple wants three housckeep- Au- or two large rooms.
wig? rooms,
i r ews Box 36, care Journal.
I'ODNG MAN, convaleacent, withes sin-gl- o
roon. or aleeptng porch, downstairs

Journal Want

Small white f"l terrier, with
brown apote; return lo liri Ve,t
phone 2B3; reward.
between Itoaetiwaul'a
LOST Saturday,
20 bill.
and Internal revenue office,
Liberal reward If returned to Journal
LUHT

:

preferred, near restaurant; give full
1n first letler.
Address 8.
W care Journal.

lTOR HA

LOST AND FOUND

Rooms

nffUr.

H.

VANTrci"

Ada bring

result,

HELP WANTED

t

I

I

J

Kuritiphctl

all pails uf tuvvu.

housos

lo rent In
A Wood.

IKMIlllon

INT'L

FTURI

PAY RENT
5ou can huy a eood now
modern homo In the
Heights for $4,100 with only $500
leash, balance like rent, this is a
sood buy.
Realtor.
R. .Mi'CI.KillAX,
.1.
204 W. Colli.
Phone

NEW

Franklin & Co,
Realtors.
Phone

221 West Gold.

J,

Keleher,

D,

Tlealtor.
Phone 410.
West Gold.

211

WHY

Clk(iiip
Lns&ilkir

five-roo-

ANOTHER

As Long As It Lasts

NEW ADOBE STUCCO,
Five nice rooms, hardwood flours
built-ifeatures,
throughout,
basement, hot water heat, sar-as- a
s
14x18. Owner has been
$3. GOO for this pluee. lie now
and sell
has prood reason to
nuiek, and iias mudo a price
for next few days. Come on
you hnrsuln hunters, this is what
you have been loolnns for.
McMIM.ION & VOOI,
Jil'ULTOKK
J N'SL' r.A.VCK.
LOANS.

1:

s
For rent,
apartments; steam heat, gas, etc;
new and clean; liberal discount
on year leases.
,Y. A. HAMMOND.
Agent.
2 i i:. Silver.
Phone J522-high-clas-

$5250,00

WM.-J-

Koaltor.
I'liono tlO.
Third and

MONEY TO LOAN

Oestreicli, Realtor,
West Gold Avenue,
Phone 999,

216

LEVERETT,

1

One price to all. cash or ?10
per month. You never will be
sorry that von tnvestd in a
lot in KNIVEnSITY HFIGIITS.
If you
hesitate about your
homo up there because you
want a nice garden, flowers,
etc. change your mind
now. Anything t lint will right
grow
in this climate will do splendid,
ly on University Heights soil.
Just give it the water, same as
you have to anywhere else.
Main Office, Second nnd tiolcl.
Phones Bin S!M.

The prii o of this new
and sleeping porch brick bungalow, basement, hot air heat,
well located, near Luna boulevard.
Let us ehow yen.
If It Is vacant lots you want,
now is the time to buy.
Tell us what you want.

OPPORTUNITY

ow is

thi: ti.mr
toV..MVEKSITY
sicrni: that
i,ot in
II
0 H TS.

rtir.HT

PARK VIEW COURT

We are offering today one of
the most delightful homes In
the city. New and complete in
Interior finish
every "respect.
is of natural oak. Extra large
rooms and ample space in
All lots in the vbasement.
icinity of this residence are improved with high class homes.
Let us show you this residence
at a price that Is reasonable.

.',7.

-2

.old.

n

WANTED BIDS
razing Burnett property,!

On

frame building occupied by Hell's;
Livery, beconil street, near Cen- tial. Lumber for sale.

Ill

MvC.4XN.V8 OFFICE.
South Second Street.

AUTOMOBILES

$10.00 Per Load
A

Better

Grade

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinlcy Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

&

ASSETS
PLUS SUBURBAN

CVSII
buys
modern bricK, i oi lier lot, 00x142,
and in one of the best residential
sections of the Fourth ward; some
fine fruit
trees.
Owner needs
leash, nnd this is his only reason
for sacrificing House at this fig.
jure fitft come, first served. See
.VSOO.OO

five-ro.i-

C.

.

West t.ohl.

319

New Mexico.

CHANCE

STAKES,
I'hone

I

HOME

I'Yuilvale, four nnlrH nurth of
A
toil i u on Highland road.
We have live acre tracts of
chi lice srate and orchard land.
H you purchase uni" of these
trails ami divide and plant as
follows It is a simple proposition to see how your assets
accumulate each year:
Three acres to grapes.
One acre to orchard.
f
acre to chickens and
11

lit.

vi

i i

One-hal-

det1ct7"'a

l.

YOUR

nsl;-in-

$15.00.

netw..n 32 and 2.
(i i)
rp tvlifi-lf!North I'd it h.
FOR RENT Dwelling
CiK't'
-Jlluetrattd
Ouilse trui'k (UiuUjih , or
how.
catalog.
Larn
Tounit
Men's christian
4U()
truiU: fur
Two furnlHiicU homes, muu- c;UG J nu I'll ill. l'UK liKNT
Amsoclatlon
Auto Kcliool teaches,
hut AnKelc.
ri n. 1 'iOl Kant Central.
VOll BALK
Unirli tuuring oar;
a
firat-c.mo men wtlli cars, to
i
Co.. I'UH IvKN'T Uiio rutir anil one five-- i tiuiti
condition.
vA.if.jj
ewlns inRchlnea; hustlers only.
Sin-re- r
furnished 1ohd, cloae in. Vr, Kasitr- city
Hewing Machine Cwnpany. 117 Wetl
i'Dolft
K"od
liiurti,
tiflld.
uwm-rItli.VT-J- ly
niui!L
sold.
Call
brick
otti"ti;
April ti, l'our-ruu101'J North t?eu- huuf, furniahuil,
tisioil cur, any cntli-tiufur
CA:Il
iJIJH.'i;,S
WANTED
Operntinir Power House
r Cult awe of two ifjins and
Molntueli
Auto l.'u., 11 Wtal
must he IhornnKhlv coni)elont.
lurnished.
Cnpp.r.
tll Houth
siefping port-ItWi'ile to O. lluber, Madrid, .New
Mexico.
Walter.
FOIl HAMC Si mi extra good unel cam;
I'Oli' IMJNT
j
Wclutost?
"furuUhcU,
Auto Co., 31
ensy lor his.
Woflt Copper.
uuth Udiih. Apoly Uul jsuuth
ct
Wa a Tlai V u U J t" UK K lTTa uT "w iVf" prf y WhJI.T.
"
W A NT K D
Kxp i; r e i ic ed
J : E .n T- UU
beat caali pt tit.
j
iatluct
I'tiii
uni'unnalied
Garaye,
I'ly Collvd Inn.
1
i Sout It
h'.uso.
Hpc ti'l
i;:jii
Irttjuiru
liginia.
WANTKH
cooli.
i.'umpt'tt'nt
Eighih.
Appiy
"H
OalthmU
wl
nionihiitfl.
5I5 Wvnt Coal.
11
FtiR
f'r c;if!i or irmlo f..p property.
jiu mudern h'ui.M-- ,
AVA NTtiD
A mericuii v nnian
to wot k in Eat t Vol nt 1, f it me 7 '.' 7 W.
with lartto iiuielies, cIosh in. Inquire
.
L'17
Huth Fourth.
South Flint.
New unr mcotiU-hanFOR SALE
Ford
W A N T K ) tr lr
for KiMientl ho use worn.
rur rushed cotO.
K,
Sheet FUR JiEN'l Thrce-rooi- n
honeycomb radiators,
Apply
North Thlrtnenth.
Metiil Works. 217 Nurth Third.
tage. See J. A. liurnraonU, bit East
TA'ANTI:l
Silver, phutu
Girl or womun fif- gener. ETOH SAl
JJIJ'J J''ora louUMvr,
D'ife
Xort h (xlli.
'jCMJW"work.
unfurnished
Brot hers romlstcr, to trade fur Ford FOR
RENT Thren-rooWANTt-JLhouse, with nlc.'phiK poich. lilj South
touring car, with starter. 4U7 West
(Jirl tor BenomTToTuftework"
Hiuh.
tl.'t Phone
Colnmhl,!, fir phone K5-.I- .
Atply t
-M'AN'J'KL
One-to- n
FUR SAFE
oulil Jloue, convenA
Ford truck, ;;((, I 'Ui. KEN i' i'hrt
linusekfepf r, midiTlp-uK- i
J
worn, drive;
American Jady preferred. Apply 715
highlands, oniy
ght Bulck, t.'.itU; Sl."iient in simp a, In tliu
4 10.
KftRt Silver.
h.
IMhmo
a
fnont
toil tourtiiu.
Studebakrr,
EM PLU V.M ISN'T OFFICE- - . omu n entile,
senior, t'.'.iii). HO Whsi Cold.
t'OR KENT 1H it'll cot tap;, threw tfinaU
Hixnl Balary; alt
rooms, unfunil.Hiicd, clos
in, chuap
dlnfnff room girl. FUR SALE
Cheap, one Boueh hiph
11 u Knuth
'nli at ""ti Wt'ft Iron.
Third, plionp
inagiieto, one OvtrEand radiator, rem.
tirfrs ami miRcrdtfincoiis pariK FUR BENT Newly dct tiated, completeWANTKU
A Klrl fur conking ami huuwtj-worl- t; four
Uuit. ij 'j i! South Fifth.
bunno wiifhing or jnming.
ly furnish ell modern four-rooCall for
LEARN TO DRIVE
irmrnliip. 1 107 Kent.
galow, highlands. hone lliO-J- ,
LESSONS by a capable man driver. For FOR RENT Three,
WANTED
and
Good cook can ki good
four
rates or appointment see Mr. Morns.
some furnished.
houses and
at good pay, but must be good DrlverlP!B
Ford Co.. 121 North Third. M...MI!i:on & apartments,
C"ol;.
Wool, 2h6 West Oold.
Apply ?08 Wrtt Copper.
FUR
l.kniTiid
SALE
IStJl
Ford Sedan,
WANTED
Woman or girl for light
LIST your vucant houses with the Ct:y
runs liko new; many extras; will mnk
for prompt and efflcljiit
housework. Apply 3 721 West Central,
llealty Co., West
reasonable allowance for old car; terms service.
in rear.
Otdd. phone fiti7.
2'7
can be arranged. Mcintosh Auto Co., :ill
WANTED
FUK RENT OR LEASE
Girl or woman fur general Wff. "oppr.
Four to seven-Boo11 2
modern
housework; Ppanialr preferred. Appiy FOR SALE
house, unfurnished.
T)odge Urothera' touting, Smith Arno.
508 Wfst New Vork. or phone ir.f?a-Owner
city,
leaving
;
new
oversized
extia.
top,
good
buy
four-rooWANTKU
RENT Desirable
hoiii
Competent
nuuseKeuper,
tlrs; also Ford touring and (speedster, Foil
American woman p.xferred.
and sleeping porch, furnished, S30;
Apply and Maxwell touring. J. Korn.r & Co.,
Mrs. Wllwus. Hat Shop, lOfi South Fourth. Auto
Department, Dodge Urot hers deal- water paid, all West linn. Phone
WANTED
FUR JiENT Beiiunl'ul new four-rooHousekeeper, country, good ers. Prion 7S:t.
two
home, light work, amalt wages; no obfurnished.
house,
completely
to 75 per cen on utcd parts,
SAVE
to
jection
child; heaithseeker considered.
porches.
Inquire luu. South
tiree
..heels
bearlir. screened
inagn;tos,
A rno.
Address O. It., care Journal.
etc.
Our
stock
grows
larger
springs,
WANTED
.Shoe sah7sladyfor
for Overlanda, '.'0, Full RENT New f urniiUed bungalow,
Saturday daily. Pans In moextra: experience as well as Bpanisn-speakiu- g 80, Chalmers, Maxwell truck an pleasure
four rooms and bath, in liuO block on
ca-,
East
Chevrolet. i'JU, Paige 4, Iteo 4, Siude- - East Central; no childen. Apply
good
pay and a
preferred;
4
chance for regular position.
6.
Auto
nl
Mcintosh
baker
and
Central.
Co.,
Apply
once.
Manufacturers' Kale Shoe Store, 311Wpit Copper.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished
house,
3"l North First
city lights and water; also irrigation
DRIVER LESS FORD CO.
water; large lot for garden, 70a Went
BUSINESS CHANCES
FORDS FOR RENT
Ilctea t.'.u per mile. Mountain road.
$1 per hour minimum. Special
i',ites FUR RENT Uti lea
oZ six months, a
bTATW liuTJib lor
UcdL
1:1 North
week days. Ask fur them.
four-rooCentral.
modern bungalow, located iu
ibO,
Third,
phuiie
the
Third
Ward,
$3i per month. City
l'OIt HAlalC Good renlauraut.
Address
t afe, care Journal.
Realty Co., '.'i)7 West Oold, phone 6C7.
I WILL PA Y a reaaonuble amount for FUR KENT Modern
brick bungalow,
WANTED
To huy rooming house in city,
use of Ford light truck for uijuiit thirty
furnished ; four rooms and sleeping
from ten to fifteen rooms.
II, U, D., days. If interested drive what "U have
; garage;
location In highgood
porch
erne Journal.
Sanatoup to rotiuwe 71, Presbyterian
207 North Maple.
Phone 14.16-FOR SALE Two-stor- y
onck building. rium and let me Bee It. 1 want mune-thin- g lands.
F. WILL LEASE for six months, pai
furSIS
run.
will
th First; location good for any
that
Raymond
on
kind of husfness.
brick bouse,
Bloom, Cottage 71, Presbyterian
nished,
$75
heat.
North
iurnace
High; arage,
ifOit SALE First-clas- s
shoe snop, full
W.
Leverett, phone
per month.
line of machinery, price very' reasonWEEN IN NEED OK
able; owner leaving. Adatesa S. It.. TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magpb. j Journa I.
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles, FOR RENT Four-rooclean, nicely furhorns, accessories.
nished, bungalow, kitchen, dining and
Fun KALK Plumbing supplies, pipe, bearings,
COME
TO
PARTS
HEADQUARTERS.
six windows;
room
bed
with
living room;
pumps, points. So car and bus fare to
We have salvaged to date tie follow-In- n modern except heat; fire place; water
SI ou n t n n road.
W. C. Th ax t on, 3111
Maxwell,
Chandler,
cars;
31u
Call at
.
Buick,
4tL'-JIron.
East
Nort't Fourth, phone
p;iid; garage.
"." South Arno.
Chevrolet 90 and F. B.; OverFOR riALE Keutaurant, opiuslte Uama Mitchell,
Hup, Olds, Crow,
model;
land,
every
Five-rooFe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
brick house on
Don, Saxon, Sludobaker, both FOR RENT
storeroom for other business purposes. 4 and Reo,
North IHsh street, partly furnished;
6.
Fixtures Include swell
soda fountain,
garage, hot air heat, $75. Two-roo- Four-rooVTA.'JUCT GARAGE.
which can be hongnt separate.
COO SOUTH
SECOND.
apartment, furnished, nice, $.10.
the state.
apartment, furnished, Areola heat,
FOR SALE Ten acres of oil land, In Okhouse
pa t
Largest
vacant
April l, $;. Wm. J. Leverett,
lahoma: will trade for income properFORSAiuXFunriiture
phone 110. Third and Gold.
ty; 800 feet from thia land they are
pumping oil. 20o',4 Sou t if First, Albu- FURNITURE repaiimg iu all its phases, FOR BENT Or.e of most nndern homes
querque, N M.
iu city; closo In, extra good location;
(.'all Atwell, phone 1 7
FuR 8 A LIS Indian trading su i e 57id F URN I T V R B PTE P Al RJ NO and upholsterbeautifully furnished, hot water heat,
ten
acres under cultivation;
porch, lovely
ranch,
Ervlf Bedding Co. garage six rooms, sleeping
Phone I3-ing.
front porch, piano and Edison included
fenced; one section land leased; stone FO n S A L E Da v e
tT Wil ton rug, 0x1 J. In
npor
'.'ew
60x20
rooms,
furniture,
bungalow, located on
building,
feet; three living
Call moin!ngs. F.U West Tljernn.
East Central; owner going east, will
storehouse, corralls; fine well of water;
har-neround
Inane
to
desirable
Apply 716
FOR
SALE
three
parties.
gasoline engine;
heavy horses,
and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirty
fumed oak dining table and six chairs, 15a st Central,
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e 202 North High.
miles from Gallup, New Mexico; ten FOR SALE Fuuied oak china closet.
miles from railroad; a bargain, dissolvlike new. Call mornings. 3010 Nortb FOIl SALE Oood cow, $.o. 717 Koi
Address postoffics box Twelfth, phone llfil-W- .
ing partnership.
Arno.
a?:t. A Ihnatieroue. NVw Mestm.
Fur-iite: Leather chairs.
FO I SAL
UOOFINti
Thoroughbred Jersey cow.
Let us, fix your roof before
electric fan. Ice box, cameras, etc. FOR SALE
to
come.
We
the spring rains
wish
nil South Edith.
Rarmirn's Studt. 21fH West Central.
work
admit In years past we made some misSALE
FOR
Heavy
of ued
takes and were fooled on some roofs; but FOR SALE Larue amount
team.
Phone 2414-Kconhousehold furniture, in first-clan- s
have got wise, and If you are willing to
n
11
e
FOR
SALE
and
See It at Z'ii South
Jersey
pay a fair price, we can make your roof dition, priced right.
cows.
Phone 2404-- J 1.
tight and give you good service. The First.
and does; aim fry
past winter we have not been able to FOR SALE CHEAP Fine dining room FOR SALE Bucks
710 West Lead.
Ing rabbits,
rockers, Navajo
attend to the wants of all our customers,
table, four chairs,
have been sick, had the flu or some runs, ivory bed room suite, oil beater. TWO registered bulls, for service; one
other devilish thing, but by asking Uod 4:'3 South Fifth.
Jersey end one lloleteln. 14 23 South
for help we are coming out all right. FOR SALE Furniture ut factory prices Broadway. (Jeorge A. Blake.
So If you have roof troubles, call us up
which makes It ci;st less than ecotid
SALE One exira good pair of four
and we will advice what we think in the hand goods. Come and see for yourself. FOR
mure mutes; raised here. I
year-ol- d
The Man-s- o American Furniiure Co., 223 Bomb
best remedy. Plrons 3S34-J- .
B. Nlpp. phone S1J1-Bno Co.
MU LES
AN D
We
lit RSES. MARES
fii.iU; five Unco-quartFOR ISA Lid OR
have thirty head of good yuung work
beds, chiffonier, $27. &0; ma- stock for sale cheap. Some good brood
chair, li; nmrcn with foul. Call at 310 North
hogany daveiuiort, $''', dining
?o7TTENToi7.n
firtcf-young Broadway, or phone ItiOS-Bowing machine,
Fcott Ride
Ontral.
75.
Mrs, Grace nour.
Rhode
Island
hens,
6'Ult KENT Office rooms, Luna Strieker D.
6'JO
South
High.
Jones,
bulldtn
Korber Auto Deportment.
U'; buffet.
FOR KALE Oak dresser,
FOR RENT Two offlcu rooms, newly
like new, for half price; oak ciunonier,
decorated; over Eubank Clothing Store. $12; 9x12 nig, fs; iron bed. with spring
Pee Eubank Brothers.
and good mattress, JH; one three-quartTHREE SHAVES A WEEK, $1, at youi
FOR RENT Ground floor office space:
bed, H; Hoosier cabinet. $12. GO; four
homes. Perkins Bros., phone 2058-excellent location. Livestock arid Ag- chairs. $1.&0 each; Incubator, $j; small PERSONS
storting a home and desiring
ricultural Loan Co., 115 South Second. phonograph and records, $!',; typewriter,
roots of Iris or purple flag, can have
o4.
for $'J5; baby snma
nearly new, cost
Mrs. Oeorge Wheeler,
for
nothing.
buggy, $5; small combination lrm safe, Idol Nnrth Sixth.
TYPEWRITERS
flO; floor show case, $:'f; some cotton
for
TAKEN
nFEWHr
guaranteed hosiery.
mattresses, never used, nt wholesale price; jORDERS
Ribbons for every mv ten largn laying hens. I1.S.': sixty rahhlti
and repaired.
oriiMtie nno i"r men. wuuivn rrnu
cliildren. Sample rhown, Photie 1658-chine.
and t wetity Rp;trnnent hutch for
Alhuijuergue
Typewriter
LI.
4t$ Nultti Atuo,
.
phunt iJ-J- .
jVI South Fourth 611 North Thitd.

v.

rrood one on North Tenth. Close
to Central. See our sign.

Luna Boulevard Residence

reservations.

Will accept

street. This is for sale cash or
terms. Bargain today. Also

33

INC.

SCHVICC,

In a few ilnys w wHl offer
lots In a new addition. Tou
will want one or more.

(When

r education to lo
ndvei-Ualnvork. 408 Went
ih I.
V'A.NTHO
I'ol; JsAl.K- li'iU fceuur, Juat Due in;w,
l.lvo wire t.rYelTisurKm-?"J"''
in Albuquerque.
J.l":f1 ft
Address II, n uare
.Tournul.
liXt'KfM' md'ulur rci).ili (ng. (,). K. Sliett
,
1:17
Wnrlcf-Mri:il
Nurih 'Plur-IWANl'KJJ
Handy nmn to pxchuiiKe lab-f.jr a s.,d t,,i. call at J70J Kast Grand

ln

BY

SOMETHING

REAL HOME

If you aro looking for a cooit
home let us show you this five
room ami sleeping porch, furnace heat, firo ptace, hardwood floors, garage, lawn and
shade troa. Located on one
streets in the
of the beet
Fourth ward.
A. h. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. iold
I'houc 150.

If.

!""

Phone

phonw

hvxga- -

A

P. I

64.

LB Nine acrea good land, under
dUch. half In alfalfa, half mile from
treet car. 9225 per acre. Phone Owner,
Z417-rt- l.
or 848.
FOU h.M.i: Klve well located lots, two
bloeUa aoutb of Central ou KoutU HiKh
itr?ei: will acll prt vr all; bargain
on.
IK Eutl L'en- prli; If sold
trnl.
no sick. Call 970,
100 fect,
fi'.iniln tillvtr
foil BALK 332
feet, fronting Hltfl?lftnd
avenue, by
yOU RENT Special offer I One furnish-pf- l
grade and fine view,
room, adjoining bath, In brand new park; level, on
modern home; clone In, private porch en- cheap: un eaey terma, J. A. Uunimond.
?
Gnat Silver.
trance; en ployed people preferred; reasonable.
Phone IfHD-n

"WANTED

s&r

WE.

ALL HAVE. NEW

v

n.

Mil

FOR SALE

to'2'3.

nnicK

I.OW OS SOUTH TIIJRD
ST. CLOSE-IN- .
Five rooms, bath, two porches, pantry, closets, pas and
electricity, hot and cold water,
built-ifeatures. Lot 54x100.
double parage of pressed brick,
walks. Mr. Shopman, Air. Superintendent, Air. Iluainesg Alan
this is your opportunity to
get a nice little home, close-iCall m for appointment.
miXKMAXN KEALTY CO.
Realtors,
Real Estate, Insurance, Loana.
300 W. Gold. Piione 670.

Auloiu'tliRe
ibumnce.
Bm Is, I oons.

ger Sewing Machine Company, 117
phone 787-EXPERT
dressmaking and artistic denice,
Xurnisned,
WOODWORTH
Newly
signing. In latest and advanced modea
clean rooms and hourjkeeptng apart-tncni- t, Mrs.
Maurice Rosen, 625 South Arno.
nr month, S1J
by duj week
accordion, side and box;
PLEATING,
l
fcouin
nirn.
2 5
N. Crane.
mall
North
orders.
will share room and Seventh.
1JAN KMFI.OTED,
Crane
Apartnienta. phone 814.
obporch with congenial partner; no
jection to heaithseeker if not bed pa
MONEY TO LOAN
tlont, J1S.60 per month, liia North Highnail furnished WK HAVJS tl.UUO and 2,(UU to loun on
TOU n.UNT ExolusWe,
eood first
morttfat'iij. McMIUlon ft
room, with large sleeping porch, h"t
water hear and bath; centrally located, Wood, 20 Wpst Oold.
621 MO.NJY
TO LOAN On watcnea, diaThona J744-ihtrage If Jenlro"
West Coal,
mond,, guns and verytlilng valuaol.
encloued sleeping Mr. H. Marco., 213 South Firm.
VOll HUNT
rge
porch, dressing room and bnth adjoin-lliB- ; HONEY TO LOAN on dlamonda, wale he,
suitable for two ladles; home privand go 4 Jewelry; liberal reliable, con.
120 South ridemial
ileges; board across street,
Oottll.b Jewelry Co.. 105 N. In
Cedar.
CONK1DUNTIAL
loan, on Jewelry, diaroom
bed
mond!, watcnea, Liberty bonda, plan,
yon ItKNT Well furnished
for gentlemen only; hot and cold run- autnmobllea. Loweet rales. Roihman'a
lb
atare.
ning water, centrally located; no sick, or 117 Booth Flret. Bonded
near sick taken, 611 West Coal, phone
3

216 W. Gold.

J.

n

A. FLEISCHER, EeaJfeir
Ill

Realtors.

430--

rru;ssEi

235tt-'-

FOR ItKNT Room and sleeping porclt;
ratea reasonable. l'JOg Eagt Centra I .
FOR ItKNT Three light housekeeping
HO 2
North Hecond, phone FJ70-Volt RENT Three looms for
bath, porch. 08 South Third.
FOR R13NT Two furnished room
loi
172
West Central.
ight hr.useltftftplng.
LOOM and sleepini,
porch, adjoining
bath. 801 South Midltli, phone J340-- J

y

Phono

tra large classed sleeping porch, hot
water heat, large base.nent, fine electrical equipment; eaiv-ge- ,
with servant
room attached.
Terms.
Five-roonew white ttucco bun$(,200
foat-uregalow, hardwood floors, built-i- n
garage. Fourth war J; easy terms.
Furniture also for sale.

No.

old stand,
210 West Gold. Come In and

Shelley Realty Co,

FOR SALE

lire, At''iUt'ni,

NOTICE,
are again at our

about these
two
houses. Hot and cold water,
now rented
furnished,
for
$47.00.
Owner
Only $2,750.
needs some money and will
give good terms.

nppnsjio poo'l bon rcli tiff house.
(TOH 8A1.K
brick house, on
North Edith.
I' OH LKNT
w o tooina ror light house
I'hone 240l-ItVst Inn.; nu sick.
FOR BALE
BrKit, nine iar;e ! 'joins,
h
LA R(iK liUuM, no i'.k, $i
$8,000;
cash. K4 Kuuth
a montb;
o kh ta
!i
Edith,
North Ftm r h.
1
Five-rooSA
FOR
J olt HUNT
LK
house, modern,
Nice, Biinuy room, inudern,
white stucco; bargain, from owner. ts:j
at'fint April 2. 1 i Kouih Walter.
l'OU UK NT Four furnltsheJ roms. 1116 flnutli Arno.
fc ALE
FOR
a part in tit i uouse,
North Twelfth. Call after 6 p. in.
ftiur
apartments,
furnished,
completely
1 OR ItKNT
Two nice clean front house
modern,
blr Income; discount for cash.
keeping rooms. 121 4 North Third.

vate

s'

7.W

four-roo-

J3 000 One ct the finest homes on East
(silver avenue, 6 ro.ms and bath, ex-

IM'i N'T

yCTlt RENT

V

v

.)

see our new office and ask us

MENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
CO.
J. T. YOt'NO
Albuquerque, N. M.

West Copper.
Pli.

at

FRUIT TREES
SHADE TREES AND ORNA-

Room

iiHulei n room, ladies,

We

8 per cent.
ACKKItSON & GKII'FITll.
Fourth.
Phono 411.

Light liuucutpmg room
.
Wvst evntral.
Fu.'.iislieJ roum.
I'OK UL'NT
iSuulli Wnltpp, phone K.t.7-WO It
HIONT
Larno unfurnished room,
like now. 124 8itth
furnished housekeepKuil iilONT
y!9 North Ki,urlh.
ing rooms.
123 Kurth Walter,
Kuoins.
ItKNT
i'Olt
i'Ult

CLMQ1N4

I

FOR RENT
Desk room In our office, also
a lovely home furnished or
several other
and
nice homes and apartments.
Wo rented several last week;
let's help you locate.

Jiu

120 S.

D, T, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
.Insurance.
210 V. Gold.
I'hone 007--

6

s

Ki

SfLi

Thl.i must sell this week. Has
living room, dining room with
fireplace, kitchen fully equipped
two bedrooms, closets, bath,
nice screened front and back
porches, basement, hot air furnace. Lot faces eo.ut. .hist on
top of the hill near Kat Silver
avenue,
Wo do not advertise a real bargain unless it's so. This is one.

FOR RENT
modern apartment $73
modern apartment $35
modern apartment $40
to loan on first mortgage

1
1

wa-u--

5

I

THINK A LITTLE.
E:VERClte WILL DO
rE OQO

1922

LINCOLN ADDITION
r,
Large lots, good soil, ditch
shade and fruit trees.
This ADDITION is located on
tho Fourth street paved road
with a fine view of the mountains and an ideal location for
a home. Call us for an appointment and we will show
you theso cholco lots.
Easy
terms: $ - 0 cash and balance
$10 per month.
DON'T DE- LAV; GET ONE OU MOKE
OF THESE LOTS TODAY. "

ttm.

:

THIRTY
RL"b ARE
--

ZAPF & CO.

G,

Realtors-Insura- nce

soxiis feet.
toi;xr:u lot,
Fast front on North Eleventh

LOTS LOTS LOTS
If you are figuring on a new
homo now Is tho time to get
your lot. We have some very
sites in the
fine building
Fourth ward.

HENT-Ito-

NEW

CHAS,

rxuMsiitn

LOCATION IN FOIHTH
WAHD
Four rooms, modern, sleeping
porch, screened front and back
porch, lawn, walks. This small
homo !h a real bargain and can
bo bought for only i'i.tbO cash.

OU

ACOUT
OF OS

fOU

MCRN1N6

V

lioi-fh-

FOR RENT

ARE

THlt

By George McManuilf"

1921 by the International Netfs Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Offica.
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F

IIOOM AND UOAflD,

R E N T

O R

FUR IJEN'r

Edith.

Kooms,
Imiuiro Korber Co.
Office

H EVl'
Udy .iiii.v.

MA It
PIUUiY.
phonu 2o;.S-J- .
SALE
Rhubarb mult, ph. :m1?-rFuK SALE
Baled "suigum." i'hone'

kEEO

FOR

I'ion-ii:-

SA

I.I".

K

ei

Plume '.(ti'ii-.- l l.
SALE Raby
South Walter.

FUK

iiiK

buKgy,

One-hal-

Koi.ini
EnPt

y:'
f

Centra!.

.South
deSii til

I'i'll

G, BEBBER
South Third SI reef.

0,

Oui 7j BOA u
v
$4
mouth".
PhMiif M'.'S-.- .
jtL'.l S'tuth Waiter.
i;uu.M.S ana board, kilmi piyfcrred.
$4U
inidup; no mIi k. jo-j- Foi renter.
CAN VAS sleep! ug porcu,
t it h
boai d,
"o? K;is Central.
gl't per week.
Foil KENT Glassed in pur, n and biiarii.
,bu.tal.ie for two. JH NorOi Maple.

KIN

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
AI'IUHM-Vn-

.

rurnrsiied loonisVu'h JOHN W. WILSON,
board, llu South Amu,
Attorney.
rio mi IS, 17 sid it), cmmwetl BuRdtns.
phone Li
Phona 1I5H-J- .
FOR R EXT Room a no s.eeping porch,
with boiiro for gentlemen convaksI'Hl KICIANH AND Ni;RiE4lNSl.
Pliiuin Ili,l-W- .
r.Ms.
OR. 3. I.. UtKTON,
FOR CONVALESCENTS,
aceommudatioiiB
DUeases nf Ihn 9'omarh.
now availiihie.
Urndtiate nurse In at
Snlle.
Harnett lluiMfr.g.
RI'IN

first-clas- s

'Nicely
table

;.'.

sirawln
cheap.

f
acre to home and
beautiful surroundings.
$100 to JloO.OO per acre.
Terms, L'O per cent down and
balance to suit purchaser.

olTStdjuTBrolra

Room and bout'U.

FUR

Auto Department

FUR

with Board

Rcnt-Room-

Mi.

.MILX
BEST IN TOWN.
i'4n-K-l c ii do n cc.
.'a sa d e Or o,
N. C. CLARKE,
HALE Holier canaries.
,
FoR RENT I'm- (wo. iHHt. clean"' ro.'ln" UK.
1HH7-.Waller, phone
Fye. Kar, No.o and Throat.
v, it h
a
in privaie home,
jj
831.
Barnett
Phona
TaTlo'Fs
Building.
Old
FOR SALE W iTTel
tore,
K'l'iH'f if desired. 40!i
Office Hours
.
ii, phone
x.'i
i:; v.
to 12 a. m and j to (t p. m.
lit ass a iary cu:. MRS. REED has moved
i7
FUR SA LE Un rge
to ,t Oil S
lK.rrfKiAltET"tAKiWKltVllTr
Inqu're hid South Sixth.
Brrtadway and has lovely rooms ar-Residence 11. '4 East Central. Chone 57 L
FOU SALE A Corona typewriter, cheap. sleeping porches with board for
I'hone fi7L
&Jfi.
"Ill Weft Sliver.
Rood eondition.
phone
M R A M i . I Es- oN
;t r;- M esa
FOR SALE Reed baby biiKcy. iu perfect
SHERIDAN,
A SANA iOlilLM-HO'IEWeKt Coal.
for tubercular
condition, cheap.
I'rnciice l.lrnlicd lo
curtviiescents; graduate nurse in atFOR S A LE lClgiit shun-- Br;, an Ilafve
n.tes
or month GKNITO - tlO.NAKY KISIiASKS
week
the
tendance;
by
11;!1-terLEstock; good bargain. Phone
'all
FOR-SAoven,
Camp coou7foldlng
III ConocclMm.
AMI B'jARO f.r muu and wifo. U aBHflrimiii Laliunitur
new; also steamer trunk. 117'j North ROuM
or two lad iff, with young people, In Citizen' Rimk Hide. I'limic h8ff.
Firsts
$."()
117
South
home.
month.
per
puvre
Ft R SA LE liiah-grad"Hughes" elec- - 'iiranl, I'niverstty llelghtn. plione LM'::-J- .
t l it:
j West HI tj S(7t 'I'll" El'lTH- - I'vivii tValiTtTrT- range; almost new.
Roma.
1'. CAIi.MKN.
Rooms
uiii fur tiiiert:iilar convtileset-utsWOMAN'S Exchange, V. W. C. A FuimIk
hiroprai'l'ir
furnished ; glassed-iporchs;
l
nl 10 ArmUBiilllinr.
Easter cards, collar sets, aprons,
meals; tray service; general num-int ool plants for summer.
Rates are
VN'ANTED
I'hone (fo,J- W.
FOR SALE
pipe, reason a L !.
Plumbing
O.
W.
J'iiaxton, 111! RESERVATIONS
pumps, points.
WANTKU
be
nad
Housework by the day.
at
St,
may
tfv
"ort h Fourth.
Hhon
Jfi4ii.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal ) ; rstei,
EUR .SA LE Wooden dry goodn boxes and $17 60 to :j per week: Includes privaie COLOUEIi hand lauu
diy. J y i" East Coeb
K aim's room with sleeping
packfug cases, mostly large.
porch, connected to
phone
Store. lOlt North First.
oath and tMlet; medical care, medicines,
b
the hour.
rho'ie
;
excellent meals, tray WAU4NTED Work
I'o:: SA IA4 Leather daenpoi t and mci-- Re. 'era nonurt'!ng
afu r o p. m.
extras. All rooms have steam
service;
bath tub. ' "all forenoons. r afu-WA
j
li
NTEO
Hev.
nnd
hot
cold
water.
heat,
Washing and ouina. by "t lie
running
p m., 411 West Santa
W. II, Zieyler,
Phonalj dozen r piece. C.ill 17..L
Superintendent.
EUR HALE Good bull terrier puppl-4M.
HOIJsi; i:u:M.vo,
. Hunter, north
end of Rio Orande
C.
,.ir
bin'n work, call .1. W. I, owe, 3 431--ai'ng.
bnulevard. IJhoiiS 2409-R- .
FUK SALE
WAN'I'Kl' K.'Mtuirunt,
initel or house- TPETw'hTxTilRSraii'niakesr!!:
and up;
41
&
ivorli, or iMirk by the day.
limt
per month. J. Ibugueniiie Typewriter FuR SALE A emuJJ ranch,
RouUr EourOt.
m. ic west of bridge; modern bouse. A. l.fwj,.
Exchange,
I'"l KST-- l 'I. ASS
r
.1.
.1 J mes.
paror-liarig-and
in
natural
their
nnd
painter
Nice
PINONS
lings
would ei:iiange work tn lii, line on or
Robert Mac- - IRi foiM'NI M! f faun ar.d" s nek lands
per pound.
State, 3
Koi d.
I'hone l; J i ".
in lie tea', urul
phersnn. 1114 Went Central.
Chama VaHey th's for uaed
HAILY
and sprine.
CI.UAXE1)
Wtite K. lletou, Chama, New UI'1'l.'KS
Janit r
KOH SALE Used
tractors,
e,;
,ervti
hnue
'.'leaning fwith vacuum t.
Hardware Mxieo.
j,
with
gnng
plows.
S11-.I- .
references.
Phone
Three-rooT
VALE
KEN
Department, J. Korber A Co.
fij2;Poii'hed;
OR
1'uR
house, with six acres of fine land, three WB ACdFt. cilECK. OPK.v, UCOsK
FOR SALE CryMtal"ele(.'ti - wrtslilng maI
W
liooka.
Ba
I.M.A
&.
Z
M;i
See
Robert
river.
tithes,
keep
one-oiuercKs
AMi.
stove, with four burners; miles
chine,
Mellnl I'Ulldlng.
Plmne 70 - W
easy termn. :J25 North Eight h.
Its
while man cook
FOR KALE Tents, used one day; same Kuli' SAl'.E OR REN 1 " weni seven
a re ranch, stock aiol tools; under main
position; onnp, hotel nr resort: will go
as netv. at redueed prices. The Ex
W. J. any here,
West Oold, phone 1111.
ditch; ready to paint: terms.
tieorge McCarty. L'i)4 Souilt
change,
M.
second.
N.
S.i
ers.
nd
Pa.iar'ito.
Foil BALE Or leane, saw mill ana timwishes
ber, on railroad. J. F. llransou, ul5 Full SALE Five aires In Fruitvale, near
position as private companion to ladv
pav el road; fine grape or chicken
South Third strtet, Albuquerque.
Phone traveling or at home.
to
terms
Address
cany
party.
ranch;
right
coFOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and
eare .Voirnal.
., First National
j. ur apply loom
ttage cheese; also fresh milk in gallon,
K!
Rank, or T"fi Soul h A rno.
auto niaciunit, twelve
lots. 8 wayne's Dairy, phone JfHO-a
years experience, will work for priSALE Thlrtcen-acrranch, on Old
SAXoPHC JE and ull band instrumeins. FuR
vate
house
or
take position at
Town
ood
patlles
good
boulevard;
new or used,' Private r class Instruc-tlon- a nnd out
II, L. Hill, 121(4 No.Mh Thlrrl,
building!'; ulfalfu; oil kinds of garage
on above,
red Is. EUi". Flu 302-owner leaving account room 3.
fruit
anl
berries;
FUR SALF? New tapestry Brussels rug, of health. Phone 348, or oner. Ml? RL
9x13, $22.50; never been used. This i
S1GNS
Ranch, two miles from posi
FOR SAi-i- a bargain,
inquire IfiOl East Silver.
o.'fb:. four acres, on main ditch, double
FOR SALE Flower allp, plants and hoiiM. garage, mlllc house, gonfl chicken AlUltN SI'I.N A.N LI AtTTETt Y I s j S'lfTo!
Signs, show cards, poster work, disbulbs. Dahlia and giadiola bulbs, 10c bouses, blooded chickens and turkeys;
tributors, road signs a special! vj clever
C? clei incubator, $j. 11 2
each; sixty-tpr- g
also f'iniltute and tools; terms. Phone designs,
21
North Third,
riassy work.
South Hrnadway.
phone 18T0-- J
FOR SALE Several used vacuum clean
N ine-ae ranch, on mam
SA LE
Full
'"
""
Plmne
ers at real
prices.
i.ONK"TAk'"At-io-Cl"Srditeh, one and ono-lm- three-roo- miles west of
409 W.
Star Furniture Co.. J 1 3 West Baivlus
sdohe
new
The orange colored can. Engie,
britlse;
ooid.
houne and garaire; quarter mile from nhant Butte Dam and Hoi Springa. N.
e
or
Sf.
school house.
FOR fcSALE, QUICK Stewart
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
Pho"e
both in
box 235.
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and S;30 p. m.
range; also Stewart heater,
very best condition; nearly new.-- , Phone FUR SALE Ranch of nearly iui) acrvs,
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cara on
'2001 J.
Dam line.
We drive our own cara.
part heavily wooded, perpetual springs. theWrite
for reservations at our expense.
SOFT SPOTS Heel anl ryh cushions Ideal
cattle range; herd of registered
foot
cures
all
HEFFERNAN BROS.. Prnpt
prevent fallen Insteps;
Herefoids. horses, chickens; farm ImpleHot Springe. N. If.
troubles, $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. ments; hi-corrall, several
louse,
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. Minail
orchard, illness In
ASBESTOS
HOOF PAINT
family makes It necessary to sell. L.Prk'E
Address
nnd terms reasonable.
GOOD for all kinds or roofs, $l per galSouth Itowman. care postofflce box 311, Albu-iinelon. The Mansano Co., 110
tue, N. M.
Wninut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
roof, will last as lung astha bulldln.

TRY

BODDY'S

Phone

Full

W.ll7

MrD."

and msi;.i:

of tui;

ski.n

CHIROPRACTORS

PMioW

!.

Ranches

ail

lIlet.

wni.

yorNfl,ATf,riheeast.

SHOW CARDS

Ei.

TIME CARDS

FOK SALE Everbearing and BlaclT'Cap
raspberry, gooseberry, grape and rhubarb plants; Hay strain H. 1. Reds, Tom
Barrow "White Leghorn eeas, 16 for $1.
Cherry Blossom Ranch 209 East Trunv
bul. phone 1032-USE EFFBCTO AUTO TOP and aeat
diet-sing- .
Effeelo Auto Enamel) Vals-paValspsr Enamels on aniomobllrs.
Homestead
Cottage Paint,
Plymouth
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement, bat
Isfaetlon assured. Thos. F, Ketcher Leather Co., 408 West Central, phone 1057-SALE- -- Wheat drill, corn planter,
yc
mowing maclilne, hay rake, tractor,
ti actor plow, three bottom and three
dlso plows, team pow, harrow, Fresno
scraper, three horses, three Jersey cow,
also garden and
two bull",, harness;
farm cultivators,
platform
portable
scales, counter scales and two wagons,
one alfalfa re.i. a lor. Apply nt Mann's
Garden.

FOR RENT

Storeroom

small building on Wphi Out rat ;
drslrnbte location. Address V C.
Journal.

cart-

wI3

CARPENTERING

ETTIFOHD THE
All kinds of work.
V

".
CAUPUNTKIl
new or repair,
RmQll,

WMrU

Sura

ODD
JOB MAN.
Plnine 1B73-WOKK.
large ur

Kiinrant'-fil-

WESIBCU.N.'J

call ?0J1'J; all Train.

No. 1
Odd Job, carpililering. h.aua
WANTED
No. 8
repairing, at rcuannablt No. 7
puiniins and H5-Phnne
Nis t
prli'ra,
I'Ar.NTlNU and
dunu;
eleant'd; rufw repaired: . price, No. 29
Bfi.t-nr Ktlp-Mf'h.in
Nn. S7
rojiMi.nn hip.

fAINTIM.. paper tiuii;.i. i.uj eul.o'n-Inlns- ;
U W Na i
ail wo'k quaranleeU.
Niv 4
6f,8 'uitlh Edllh. phurc 11M-J- .
No.
'U DO OID JOll carpentering and
10
house buildiny. refiNntiab.e: fnveMgata N.

Owen.,

Piiuua
freo.
?::3r-M- .
J. K. Kl'iacn. 31? Yale atreet.
luw
i WANT
to
my
pliuea
Investigate
hind nf a building proposition
on any jiu
Tunga-loyou hav. in vl.w. A. E. Palmr,
.
1?;.S-Builder, hoi 41, dtv. Pho;-.LUII.lJlNC, aiteiatioiia, lepatrmg, large
Ji.ba or ainull; wmk by contract nr by
the day; ruisonabl privet: work nuar.
E
nntr'.-derjltmniei- fte. Cull 1755-i:. Julill.on, (18 J liu.
u

low

prieea;

eatlmatert

Dalle.
Arrive.
Impart.
The Bcout.... 7:30 DID 1:30 urn
fall r. Llmlted.lusSO em 11:00 am
am
Fatgo Fait. .10:60 am
The Nvaj.. .J:ss am lltja
l: am

SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso ET.s.0
10:10 pm
El Paso ED
11 At am
EABTBOUND.
The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
Calif. Umlted. 6.00 pm
pm
8. F. Elirht..
t:2( pm
The Scoot....
am

10
110

pm

a'l.

II from El Palo :35 pin
from CI Paso 7 :oo am
No. 80 oonnecte at J'eien with No. I
Clovls.
for
Psae Velier. Kane- - ttty and

No.
N

O

Oast.

No. 5j onnnect. at Helen with No. 11
frnm rinvia end polnla eaat and aenith

yf

I
!
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HERE IS JUST A GLIMPSE OF WHAT THE
CASH WILL DO AT

WARD'S

tj

508 West Central Avenue.
Log Cabin Syrup, small cans
Medium cans
Large cans
Campbell's Tomato Soup, can
Crisco, 1 lb. cans
3 pound can
Kellogg's Corn Flakes, large pkg

,

28c
54c
$1.08
10c
23c
66c
15c

All 15c size National Biscuit Co. Cakes and
Crackers

4?
f

"Ah

M. L. Fox, new malinger of the
chamber of commerce, thrilled the
members of the llotnry club
noon with his declaration
illiiit the new business blocks under
for immediate
financed
or
jwuy
construction would reach $:',!t).l,-- I
000 in vnlue, a record unparalleled
in the city's history.
Mr. Fox predicted that the business blocks built or started during
3,D00,-iiuthe. year 192;! would total
This is exclusive of the very
resinew
in
heavy investments
dence structures.
Mr. Fox outlined a plan of ttio
'chamber of commerce under which
an opportunity would be given the
business nu n to aid in the passage
y
drainage bill.
of the
Eastern wholesalers, manufactuto
be reached
are
rers and jobbers
and their support solicited,
entertained
Judge M. K. Hickey
account
the club with an amusing
of his experiences on a recent trip
to Peru, Indiana.
dentist; Frank
C K. "Inland,
Min'dlln, Jeweler; Pavid Lane, ice
manufacturer, and tlrover Divine,
commercial agency manager, were
elected to membership in the club.

12c

yd

z

WILLIAM FOX Presents

'

'.

Mm

mm

R THE HILL"

iy

ADMISSION

:

Mntluee Adults, 3."c; Children. 15c
Night Adults, 50c; Children, 35c
SPECIAL ORCHESTRA FOIt NIGHT SHOWS

LOCAL ITEMS

I

&
Supply Co. Tlione 4 and
Wnrrl bus been received that Rev
rector
Benjamin F. Hoot, the new
of St. John Cathedral church, will

fol

-

STILLS

arrive on Santa Fe train number
one tonight nt 7:S0 o'clock, in-- j
at ll:..'J
stead of this morning
ano'clock, as was previously
ooo.
nounced.
The road will be a part of the
load,
trucK
full
wood,
Factory
proposed Kllis loop, which, when
four dollars. Ilahn Coal Company.
completed, will form an auto road
Phone 91.
through the
from Albuquerque
Albunuerque Temple No. atS. 2:.Manzano mountains and back by
sisters, will meet
at the
way of tho Fourth street pike.
this afternoon
o'clock
Sold On Easy I'liyincnts
Knights of Pythias hall.
word
liny M. Ball has received
BOBCATS BEST BEARS
of the death of his brother, Charles
II
M. Hall, president of the Condon
GAMES
IN STRAIGHT
National bank at Coffeyville, Kans.
h.
ft..- J H..(AfM.,
Asthma? Dr. Murray, usteoput741.
Robcats trimmed the Rears thref
N. T. Armilo building, phone
117 South First St. Fhone 917-- J 1
" straight games last mgnt m ine i.
There will be a teachers' meet-10
i
a. city bowling tournament
at
morning
ing tomorrow
at the "V" alleys. Lathrop rolled
o'clock in the court room of tlv
the high score with "3j.
court house. Dr. West will speak SANTA FE BOILER MEN
The scores follow:
on "Contagious Diseases."
llohcats.
R. D.-- l lerron, of the Agricultural
AND CHEMISTS CLOSE
170 1.13
17
Martin
hoslocal
Loan agency, is ill at a
17."
1SS
171
THREE-DACONFERENCE Hoyce
Pi7
pital with influenza.
Idi
Evers
Id
IMS
r35 172
Lathrop
conference
here
The
three
SPEAK
day
D. S. HILL TO
of boiler men and chemists of the
070 T1S 081
Totals
AT
AT CONFERENCE
Rears.
Santa Fo railroad was closed at
I :u
Fill 177
FARNIINGTON TODAY noon yesterday.
The meeting!", Paser . .
131
13!
lill
were presided over by (Jeorge Aus- - Wagner
is:-177
172
Franklin
i;
'C,,,..,l.o
l.r,it,.
the
of
S.
Hill
David
150
President
137 15,The
address
0fiJu,lnso"
speetor.
last
principal
left
night
stale, university
Juan counlv.- yesterday morning was made by
San
007
030
till
Totals
to- ,
Fred Isaacson, of Topcka. assistant
in ,l.!ii-f...i
Wlirirc lie-- win
m." ndilreKsen
- niechanh
engineer.
,,'Hit and tomorrow before an eduAmong the subjects discussed NEW FUNERAL PARLORS
cational meeting which has been
the treating of w ter in order
called there. His lectures will deal was
WILL BE OPENED HERE
to
educational
preserve the serviceability life
with various phases of
of tho boilers.
Other topics of
work.
W. S. Meadows, of the Meadows
President Hill Las also reei.ivvu general and special interest were
the discussed.
Cleaning company, associated with
invitations recently to address San
atto
wer.
oticn an un
who
here
ii.,.,,iu
officials
at
San Jose Normal school
Aritend the conference are .1. T. John- dertaking establishment April 1 at
.lose. Calif., and the Northern
Mr.
avenue.
Silver
11$ West
zona Normal school at Flagstaff, stone, l.os Angeles; !. C. Nieol,
to Amarillo; J. Doran, (lalveston; 11. Meadows had many y firs' experiAriz, lie has also beenof invited
tie undertaking business
V. Steven.". Topcka; A. l'arfit, Foit ence In
Preside!!iiiiir1 bo inauguration
to New Mexico. His
Von Klelnsmid of the Cniversliy of Madison: (ins Mlhleisen, Ut Junta; before coining
assistant. Mr. Martinez, has been
Southern California .in Los Angcle; V. '". lii'imii, Fort Madison
a
of
head
tho
Pete
and
mortuary here for
s.islant boiler inspectors;
the latter part of this month.
several years.
iillon, Cleburne: Jess Lewis.
The cleaning company or Mr.
m : Thomas Purccll. Winsui il
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
low; William Kieiienger Topek ; Meadows will continue to be under
Mr. Venso, Clovis; Mr. Harrison. li is personal direction.
DOINGS
v rec
I. a Junta, boiler lin emen:
mechanical en- DISMISS CHARGE OF
Isaacson,
10
C. Morgan has started th
'
bundled gineer at Topcka, an II. II. Fer-icplanting to ovrand three
WIFE ABANDONMENT
supervisor of welding at Toenrrv
to
trees
shrubs
plant.',
pcka; N. '. Fester, R. S. I'.elcher,
out the extensive landscape gar- of
the lie and timber departments;
Jesus Almaraz., against whom a
dening work ho has planned home V. II. strawn of Topcka.
photogcriminal complaint charging
his
grounds surrounding redistrict-c11. S. Hill. San Bernardiwas lodged in Jusrapher;
on Rrown avenue in the
no; O. T Reese, T peka: V. L. tice of the Feaco Montoya's court
district.
Needles; F. C. Hamilton, F. Wednesday, was released yesterThere will be a large number of Boyd,
Reach, Clovis; R. II. Aycr, H. B. day morning and the charge disevergreens such as the blue spruce,A ('rocker.
La Junta; M. 1 card, Clo- missed.
Douglas fir. cedar and juniper.sur- vis: C. W. Bothe
Wellington, KanAlmaraz testified that his wife
California privet hedge will
10. F. Mitchell and J. R. While-side- s had returned to her mother's home
round the front of the property sas; unil
A. S. Kibbee, Albuquer-sideand that he had on several occa- and lilacs, spireas, etc. will be
ihcmistii.
sions sent her groceries. The con- in
places.
appropriate
grouped
tribultong naa at nrsc oeen ihis
Tall slender evergreens along with
fused, he stated, but of late
shrubs will be banked
GIRLS TO
wife had accepted them.
around the base of the foundation
OP
AMCACD
rUARRPC
of the house and will make a strikwhile
cmDPiMr. Rnnwi rim PFEIFFER HOME IS
ing contrast to the pure
stucco walls and red tile roof.

Wli IDS

II

THIS
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Columbia Grafonolas

0T
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Six arrests were made, six stills
seized, and twenty gallons of liquor destroyed by prohibition agents
who have Just returned from a series of raids in tho northeastern
part of the slate.
The men arrested are all charged
with the illegal manufacture of
whiskey, and are under bond for
their hearing before the federal
district court at Santa Fe. The
alleged law violators are: Tonv
Jaterka. Andro Cignar and Seno
Davoelcll of Agua Frio. 80 mllet,
soulhwest of Raton, Harry Willard
of Raton, Severino Gonzales of
Maxwell, and Rotista Comba of
Koehler. Their bonds ranged from
$500 to $2,000.

Willard, whose bond was fixed

at $2,0ao, was unable to make
and remains in jail.
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DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

SOLBERG Frank II. Solberg
died at local hospital yesterday
afternoon, age 30 years. He was
a linotype operator and worked
has
for the Evening Herald. HeMinn.
relatives in Minneapolis,
to
Strong
The body was taken
Brothers' mortuary pending inrelatives.
from
structions
BWCITTOS
The funeral of Mrs
Mr,i,lf. Kaiiches. who died Weil-- i
ncsday night, will be held this

afternoon ut 2 o'clock from
funeral parlors. Burial

Crol-lott'-

s

will

be in Santa Barbara, cemetery.
GARZA The. funeral of Albert
died
Wednesday
who
Garza,
South
evening at his residence on tomorFirst street, will be hold
9
o'clock from
row morning at
the family residence. Burial will
cemetery.
Barbara
Santa
be in
Crollott is In charge.
LARIUVAS The remains of
Julio S. Larrlvas. who died at
Los Angeles, Calif., March 25,
arrived Wednesday morning on
train No. 8. The funeral will be
held this morning from the family residence to the Sacred Heart
church, where services will be
held. Burial will be in Pan Jose
cemetery. Crollott Is in charge.
Funeral services for
died at his
Harry U. Douell, who avenue
last
home on West Fruit
Wednesday morning, will be held
afternoon
tomorrow
o'clock
nt 2:30
from French's chapel. Rev. J. W.
Clutter will officiate. Tho follow- ing will act as
Johnson, CI. Thirion. W. 10. Car- ma n,
E. Sinclair, It. Mcintosh
and E J. Adair. Burial will be in
Fairview cemetery.
DOBELL
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Osteopathic Sieci:iHst.
Sleril lildg. Tel. 70 J. 2033-W- .
1

A. A.

Rulierl. ilecornlnr. litis
to 222 South

Ills buslucss

Second btrcet.

Agnes Bolt and Hazel Jensen,
giils, who landed in the
police station here Tuesday on their
walk from their home at Kenosha,
Wisconsin, to the coast, were taken
to Santa Fe yesterday afternoon by
a deputy sheriff to answer a charge
of skipping their hotel bill at the
Coronado hotel. The bill amounts
lo almost $4.
The girls slopped in at police
if
headquarters Tuesday to learn
in the
lliev could carrv
city. While getting the informa- a call from Santa Fe advised
Itlie police department of the un
paid hotel bill. The girls were kept
.it the police station while Chief
Calnslia wired their relatives for
funds to pay the expense of their
trip home.
The money had not arrived yesterday and as the manager at the
Coroiiailo wanted the bill paid, he
filed charges against Die girls. Both
of he girls declared thev would
Icontinue their trip to the coast as
soon as they squared
things at
Santa Fe.
i

LAS CRUCES

Fire partly destroyed the interior of the home of L. M. Pfelffer,
825 South Broadway, last night at
The origin of the
8:30 o'clock.
fire is unknown. It was discovered
by Juan Sandoval, who notified the
family and turned in the alarm.
bungalow.
The house is a
two-roo-

MAN

The ''SLXSHINF." nut in DAINMachine.
GIFT PACKAfilOS.
shelled. IMiioii nuts., I annlo S.
e
street.
spitz, 32S North Tenth

Two-stor-

City, Hall.

FOUND

real place to get youi
clothes cleaned and pressed.
Give us a trial.
RILL'S SHOP,
213 S. Second.
Phone 480.
Prompt Service.
A

Following soveral changes made
the polling places for the city
election April 4, tho official list
was announced yesterday at city
ban.
The list ot voting places follows:
Ward 1, district 1 Rasement
Central Avenue Methodist church,
Arno street.
Ward 2, district 6 Basement
Christian church, Rroadway and Homo cooking and home privGold avenue. District 5 Stewart's
garage, rear of i!02 South F.dith ileges; hot and cold water; $45
street.
per month.
k
Ward 3, district 7
210 West Stover
agency, 421 West Gold avenue. District 8 Old Mcintosh auto building, 608 WeRt Central 2 avenue.
Ward 4, district
City hall.
District 3 Cooper Motor company,
519 West Central avenue District
1212 Wesi
4
Nordhaus garage.
Finest rooms in (he state
steam
hot and cola
heat,
Tijeras avenue.
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or with
STANDARD GRADING
out private bath. $4 to $10 week
DESIRED
OF TIMBER
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
BY FOREST SERVICE
With bath $2. B0 single anu
double $3.00.
Standardization of methods used
in grading lumber and timber is
being sought by the U. S. forest
service and is meeting the approval of the timber and lumber
business. E. T. Ivory and D. G.
White, experts of the forest serv- j
ice who have this work in charge,
were in Albuquerque
yesterday
checking over the methods used
bw tho forest service in this dis
trict. They found that the same
methods are used hero as in
California.
The hostess with a
In other sections of the country
tea wagon has the
the methods are widely different
decided
advantage
and the need of standardization is
over the hostess
great in order to systematize the
one.
They
without
business
lumber and
savo steps and add
throughout the country. The data
of
to
the
beauty
gathered by the two experts will
the furnishings of
be taken to Washington and used
will
You
room.
any
in working out a standard system
he interested in a
for the forest service and all othQueen Ann or Wiler dealers who care to adopt it.
liam and Mary stylo
developed in walnut
and mahogany and
also a very well
made model in fiber.
Broke his watch and brought it
to us to bo put in first class run- ning condition. Our workmanship
stab rtBwtnir! co
is first class and fully guaranteed
'
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NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING CO.
Suits, Cleaned and Pressed. SI
Hats, Cleaned and Clocked. $1
103 Kelehor Avenue.

TODAY

Lavato, Juan Gavaldon
and Abelina Altarona, suspected of
held
up the night operator
having
and ticket agent In the Santa Fe
Saturday
station at I.as Cruces-las- t
morning, will be given a hearing
a Jusbefore
Cruces
Las
at
today
tice of the peace. The three men
were arrested shortly after they
had left a freight train near
Whitewater and had started to
walk to Hurley. Two of them were
the
identified by A. L. Bennett,
agent who was held up.
Santa Fe Special Agents Ben
Trnbmiirh and f S. Bailsback left
last night for Ijis Cruces to. attend
the prosecution, which is to be
conducted
Attorney
by District
Newell.
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F. BROSEY

HOLD-U- P

HEARING

1

WAGONS

timber

HIT BY AUTO

Phone

M25-- J.

Albuquerque.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

WANTED

A drama of a man who challenged God's will and found
His power in his own Soul.
See the greatest shipwreck scene ever filmed for any
production.
ADDED ATTRACTION :

"FRESH AIR"
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WTQFM AIM'S
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Two-Pa-

Ind

NOTICF!
hereby given that we ore
not calling for your monthly
payments any more. Make your
payments on or before the last
day of the month and avoid
suspensions.
JAMES J. VOTAW.
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fish

Fine Shoe Repairing
Salmon, Catfish
Red Snapper
Ladies' Half Soles
75c
SPECIAL FOR
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
SATURDAY
Men's Half Soles
.90Cj
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c Bacon, by the
OA
City Electric Shoe Shop
piece, per pound
213 South Second St.
A
Phone 5S7--

y

Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"
Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked. Rues
cleaned
latest
by
process.

Phones 148 and 449.

North First Street.
Phone I 90
Fa Your Order We
Will do me Rest.
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Monty Banks Comedy
REGULAR PRICES.
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Sold at this Store.

WeSell5raNHER'
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

WOOD

TO 11 P. M.

In the battle of Bohemianism with society and culture, which wins?
What would you do if you were a little girl playing
in a theater company which became stranded miles away
from a great city?

i

essie

THE PRINCESS CHARMING, in

6

Ik m

onme lviav

99

V

A Delightfully "Different" Picture

Bessie Love was born in Albuquerque and spent
her early childhood days here. Many Albu- querqueans remember her first appearance when only a
tiny tot at the old "Orchestrion Hall" and Casino.
ADDED ATTRACTION:
'!

I

SWASTIKA
SCGARITE
All Sizes. Best Prices.

"IN THE HICK OF TIKE"

NEW STATE COAL CO.

DTFKS AND HATTERS
RFO CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

1

TODAY AND TOMORROW

COFFE!

IICX W MOD COAi

EflPliE Cleaners

CONTINCOC8

CHOCOLATE

COAL
GALL VP

A Two-PaComedy.
REGULAR PRICES.

j

rt

PHONE 35

,

Exclusive Agent for Swastika and Sugaritc Coal.

HOUSE

Three-roohouse
42x50 lot, Highlands
furnished
one block from Central.
VUONK 111--

For Sale

m

Gallup Lump Coal

Pounds, $11.00
Weights Guaranteed
Is Why We Lead, Others Follow
2,000

BUSH

Phone

GARCIA & SON

Pure Distilled
Water

Have Moved Their Undertaking Parlors from
118 West Silver

FOR DRINKING PURPOSES

Johnson Coal Co.
900 N. First

Painter and Pupcrhauger,
Interior Decorator.
208 North Edith Street.
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Barracuda, Sea Bass

FL0GGED--ALM0S- T

TY

SUSPECTS ARRESTED;
GET

BI

UAMAUtU

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

1503--

e-

RUN-AWA-

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Lobsters, Halibut,

BUSINESS
HAS SCARE; IS

Dallas Tex., March 29. Time:
11:30 p. m.
house in fashScene
ionable district of Dallas.
Cast One wealthy business man
and one stranger.
Action Wealthy business man
reading newspaper near window on
second floor' Automobile stops in
front of house and stranger gets
out and starts toward the front
door.
W. P. M. glances out of window
and
darkness diluted
through
with rays of automobile headlight.',
Picks
sees stranger approaching.
up pistol from assortment of weapons at his side and waits, while
cold chills ran up and down
spinal column.
Stronger knocks on door, W. R.
M. sticks head out of window and
in quaking voice. Inquires what is
wanted.
Stranger tells W. B. M. to come
down stairs, wants to tail: with
him.
W. B. M, goes down stairs carrying club and pistol. Opens doir
slightly. Glances furtively to.vard
automobile where he fancies he
hears voices; holds cocked pistol
firmly and demands to know what
stranger wants. Stranger shiftsg
feet uncomfortably and In
voice inquires:
"How much do you want for
that lot you advertised?"
Curtain.
FIRE
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Shaw Desmond.

"Ths 'war paint' of the American woman is her 'uiKgest menace,"
in the opinion of Shaw Desmond,
Irish author. The noted novelint
says that American women are literally cutting- off their noses to
spite their faces. "The beauties
are painting beauty out," says
Desmond. Desmond declares that
5 MILES OF ELLIS
when the American woman eschews
paint and powder, when she creLOOP ROAD STARTED
ates and wears American instead
BY FOREST SERVICE of Parisian clothes, that day will
reveal her to the world as the
Five miles of forest service world's most beautiful woman.
road in Tejnno canyon from San
Antonito to Lagunita Springs was
of- started yesterday, according to The
NAB SIX
ficials at the district office.
work is the first project started
this spring in New Mexico by the
service. It is estimated that the
cost of the five miles of mountain road will be approximately $15,-

nv i

several Changes Have Been
Made Since urst uniciai
List Was Compiled at the

'

Oden-Bulc-

i

CAR It
New York
The rieturc That Ran n Whole Year on Broadway,
(SHOWS
l:i!0, 4:1)0 mid 7:30
to 9 O'clock
Kuln from
1:15 lo 4. ami from
r.n
.,
nri. ,i
MARY

Featuring

mt.iLii'sj jjjfet&frteftfciiia

RUTHERFORD & G0EBEL
GI.'NKUAL
COXTKACTORS
517 S. Broadway. I'lione

j

Room and Board

Smith-McNar-

li

FOR
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TODAY

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber to
I'hono 421. 423 North First.

GIT! ELECTION

HA

Chamber of Commerce
AnManager Makes the
at Rotary
nouncement
Lunch; Boost Drainage.

10c

Small

000
,

TOTALS SB2 86 3

1

Let Us Send a Man

PLAGES

AIOUIED

SECTOR

BUSINESS

STOR

GASH

i PAINT IS SPOILING"
BEAUTY OK U. S. POLLING
IN
WOMEN, HE SAYS

10y
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n iiin

i

ll&vch 31,
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388--

Five Gallons or More, Delivered Any
Part of City, per gallon

ROSES

fine
Just arrived,
Shipment
largo "stock. Better order early
if you want to get your roses
from me.
R. F. BLOOM, Phone 2187--

.

10c

WESTERN ICE & BOTTLING CO.
PHONE 57

J.

GALLUP COAL
WE HAVE IT FOR YOU

We nav

good Drices for fire
such as Rifles. Shot
Must be in
Guns. Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South First Street

To 315 SOUTH THIRD

arms

Piano, solid oak dining table
and mahogany center table.
KHl North Edith.

A Good Nurse Maid.
MRS. R. E. PUTNEY
1105 West Central

LUMP, EGG AND STOVE SIZES

FOR SALE

-l

Standard Furniture Co.

401 South First St. Phone
19
Wo buy,
sell
and exchange
new and used furniture. Handle
complete lino kitchen utensils,

etc.

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
Convenient to Handle.
Uniform Size.
More Heat Units per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.
The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Fuel for Stove and Ranges. Order a ton today.

El

Allll COAL CO.

Phone 91

Our large stock of CERRILLOS and GALLUP
COALS insure service, supply and comfort.
As in the past, we will endeavor to furnish Fuel
Insurance as part of our SERVICE.

Hahn Coal Company
Quality First.

Phone 91
Service Always

set Stt

